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PREFACE

Recognition of reliability and mdintainability (R&M) as vital
factors in the development, production, operation, and maintenance
of today's complex systems has placed greater emphasis on the
application
of
design
evaluation
techniques
to
logistics
management.
An analysis
of a design for reliability and
maintainability can identify critical fuilure modes and causes of
unreliability
and provide an effective tool for predicting
equipment behavior and selecting appropriate logistics measures to
assure satisfactory performance.
Application of design evaluation
techniques can provide a sound basis for determining spare parts
requirements, required part improvement programs, needed redesign
efforts, reallocation of resources and other logistics measures to
assurebethat
will
met. specified reliability and maintainability requirements
Many efforts have been applied toward duplicating the data bank
approach or developing a new approach for mechanical equipment.
The statistical analysis of equipment aging characteristics,
regression techniques of equipmaent operating parameters related to
failure rates, and analysis of field failure data have been studied
in attempts to develop a methodology that can be used to evaluate
a new mechanical. design for R&M characteristics.

j

Many of the attempts to develop R&M prediction methodology have
been at a system or subsystem level.
The large number of variables
at these levels and lack of detailed knowledge regarding operating
environment have created a problem in applying the results to the
Attempts to collect failure rate data or
design being evaluated.
develop an R&M prediction methodology at the system or subsystem
level produce a wide dispersion of failure rates for apparently
similar components because of the basic characteristics of
mechanical components.
The Design Evaluation Techniques program was initiated by tie
Carderock Division of the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) and
is sponsored by the Office of Naval Technology under the Logistics
Exploratory Development Program, P.E. 62233N. The methodology for
predicting R&M characteristics as part of this development effort
does not rely solely on failure rate data.
Instead, the design
evaluation procedures consider the material properties, operating
environment and critical failure modes at the component part level
to evaluate a design for R&M.
The purpose of this Handbook is to
present the proposed methodology for predicting the reliability of
mechanical equipment and solicit comments as to the potential
utility
of
a complete
handbook
of
reliability
prediction
procedures.
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The development of this Handbook by the Logistics R & D Division
(Code 129) of CARDEROCKDIV, NSWC is being coordinated with the
Recent sponsors of this effort
military, industry and academia.

include the U. S. Army Armament Research, Development & Engineering
Picatinny Arsenal and the Robins AFB, WRCenter (SMCAR--QAH-P),
ALC/LVRS. These sponsors have provided valuable technical guidance
In
in the development of the methodology and the Handbook.
addition, the Armament R,D & E Center has coordinated this effort
with the RAMCAD (Reliability and Maintainability in Computer Aided
Also, the Robins AFB has supplied an MC-2A Air
Design) program.
The procedures
Compressor Unit for validation testing purposes.
contained in this Handbook were used to predict the failure modes
Reliability tests
of the MC-2A and their frequency of occurrence.
were then performed with a close correlation between predicted and
actual reliability being achieved.
Past sponsors and participants in the program include the
& Engineering Center; WrigntDevelopment,
Belvoir Research,
Patterson AFB; Naval Sea Systems Command; Naval Air Test Center and
The contractor for this effort is
Louisiana Tech University.
Support Systems Technology Corp. in Gaithersburg, Maryland. At the
the
conclusion of this development effort NAVAIR (AIR-5165),
of
assume
sponsorship
will
Branch,
and
Maintainability
Reliability
of
contact.
its
point
and
be
the Handbook
editions of this Handbook were distributed to
Previous
interested engineering personnel in industry and DoD for comments
as to the utility of the methodology in evaluating mechanical
The comments have been extremely useful
designs for reliability.
in improving the prediction methodology and contents of the
Every effort has been made to validate the equations
Handbook.
presented in this Handbook. However, limited funding has prevented
the extensive testing and application of prediction procedures to
the design/procurement process for full validation of the approach.
Therefore, uaers are cautioned that this Handbook is the result of
a research program and not an official DoD document.
Several companies have chosen to produce software packages
containing the material in this draft Handbook. The commercial use
of preliminary information which is a part of a research project
The
prior to complete evaluation of the methodology is premature.
Navy has not been and is not now in any way connected with the
commercial ventures to produce software packages of unproven
Interested users of the
technology and do not endorse their use.
technology presented in this Handbook are urged to contact the
Carderock Division of the Naval Surface Warfare Center to obtain
the latest available information on mechanical reliability.
Comments and
addressed to:

recommended

changes

to the

James C. Chesley
Code .29
Carderock Division
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Bethesda, MD 20084
ii

Hrndbook

should

be
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
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1.1

CURRENT METHODS OF PREDICTING RELIABILITY

A
reliability prediction is performed in the early stages of a
development program to support the design process.
Performing a
reliability prediction provides for visibility of reliability
requirements in the early development phase and an awareness of
potential degradation of the equipment during its life cycle.
As
a result of performing a reliability prediction, equipment designs
can be improved, costly over-designs prevented and development
testing time optimized.
Performance of a reliability prediction for electronic equipment
is well supported by standardized documentation in the form of
military standards, specifications and handbooks.
Such documents
as MIL-STD-756 and MIL-HDBK-217 have been developed for predicting
Development of these
the reliability of electronic equipment.
documents was made possible because the standardization and mass
production of electronic parts has permitted the creation of valid
failure rate data banks for high population electronic devices.
Such extensive sources of quality and reliability information can
be used directly to predict operational reliability while the
electronic design is still
on the drawing board.
A commonly accepted method for predicting the reliability of
mechanical equipment based on a data bank has not been possible
because of the wide dispersion of failure rates which occur for
apparently similar components.
Inconsistencies in failure rates
for mechanical
equipment are the result of several basic
characteristics of mechanical components:
a. Individual mechanical components such as valves and
gearboxes often perform more than one function and failure data for
are seldom
of nonstandard components
specific applications
available.
A hydraulic valve for example may contain a manual
shut-off feature as well as an automatic control mechanism on the
same valve structure.
b. Failure rates of mechanical components are not usually
described by a constant failure rate distribution because of wear,
fatigue and other' stress related failure mechanisms resulting in
Data gathering is complicated when the
equipment degradation.

constant failure rate distribution can not be assumed and
individual times to failure must be recorded in addition to total
operating hours and total failures.
c. Mechanical equipment reliability
s more sensitive to
loading, operating mode and utilization rate than electronic
equipment reliability.
Failure rate data based on operating time
alone are usually inadequate for a reliability prediction of
mechanical equipment.
d. Definition of failure for mechanical equipment depends upon
its application.
For example, failure due to excessive noise or
leakage can not be universally established.
Lack of such
information in a failure rate data bank limits its usefulness.
The above deficiencies in a failure rate data base result in
problems in applying the failure rates to an actual design
analysis.
For example,
the most commonly used tools for
determining the reliability characteristics of a mechanical design
result in a listing of component failure modes, system level
effects, critical safety related issues, and projected maintenance
actions.
Estimating the design life of mechanical equipment is a
difficult task for the design engineer. Many life-limiting failure
modes such as corrosion, erosion, creep, and fatigue operate on the
component at the same time and have a synergistic effect on
reliability.
Also, the loading on the component may be static,
cyclic, or dynamic at different points during the life cycle and
the severity of loading may also be a variable.
Material
variability and the inability to establish an effective data base
of historical operating conditions such as operating pressure,
temperature, and vibration further complicate life estimates.
Although several analytical tools such as the Failure Modes,
Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) are available to the
engineer,
they have been developed primarily for electronic
to mechanical
and their application
equipment evaluations,
equipment has had limited success.
The FMECA, for example, is a
very powerful technique for identifying equipment failure modes,
their causes, and the effect each failure mode will have on system
Results of the FMECA provide the engineer with a
performance.
valuable insight as to how the equipment will fail; however, the
problem in completing the FMECA for mechanical components is
determining the probability of occurrence for each identified
failure mode.
The above listed problems associated with acquiring failure rate
for
the need
demonstrates
components
data
for mechanical
2
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I

reliability prediction models that do not rely sclely on existing
failure rate data banks.
Predicting the reliability of mechanical
equipment requires the consideration of its exposure to the
environment and subjection to a wide range of stress levels such as
impact loading.
The approach to predicting reliability of
mechanical equipment presented in this Handbook considers the
intended operating environment and determines the effect of that
environment at the lowest part level where the material properties
can also be considered.
The combination of these factors permits
the use of engineering design parameters to determine the design
life of the equipment in its intended operating environment and the
rate and pattern of failures during the design life.

U

1.2

DEVELOPMENT OF THE HANDBOOK
Useful models must provide the capability of predicting the
reliability of all types of mechanical equipment by specific
failure mode considering the operating environment, the effects of
wear and other potential causes of degradation.
The models
developed for the Handbook are based upon identified failure modes
and their causes.
The first
step in developing the models was the
derivation of equations for each failure mode from design
information and experimental data as contained in
published
Itechnical
reports and journals.
These equations were simplified to
retain those variables affecting reliability as indicated from
field experience data.
The failure rate models utilize the
resulting parameters in the equations and modification factors were
compiled for each variable to reflect its effect on the failure
rate of individual component parts.
The total failure rate of the
component is the sum of the failure rates for the component parts
for a particular time period in question.
Failure rate equations
for each component part, the methods used to generate the models in
terms of failures per hour or failures per cycle and the
limitations of the models are presented.
The models are being
validated to the extent possible with laboratory testing or
engineering analysis.
The objective is to provide procedures which can be used for the
following elements of a reliability program:
. Evaluate designs for reliability in the early stages of
development
. Provide management emphasis on reliability with standardized
evaluation procedures
Provide an early estimate of potential spare parts
requirements

5
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" Quantify critical. failure modes for initiation of specific
stress or design analyses
" Provide a relative indication of

reliability for performing
trade off studies, selecting an uptimum design concept or
evaluating a proposed design change
" Determine the degree of degradation with time f or a particular
component or potential failure mode
" Design accelerated testing procedures for verification of
reliability performance.
One of the problems any engineer can have in evaluating a design
for reliability is attempting to predict performance at the system
luvel.
The problem of predicting the reliability of mechanical
equipment is easier at the lower indenture levels where a clearer
understanding of design details affecting reliability can be
achieved.
Predicting the life of a mechanical component, for
example, can be accomplished by considering the specific wear,
erosion, fatigue and other deteriorating failure mechanism, the
lubrication being used, contaminants which may be present, loading
between the surfaces in contact, sliding velocity, area of contact,
hardness of the surfaces, and material properties. All of these
variables would be difficult to record in a failure rate data bank;
however, the derivation of such data can be achieved for individual
designs and the potential operating environment can be brought down
through the system level and the effects of the environmental
conditions determined at the part level.
The development of design evaluation procedures for mechanical
equipment includes mathematical equations to estimate the design
These reliability equations
life of mechanical components.
consider the design parameters, environmental extremes, and
The
operational stresses to predict the reliability parameters.
test
from
laboratory
rate
derived
on
a
base
failure
equations rely
data where the exact stress levels are known and engineering
equations are used to modify this failure rate to the appropriate
stress/strength and environmental relationships for the equipment
application.
As part of the effort to develop a new methodology for
predicting the reliability of mechanical components, Figure 1.1
illustrates the method of considering the effects of the
environment and the operating stresses at the lowest indenture
level. A component such as a valve assembly may consist of seals,
springs, fittings, and the valve housing. The design life of the
entire mechanical system is accomplished by evaluating the design
4
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at the component and part levels considering the material
properties of each part. The operating environment ot the system
is included in the equations by determining its impact at the part
level. Some of the component parts may not have a constant failure
rate as a function of time and the total system failure rate of the
system can be obtained by adding part failure rates for the time
period in question.

I
I
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES

1.1

Mechanical Components and Parts

Many of the parts are subject to wear and other deteriorating
type failure mechanisms and the reliability equations must include
the parameters which are readily accessible to the equipment
A typical project to develop an engineering model for
designer.
mechanical wear established the correlation between material

I

strength and surf ace wear.
This method of predicting wear
considers the materials involved, the lubrication properties, the

stress imposed on the part and other aspects of the wear process.
The relationship between the material properties and the wear rate
was used to establish generalized wear life equations for actuator
assemblies and other components subject to surface wear.

In another research project, lubricated and unlubricated spline
couplings were operated under controlled angular misalignment and
loading conditions to provide empirical data to verify spline
coupling life prediction models.
A special rotating mechanical
coupling test machine was developed for use in
generating
reliability data under controlled operating conditions. This highspeed closed loop testbed was used to establish the relationships

between the type and volume of lubricating grease employed in the
spline coupling and gear life.
Additional tests determined the
effects of material hardness, torque, rotational speed and angular
misalignment on gear life.
Results of these wear research projects are being used to
develop and refine the reliability equations for those components
subject to wear.
1.3

EXAMPLE DESIGN EVALUATION PROCEDURE
A hydraulic valve assembly will be used to illustrate the
Handbook approach to predicting the reliability of mechanical
equipment.
Developing reliability equations for all the different
types of hydraulic valves would be an impossible task since there
are over cre hundred different types of valve assemblies available.
For example, some valves are named for the function they perform,
e.g. check valve, regulator valve and unloader valve.
Others are
named for a distinguishing design feature, e.g. globe valve, needle
valve, solenoid valve.
From a reliability standpoint, dropping
down one indenture level provides two basic types of valve
assemblies: the poppet valve and the sliding action valve.
The example assembly chosen for analysis is a poppet valve
which consists of a poppet assembly, spring, seals, and housing.
1.3.1 Poppet Assembly
The functions of the poppet valve would indicate the primary
failure mode as incomplete closure of the valve resulting in
leakage around the poppet seat. This failure mode can be caused by
contaminants being wedged between the poppet and seat, wear of the
poppet seat,
and corrosion of the poppet/seat combination.
External seal leakage, sticking valve stem, and damaged poppet
6
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return spring are other failure modes which must be considered in
the design life of the valve.
A new poppet assembly may be expected to have a sufficiently
smooth
surface
for
the
valve
to
meet
internal
leakage
specifications.
However, after some period of time contaminants
will cause wear of the poppet assembly until leakage rate is beyond
tolerance.
This leakage rate, at which point the valve is
considered to have failed, will depend on the application and to
what extent leakage can be tolerated.
As derived in Chapter 6 the following equation car be used to
idetermine
the failure rate of a poppet assembly:

5I
5

1P = 1P B

I

Where:

2 X 104 Dm f3 ,121 2
Qf va Lw (S.)'

KI

'X= failure rate of the poppet assembly,
failures/million cycles
XP,B =base failure rate for poppet assembly,
D•= mean seat diameter,

f
P1 =
P2 =
Qf =
=
=

in

me-an surface finish of opposing surfaces,
upstream pressure, lb/in 2
downstream pressure, lb/in
failures/million cycles
leakage rate cinsidered to be a valve
failure, in3/min
2
absolute fluid viscosity, Ib-min/in

in

L = radial seat land width, in
SS = apparent seat stress, lb/in2
K1 = constant which considers the impact of
contaminant size, hardness and quantity of
particles

I
SAP
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Values used to determine the failure rates for the parts used in
this example are listed in Table 1-1.
Throughout the Handbook
failure rate equations for each component and part are translated
into a base failure with a series of multiplying factors to modify
the base failure rate to the operating environment being
considered.
For example, the above equatiun can be rewritten as
follows: (See Equation 6-6 in Cnapter 6)
= AP,B - Cp . CQ - CF•*

Cy

- CS C C •

Cc . CW

Where:

Cp = Multiply~ing factor which considers the effect
of fluid pressure on the base failure rate
CQ =Multiplyinq factor which considers the effect
of allowable leakage on the base failure rate
CF = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of surface finish on the base failure rate
CV = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of fluid viscosity on the base failure rate
CN = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of contaminants on the base failure rate
Cs = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of seat stress on the base failure rate
C• = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of seat diameter on the base failure rate
CW = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of seat land width on the base failure rate
S = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of fluid flow rate on the base failure rate

The parameters in the failure rate equation can be located on an
engineering drawing, by knowledge of design standards or by actual
measurement.
Other design parameters which have a minor effect on
reliability are included in the base failure rate as determined
from field performance data.
1.3.2 Spring Assembly
Depending on the application, a spring may be in a static,
cyclic, or dynamic operating mode.
In the current example of a
valve assembly, the spring will be in a cyclic mode. The operating
life of a mechanical spring arrangement is dependent upon the
susceptibility of the materials to corrosion and stress levels
(static, cyclic or dynamic).
The most common failure modes for
springs include fracture due to fatigue and excessive loss of lo&d
due to stress relaxation,
Other failure mechanisms and causes may
be identified for a specific application.
Typical failure rate
considerations include: level of loading, operating temperature,
cycling rate and corrosiveness of the fluid environment.
The failure rate of a spring depends upon the stress on the
spring and the relaxation properties of the material.
The load on
the spring is equal to the spring rate multiplied by the change in
load per unit deflection and calculated as explained in Chapter 4.

8

U
P =L
'

I
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Where:

) K ( Gm (Dw)4
2

8 (D )

(LI-L 2,)
N &

PL= Load,

Jbs
K
=Spring rate, lb/in
L=
Initial deflection of spring, in
L2
Final deflection of spring, in
2
Modulus of rigidity, lb/in
G_•
DC = Mean diameter of spring, in
DW = Mean diameter of wire, in
Na = Number of active coils

Stress inthe spring will be proportional to loading according
to the following relationship:

I

8 PL Dc
n (D W)3

Where:

SG= Actual stress, psi
KW = Wahl stress correction factor
i4C - 1 + 0.615
- 4
C

S4C
and:

C

Dc/DW

This equation permits determination of expected life of the
spring by plotting the material S-N curve on a modified Goodman
diagram.
In the example valve application, the spring force and
the failure rate remain constant.
This projection is valid if the
spring does not encounter temperature extremes.
The anticipated
•I
failure rate as a function of time is shown in Figure 1.2.
Corrosion is a critical factor in spring design because most
springs are made of steel which is susceptible to a corrosive
environment.
In this example the fluid medium is assumed to be
non-corrosive and the spring is always surrounded by the fluid,
thus a corrosion factor need not be included in this analysis.
If
1
the valve were a safety device and subjected intermittently to a
steam environment, then a corrosion factor would have to be applied
* 1consistent
with any corrosion protection in the original spring

I

*9
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design.
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1.3.3 Bealfailure
mode of a seal is leakage, and the following
The primary
equation as derived in Chapter 3 uses a similar approach as
developed for evaluating a poppet design:
~2
2
PS PO
l sz sB'BQt
V- a PO

Where:

'

r 2 +- 11H3K
12
r1
3K

ISE = Failure rate of seal, failures/million cycles
XSE,B = Base failure rate of seal, failures/million
cycles
2
PS = System pressure, lb/in
pressure or downstream
P0 = Standard atmospheric
2
pressure, lb/in
Qf = Allowable leakage rate under conditions of
usage, in 3 /min
2
Va= Absolute fluid viscosity, lb-min/in
Inside radius of circular interface, in
r=
r 2 = Outside radius of circular interface, in
H = Conductance parameter (Meyer hardness, M;
contact pressure, C; surface finish, f
K= Multiplying factor considering effects of
contaminants, temperature

In the case of an 0-ring seal, the failure rate will increase as
a function of time because of gradual hardening of the rubber
material.
A typical failure rate curve for an 0-ring is shown in
Figure 1.2.
1.3.4 Combination of Failu-e Rates
The addition of failure rates to determine the total valve
failure rate depends on the life of the valve and the maintenance
If the valve is to be discarded upon the
philosophy established.
failure, a time-to-failure can be calculated for the
first
particular operating environment. If, on the other hand, the valve
will be repaired upon failure with the failed part(s) being
replaced, then the failure rates must be combined for different
time phases throughout the life expectancy until the wear-out phase
The effect of part replacement and overhaul is
has been reached.
10
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a tendency toward a constant failure rate at the system level and
will have to be considered in the prediction for the total system.
After the failure rates are determined for each component part,
the rates are summed to determine the failure rate of the total
valve assembly. Because some of the parameters in the failure rate
equation are time dependent, i.e. the failure rate changes as a
function of time, the total failure rate must be determined for
In the example of the poppet
particular intervals of time.
assembly, nickel plating was assumed with an initial surface finish
The change in surface finish over a one year time
of 35 A inches.
period for non-acidic fluids such as water, mild sodium chloride
solutions, and hydraulic fluids will be a deterioration to 90 p
inches. In the case of the 0-ring seal, the hardness of the rubber
This combination of failure rates
material will change with age.
is shown in Figure 1.2. The housing will exhibit an insignificant
failure rate, usually verified by experience or by finite element
analysis. Typical values and assumed for the example equations are
listed in Table 1-1.
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Figure 1.2.

Combination of Component Failure Rates
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1,000,000

1.4

VALIDATION OF RELIABILITY

PREDICTION EQUATIONS

A very limited budget for this project has prevented the
procurement, of a large number of components to perform the
necessary failure rate tests for all of the possible combinations
of loading roughness,
operational
environments,
and design
parameters to validate the equations.
For example,
valve
assemblies were procured and tested at the Belvoir Research,
Development and Engineering Center in Ft. Belvoir, Virginia.
The
numnber of failures for each test were predicted using the equations
presented in this Handbook.
Failure rate tests were performed for
several combinations of stress levels and results compared to
predictions.
Typical results are shown in Table 1-2.
The procedures presented in this Handbook should not be
considered as the only methods for a design analysis. An engineer
needs many evaluation tools in his toolbox and new methods of
performing dynamic modeling, finite element analysis and other
stress/strength evaluation methods must be used in combination to
arrive at the best possible reliability prediction for mechanical
equipment.
The examples included in this introduction are intended to
illustrate the point that there are no simplistic approaches to
predicting the reliability of mechanical equipment.
Accurate
predictions of reliability are best achieved by considering the
effects of the operating environment of the system at the part
level. The failure rates derived from equations as tailored to the
individual application then permits an estimation of design life
for any mechanical system.
It will be noted upon review of the equations that some of the
parameters are very critical in terms of life expectancy.
For
example, the failure rate equation for the poppet assembly contains
the surface finish parameter which deteriorates as a function of
time and is raised to the third power.
The same problem exists in
many of the equations for predicting the reliability of mechanical
equipment.
Additional research is needed to obtain additional
information on some of these cause and effect relationships for use
in the equations and continual improvement to the Handbook.
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TABLE 1-1

"TYPICAL VALUES FOR FAILURE RATE EQUATIONS
POPPET
PARAMETER

3

5

VALUE

PARAMETER

VALUE

PARAMETE

VALUE

1.25

Li

3.50

Qf

0.055

L2

2.28

Qf

0.055

D__

0.70

GK

10 X 1C6

PS

3000

DC

0.6

PO...

*

35 X 10

6

__E,

0.85__

P1

3000

DW

0.085

Va

2 x 10-8

P2

0.0

Na

14

rI

0.17

Va

2 X 10-8

TS

245

r2

C.35

LW

0.18

PL

26.3

M/C **

0.55

SS

1.2

SG

75 X 10- 3

f

10

KI

2.5

0.65

K1

2.5

A

0.26

0.21

ASE

0.57

ASP

Initial
value = 35 uin; after 1 year
surface finish will equal 110 min (Reference
*•
Initial
value = .55 (hardness, It = 500
C = 910 psi);
after
1 year M estimated to be

i
*

SEAL

Ape

f

3

SPRING

13

(500,000 operations)
5)
psi; contact stress,
575 psi (M/C = 0.63)

TABLE 1-2
SAMPLE TEST DATA FOR VALIDATION OF
RELIABILITY EQUATIONS FOR VALVE ASSEMBLIES

TEST VALVE TEST CYCLES ACTUAL, FAILURES/
SERIES NUMBER TO FAILURE
MIWON CYCLES
15

11
......

68,322

14.64

AVERAGE FAILURES/
MILLWON CYCLES
14.64

S....................

PREDICTED FAILURES/
MILLON CYCLES

FAILURE
MODE #

18.02

............................................................................................................................

3
....................

24

8

257,827

24

9

131,126

7.63

24

10

81,113

12.33

24

11

104

24

12

110,488

9.05

1

24

13

86,285

11.59

1

25

14

46,879

21.33

25

15

300

25
18
TEST PARAMETERS:

55,545

1
10.15

10.82

1
1
2

19.67

8.45

2
3

18.00

1

SYSTEM PRESSURE: 3500 psi

FLUID FLOW: 100% reded

FLUID TEMPERATURE: 90"C

FLUID: Hydraulic, MIL-H-83282

14

FAILURE MODE:
1 - Spring Fatigue
F
2 - no
2 - No Apparent

3 - Accumulated Debris

£
CHAPTER 2

DEFINITIONS
This report is intended for use by reliability analysts and
equipment designers. Accordingly, a review of some basic terms will
help
to
establish
a
cross
reference
for
these
two
disciplines. MIL-STD-721
should
be
referred
ý:o
for
basic
reliability definitions.
SI

I
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• Base Failure Rate - A failure rate for a component or part in
failures per million hours or failures per million operations
depending on the application and derived from a data base where the
exact design, operational, and environmental parameters are known.
Multiplying facto~rs are then used to adjust the base failure rate
to the new operating environment.
• Brake Lining - a frictional material used for stopping or
retarding the relative movement of two surfaces.
0 Coefficient of Friction - this relationship is the ratio
between two measured forces. The denominator is the normal force
pressing two surfaces together. The numerator is the frictional
force resisting the motion of one surface over other.
- foreign matter or particles in a fluid system
that* Contamination
are transported
during its
operation and which may be
detrimental to system performance or even cause failure of a
component.
0 Corrosion - the slow destruction of materials by chemical
agents and/or electromechanical reactions.
* Creep - continuous increase in deformation under constant or
decreasing stress.
0 Dependent failure - failure caused by failure of an associated
item or by a common agent.
Dirt lock - complete impedance of movement caused by stray
contaminant particles wedged between moving parts.
* Endurance Limit - the stress level value when plotted as a
function of the number of stress cycles at which point a constant
stress value is reached.
*
External leakage - leakage resulting in loss of fluid to the
external environment.
Failure mode - the indicator or symptom by which a failure is
evidenced.

I

1

I
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. Failure rate - the probable number of times that a given
component will fail during a given period of operation under
specified operating conditions. Failure rate may be in terms of
time,

cycles,

revolutions,

miles,

etc.

. Fatigue - the cracking, fracture or breakage of mechanical
material due to the application of repeated,
fluctuating or
reversed mechanical stress less than the tensile strength of the
material.
- Friction Material - a product manufactured to resist sliding
contact between itself and another surface in a controlled manner.
* Hardness - a measure of material resistance to permanent or
plastic deformation equal to a given load divided by the resulting
area of indentation.
* Independent failure - a failure of a device which is not
caused by or related to failure of another device.
* Internal leakage - leakage resulting in loss of fluid in the
direction of fluid flow past the valving unit.
* Leakage - the flow of fluid through the interconnecting voids
formed when the surfaces of two materials are brought into contact.
• Mean cycles between failure - the total number of functioning
cycles of a population of parts divided by the total number of
failures within the population during the same period of time. This
definition is appropriate for the number of hours as well as for
cycles.
* Mean cycles to failure - the total number of functioning
cycles divided by the total number of failures during the period of
time. This definition is appropriate for the number of hours as
well as for cycles.
* Modulus of Elasticity - Slope of the initial linear portion of
the stress-strain diagram; the larger the value, the larger the
stress required to produce a given strain. Also known as Young's
Modulus.
0 Modulus of Rigidity - the rate of change of unit shear stress
with respect to unit shear stroin for the condition of pure shear
within the proportional limit.
Also called Shear Modulus of
Elasticity.
, Poisson's Ratio - Ratio of lateral strain to axial strain of
a material when subjected to uniaxial loading.
o

Random failures - failures that occur before wear out, are not

predictable as to the exact time -,f similar and are not associated
with any pattern of similar failures. However, the number of random
failures for a given population over a period of time at a constant
failure rate can be predicted.
16
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• Silting - an accumulation and settling of particles during
component inrctivity.
Stiction - a change in performance characteiistics or complete
impedance of poppet or spool movement caused by wedging of minute
particles between a poppet stem and housing or between spool and
sleeve
. Stress - A measure of intensity of force acting on a definite
plane passing through a given point, measured in force per unit
area.
• Tensile Strength - Value of nominal stress obtained when the
maximum (or ultimate) load that the specimen supports is divided by
the cross-sectional area of the specimen. See Ultimate Strength
. Ultimate Strength - the maximum stress the material will
withstand. See Tensile Strength
I Viscosity - a measure of internal resistance of a fluid which
tends to prevent it from flowing.
• Wear out failure - a failure which occurs as a result of
mechanical, chemical or electrical degradation.
• Yield strength - The stress that will produce a small amount
of permansnt deformation, generally a strain equal to 0.1 or 0.2
percent of the length of the specimen.

I
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CHAPTER

I

SEALS AND GASKETS

INTRODUCTION
A seal is a device placed between two surfaces to restrict the
flow of fluid from one region to another.
Seals are required for
both static and dynamic applications.
Static seals, such as
gaskets, are used to prevent leakage through a mechanical joint
when there is no relative motion of mating surfaces other than that
induced by environmental changes.
A dynamic seal is a mechanicrl
device used to control. leakage of fluid from one region to another
when there is rotating or reciprocating motion between the sealing
interface. Some types of seals such as O-rings are used in both
static and dynamic applications.
An example of static and dynamic
seal application is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1

I
I•

I
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I
Figure 3.1

I

Static And Dynamic Seals

The reliability of a seal design is determined by the ability of
the seal to restrict the flow of fluid from one region to another
The
for its intended life in a prescribed operating environment.
evaluation of a seal design for reliability must include a
definition of the design characteristics and the operating
environment in order to determine its intended life. Section 3.2

319

discusses
the reliability
of gaskets and static
seals.
A
discussion of dynamic seal reliability
is contained in Section 3.3.
3.2

GASKETS AND STATIC SEALS

3. 2. 1 r.Id/re Moder
The primary failure mode of a gasket or seal is leakage.
The
integrity of a seal depends upon the compatibility of the
components, conditions of the sealing environment, and the applied
load during application.
Table 3-1 is a list
of failure mechanisms
and causes of seal leakage.
Other failure mechanisms and causes
should be. identified for the specific product to assure that all
considerations
of
reliability
are
included
in
any
design

evaluation.

Table 3-1.

Typical Failure Mechanisms and Causes

for Static Seals and Gaskets
FAILURE MODE

Leakage

FAILURE MECHANISMS

Wear

FAILURE CAUSES

Contaminants

Elastic Deformation
Gasket/seal distortion

Surface damage
Embrittlement

J

Misalignment

I

Extreme temperature
Misalignment
Seal eccentricity
Extreme loading/
extrusion

I

Inadequate lubrication
Contaminants
Fluid/seal degradation
Thermal degradation
Idle periods between

component use

3.2.2 Failure Rate Model Considerations
A review of
failure
r&te data suggests the following
characteristics be included in the failure rate model for gaskets
and seals:

20
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•
•
•
•
•

Static vs. dynamic conditions
Material characteristics
M
Amount of seal compression
Surface irregularities
Seal size
Extent of pressure pulses
Contamination level
Fluid/material compatibility
Leakage requirements
Fluid viscosity
Q. C./ Manufacturing process
Fluid pressure

B
•
•
•

I

The failure rate of a seal or gasket material will be
proportional to the ratio of actual leakage to that allowable under
conditions of usage.
This rate can be expressed as follows:

5S
Where:

I

3
3

(3-1)

A6SH,

ASE

Failure rate of gasket or seal considering
operating environment, failures par
million cycles
SEB = Base failure rate of seal or gasket due
to random cuts, installation errors,
etc. based on field experience data,
failures per million cycles
Qa - Actual leakage rate, in 3/min
Qf - Allowable leakage rate under conditions
of usage, in 3 /min

The allowable leakage, Qf, is determined from desigr drawings,
specifications or knowledge of component applications.
The actual
leakage rate, Qa, for a seal is determined from d standard equation
for laminar flow around two curved surfaces (Ref. 5).

Ql25va

3

PC,
i(P,-P

1r+r.
.3
2 Z- X
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(3-2)

lb/in2
Standard atmospheric pressure or downstream
pressure, lb/in2
Absolute fluid viscosity, lb-min/in2
Inside radius of circular interface, in
Outside radius of circular interface, in
Conductance parameter, in (See Equation 3-4)

= System pressure,

Ps

Where:

P0 =
=

Va

r, =
r2 =
H =

For flat seals or gaskets the leakage can be determined from the
following equation:

(_27T r

1a

(P,

2

-

P 2)

r, = Inside radius,

Where:

(3-3)

H3

24va L PO

L = Contact length,

in
in

The conductance parameter H is dependent upon contact stress,
hardness of the softer material and surface finish of the harder
First, the apparent contact stress (load/area) is
material.
calculated and the ratio of contact stress to Meyer hardness of the
The surface finish of the
softer interface material computed.
The conductance parameter is
harder material is then determined.
computed from the following empirically derived formula:

r

l 0MP 3 " f 2

Where:

(3-4)

C = Apparent contact stress, psi (See Equation
3-11)
M2 = Meyer hardness (or Young's modulus) for
(See
rubber and resilient materials.
Equation 3-10)
f = Surface finish,

in

The surface finish, f, will deteriorate at a rate dependent upon
several factors:
"*Seal degradation
2
3
"• Contaminant wear coefficient (in /particle)
22
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Number of contaminant particles per in
• Flow rate, in 3 /min
• Ratio of time the seal is subjected to
contaminants under pressure
• Temperature of operation, OF

3

The contaminint wear coefficient is an inherent sensitivity
factor for the seal or gasket based upon performance requirements.
The number of contaminants includes those produced by wear in
components upstream of the seal and after the filter
and those
ingested by the system.
Combining and simplifying terms provides
the following equations foz the failure rate of a seal.
For circular seals:
x

SE '

ISEB

K,

Fr

(P2 - P 0 2 ) H 3

QfVa'P

2

:

+

r1i

11

(5

or, for flat seals and gaskets:

I
3

ISE ': ISE.B

Where:

KI is

[K1 (PI,

2

)P
azrl

H

j(3-6)

an empirically derived constant.

3.2.3 Failure Rate Model for Gaskets and Static Seals
By normalizing the equation to those values for which historical
failure rate data (3-M) are available, the following model can be
derived:
E SE -

SWhere:

I

3
I

SE,B

Cp•CQ

DLC•C

CF•C,•CT•CJ,

ASE = Failure rate of a seal in

failures/million cycles
ASEB = Base failure rate of seal,
0.85 failures/million operations *
C = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of fluid pressure on the base
failure rate (See Table 3-6)
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(3-7)

-Ci

CQ = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of allowable leakage on the base
failure rate (See Table 3-7)
CDL = Multiplying factor wha h considers the
effect of seal size on the base failure
rate (See Table 3-8)
CH = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of contact stress and seal hardness on
the base failure rate (See Table 3-9)
CF = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of seat smoothness on the base
failure rate (See Table 3-9)
CV = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of fluid viscosity on the base
failure rate (See Table 3-10)
CT = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of temperature on the base failure
rate (See Table 3-12)
CN = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of contaminants on the base failure
rate (See Table 3-11)
Base
failure
rate
was
established
in
terms
of
failures/million hours. It has been converted to failures/million
operations to be compatible with other failure rate models in the
handbook.
*

The parameters in the failure rate equation can be located on an
engineering drawing, by knowledge of design standards or by actual
measurement.
Other design parameters which have a minor effect on
reliability are included in the base failure rate as determined
from field performance data.
The following paragraphs provide
background information on those parameters included in the model.
3.2.3.1 Fluid Pressure
Table 3-6 contains the fluid pressure modification factors for
use in the model.
Fluid pressure on a seal will usually be the
same as the system pressure.
The fluid pressure at the sealing interface required to achieve
good mating depends on the resiliency of the sealing materials and
their surface finish.
It is the resilience of the seal which
insures that adequate sealing stress is maintained while the two
24
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surfaces move in relation to one another with thermal changes,
vibration, shock and other changes in the operating environment.
The reliability analysis should include a verification that
sufficient pressure will be applied to effect a good seal.

*
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At least three checks should be made to assure the prevention of
seal leakage:
(1) One surface should remain relatively soft and compliant so
that it will readily conform to the irregularities of the harder
surface
(2) Sufficient sealing load should be provided to elastically
deform the softer of the two sealing surfaces
(3)
Sufficient smoothness of both surfaces is maintained so
that proper mating can be achieved
3.2.3.2 A&.yL]•wb

Leakage

Table 3-7 contains the allowable leakage multiplying factors for
use in the model.
Determination of the acceptable amount cf
leakage which can be tolerated at a seal interface can usually be
obtained from component specifications.
The allowable rate is a
function of operational requirements and the rate may be different
for an internal or external leakage path.

3

J3.2.3.3
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Conductance Parameter
Table 3-9 contains the conductance parameters for use in the
model.
The seal gland is the structure which retains the seal.
The surface finish on the gland will usually be about 32
microinches for elastomer seals, 16 microinches for plastic seals
and 8 microinches for metals.
S
Seals
deform
to mate
with
rigid
surfaces
by
elastic
deformation.
Since the deformation of the seal is almost entirely
elastic, the initially applied seating load must be maintained.
Thus, a load margin must be applied to allow for strain relaxation
during the life
of the seal yet not to the extent that permanent
deformation
takes
place.
An
evaluation
of
cold
flow
characteristics is required for determining potential seal leakage
of soft plastic materials.
Although dependent on surface finish,
mating of metal-to-metal surfaces generally requires a seating
stress of two to three times the yield strength of the softer
material.
In addition to average surface finish, the allowable number and
magnitude of flaws in the gland must be considered in projecting
leakage characteristics.
Flaws such as surface cracks, ridges or
scratches will have a detrimental effect on seal leakage.
I25

In the case of rubber seals and o-rings, the hardness of rubber
is measured either by durometer (ASTM-D-2240-81) or international
hardness methods (ASTM-D-1414-78, ASTM-D-1415-81), as outlined in
the ASTM Handbook, Volumes 37 and 38.
Both hardness test methods are based on the measurement of the
penetration of a rigid ball into a rubber specimen.
The scale of
hardness is from 0 degrees for elastic modulus of a liquid to 100
degrees for an infinite elastic modulus of a material, such as
glass.
One International Rubber Hardness Degree (IRHD)
represents
approximately the same proportionate difference in Young's Modulus
for rubber seals in the usual range of resilience.
Readings of
IRHD are comparable with those given by durometer (Ref. 18) when
testing standard specimens.
Well-vulcanized elastic isotropic
materials, like rubber seals manufactured from natural rubbers and
measured by IRHD methods, have a known relationship to Young's
modulus.
This relationship is shown in Table 3-4.
The relation between a rigid ball penetration and Young's
Modulus for a perfectly elastic isotropic material is:
F1

Where:

= 1.9 (R))2

(3-8)

F1 = Indenting Force,
S=
Young's Modulus,
RP

= Radius of Ball,
PD= Penetration, mm

N
MPA
mm

Standard IPHD testers have a ball radius of 1.19 mm with a total
force on the ball of 5.53 N.
Table 3-3 provides the relation between IRHD and penetration
difference for the cases involving O-Rings and rubber seals. These
values may be assumed to be equal to a durometer reading.
A value
for Young's Modulus (HP) in psi can be calculated as follows:
251
MP

(D

(3-9)

)1.35

1.196
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1
Where:

Mý = Young's modulus, psi
)D = Penetration from Durometer or 1RHD
measurement

3

Since Young's modulus is expressed in psi and calculated in the
same manner as Meyer's Hardness for Rigid Material, an expression
can be calculated:

-I

Meyer's Hardness = M

Where:

I

(3-10)

D2

PF = Load applied to sample, lbs
D11 = diameter of indentation of sample,

in

Then, for rubber materials, Young's modulus and Meyer"s hardness
can be considered equivalent.
The Contact Stress, C, in psi can be calculated by:

C

IAsc
3
3

--

Where:

Fc

(3-11)

Fc = Force compressing seals, lbs
= Area of seal contact, in 2

Contact pressure for various seal materials are listed in Table
3-5.
For most seals, the maximum allowable force F. is normally two
and one-half times the Young's modulus for the material.
A study
of gasket and seal joints shows that, for design purposes, the
apparent seal contact pressure should be used (Ref. 38).
This
value can be obtained from Figure 3.2.
Table 3-5 provides the minimum contact pressure required for a
seal in pressure applications.
From this table and use of the
relationship between seal contact stress pressure and apparent
contact pressure, a minimum hardness ef O-ring material -an be
This value of hardness turns out to be an approximate
deduced.
Therefore, materials with
IRHD of 60, which yields a X/C of 0.35.
M less than 60 should not be, considered for a seal.
If a softer
material is used, the seal material will have insufficient strength
to withstand the forces induced by the fluid and ý;ill rap.,diy fail
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by seal blowout.
This is not considered in the model because the
failure would occur during break-in and be caused by poor design
and not wear or use induced.
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Figure 3.2 Relationship Between Seal Contact
Pressure and Apparent Contact Pressure
3.2.3.4 fuiYLM

sity
Fluid viscosities for typical fluids are provided in Table
3-10.
Viscosities for other fluids at the 3perating temperature
can be found in referenced sources.
Surface irregularities of
dynamic seals may be more pronounced than static seals. In dynamic
seal applications where the seal mates with a shaft, shaft
hardness,
smoothness and material are factors which must be
considered in
the design evaluation process.
Maximum seal
efficiency and life are obtained with a finely finished gland
surface, usually in the 10 to 20 microinch range.
The degree to
which the finish can be muintained in the operating range must be
28

I

considered when determining the surface finish of the gland for use
in the model.

33.2.3.5

F1uid Contaminants
The quantities of contaminants likely to be generated by
upstream components are listed in Table 3-11.
The number of
contaminants depends upon the design, the enclosures surrounding
the seal, its
physical placement within the system, maintenance
practices and quality control. The number of contaminants may have
to be estimated from experience with similar components.

3

3.2.3.6 0Derating Temperature
The operating temperature has a definite effect on the aging
process of elastomer and rubber seals.
Elevated temperatures,
those temperatures above the normal use temperatures, tend to
continue the vulcanization or curing process of the materials,
thereby, significantly changing the original characteristics of the
seal or gasket.
It can cause increased hardening, brittleness,
loss of resilience, cracking, and excessive wear.
Since a change
in these characteristics has a definite effect on the failure rate
of the component, a reliability adjustment must be made.
Temperature effects on rubber and other elastomers can be
expressed by (Ref. 31):

3
I

3

IH

. .2 x 105
1
1.2

-I

(2)

(T 3 -T°-)
'e

Where:

IbT
3

HF = Hours of use before failure at the operating
temperature
= Elongation stress, tension or compression at
the operating temperature, percent of
elongation
TI - Temperature rating of the material, 0F
To M Temperature to which the material will be
exposed inoperation, 'F

Manufacturers of rubber seals usually specify the maximum
TI,
for their products.
An alternative "life"
definition is
the time taken to reduce original mechanical
properties by 50 percent.
Under this definition, temperature
limits, TR, that give a one-year life for common static seal

Stemperature,

I

(3-12)

£bT

*
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materials are given in Table 3-13.
For O.-Rings, it is standard practice to design the seals for £bT
= 25 percent compression.

(3-13)

CT =-La
FR

Where:

CT = Temperature factor.
F0 = Failure rate of operating component in

FR

F

Where:

failures per million cycles
(See Equation 3-14).
- Failure rate of components, operating at
rated temperature, measured in failures
per million cycles.
(3-14)

106

HF NHC

NB

= Operating cycles per hr.

These expressions are only valid below the temperature at which
the seal or gasket begins to melt or char.
For the case where all
parameters are equal except temperature;

CT

(3-15)

1
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3.2.3.7 Qther Considerations
Those failure rate considerations not specifically included in
the model but rather included in the base failure rates are as
follows:
""Proper selection of seal materials with appropriate
coefficients of thermal expansion for the applicable fluid
temperature and compatibility with fluid medium.
"• Potential corrosion from the gland, seal, fluid interface.
"*Possibility of the seal rolling in its groove when system
surges are encountered.
30

• If 0-rings can not be installed or replaced easily they are
subject to being cut by sharp gland edges.

E3.3

DYNAMIC SEALS

I

3.3.1 FAilure Node

I
I

The mechanical seal may be used to seal many different liquids
at various speeds, pressures, and temperatures.
The sealing
surfaces are perpendicular to the shaft with contact between the
primary and mating rings to achieve a dynamic seal.
The wear occurs between the primary ring and mating ring. This
surface contact is maintained by a spring.
There is a film of
liquid maintained between the sealing surfaces to eliminate as much
friction as possible. For most dynamic seals, the three common
points of sealing contact occur between the following points:
1. Mating surfaces between primary and mating rings.
2. Between the rotating component and shaft or sleeve.
3. Between the stationary component and the gland plate.
The various failure mechanisms and causes for mechanical seals
are listed in Table 3-2.

-

S1

3.3.2 Failure Rate Model
mating ring is usually a separate replaceable part.
The
static seal and the mating ring are separated from leakage to the
igland
plate by the O-Ring or static seal.
Of greatest importance
with dynamic seals is a properly designed seal face.
The mating
surfaces are usually made from different materials.
The proper
materials must be matched so that excessive heat isn't
generated
from the dynamic motion of the seal faces. Too much heat can cause
thermal distortions on the face of the seal and cause gaps which
can increase the leakage rate. It can also cause material changes
that can significantly increase the seal wear rate.
Therefore,
careful material selection should be included for each surface of
Ithe
dynamic seal face.
Equation (3-17) (Ref. 26) expresses such
coefficients of friction, and wear rates.
Table 3-14 shows
frictional values for various seal face materials.

3The

I

I

U

Qs - C1 " PV • p

3

Where:

*

a0

(3-17)

Q8 = Heat input from the seal, BTU/n(W)
C1 = Numerical constant; 0.077 for USCS units and
1.0 for SI
PV - Pressure-velocity coefficient (See Eq. 3-18)
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1

I.= Coefficient of friction (See Table 3-14)
2
Seal face area, in 2 (m2
)

a0

Two important parameters that effect seal wear are seal face
pressure and fluid velocity.
These parameters multiplied together
provide a "PV" factor.
The following equation defines the "PV"
factor.

PV= [DP (bk) + ZE
L
aoJ
Where:

(3-18)

DP = Pressure differential across seal face,
psi (N/mr2 )
b = Seal balance, the ratio of hydraulic closing
area to seal face area.
k = Pressure gradient factor, See Table 3-15
FSp = Seal spring load. Lb (N)
VX = Fluid velocity at the seal mean face
diameter, ft/min (m/s)

The frictional aspects of materials are not only important from
a reliability viewpoint, but also from an efficiency aspect. The
more resistance a system incurs, the more power is lost and also
the lower the efficiency value for the component.
Therefore, the
extra cost for a component with special wear resistant seals may
well pay for itself through savings in powering the component plus
the savings involved with lower maintenance costs. There should be
special consideration for tradeoffs involved with each type of seal
material.
For example,
solid silicon carbide has excellent
abrasion resistance,
good corrosion resistance, and moderate
thermal shock resistance.
This material has better qualities than
a carbon-graphite base material but has a PV value of 500,000
lb/in-min while carbon-graphite has a 50,000 lb/in-min PV value.
With all other values being the same, the heat generated would be
five
times
greater
for
solid
silicon
carbide
than
for
carbon-graphite materials.
The required cooling flow to the solid
silicon carbide seal would be larger to maintain the film thickness
on the dynamic seal faces.
If
this cooling flow can't be
maintained, then an increase in wear would occur due to higher
surface temperatures.
The analyst should perform tradeoff analysis
for each candidate design to maximize reliability.

I

I
I
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The PV factor will be incorporated into the seal reliability
model.
Most of the seal modifying factors will remain the same as
the ones previously specified by Equation 3-7.
The seal model is
modified as shown in Equation 3-19.
SE,B

ISE

I
I

I

Cv

CTC

C

CPV

CQ

(3-19)

XSEB is

the base failure rate and the multiplying factors are
equal to the ones previously defined in Equation (3-7) with the
exception of C
and CT.
The temperature factor, CT, and the
pressure/velocity factor, C1,, are presently discussed.
C• is the multiplying factor that multiplies the base failure
rate by the ratio of PV value for actual seal operation to design
PV value. The values for PV, arnd PVop used in Equation (3-20) will
use the PV formulation in Equation (3-18).

I

3
I

CF

C=

Where:

PV
PVo
PV•

PVD

/
=
=

(3-20)

PV factor for the original design
PV factor for actual seal operation

The temperature factor, CT is formulated from research showing
that the values for PV will decrease by one-half when the operating
temperature
is
doubled.
Equation
(3-21)
represents
this
relationship-

|

CT = 1 +

Where:

To TR
- TR

(3-21)

To = Operating temperature
TR = Rated temperature

3

An additional important seal design consideration is seal
balance.
This performance characteristic measures how effective
the seal mating surfaces match.
The seal load at the dynamic
facing may be too high causing the liquid film to be squeezed out
and vaporized - thus causing a high wear rate.
The seal surfaces
also have structural load limitations that, if breached, may cause
premature failures. The dynamic facing pressure can be controlled
by manipulating the hydraulic closing area.
The fluid pressure
from one side of the primary ring causes a certain amount of force
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This force can be controlled
to impinge on the dynamic seal face.
By increasing the area,
by changing the hydraulic closing area.
The process of manipulating this
the sealing force is increased.
The ratio of hydraulic closing
face area is called seal balancing.
area to seal face area is defined as "seal balance" (parameter b in
This ratio is normally modified by decreasing the
Equation 3-18).
hydraulic closing area by a shoulder on a sleeve or by seal
hardware.

Table 3-2.

FAILURE MODE
Leakage

Typical Failure Mechanisms and
Causes for Dynamic Seals
FAILURE CAUSES

FAILURE MECHANISMS

- Misalignment
- Shaft out-of-

Wear

roundness
- Surface finish
- Contaminants
- Inadequate

lubrication
- Misalignment

Dynamic

instability
Embrittlement

- Contaminants
- Fluid/seal

incompatibility
- Thermal

degradation
-

Idle periods

between component
use
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Table 3-3.

I

3R

I

S48

Movement of
Plunger, mm

JID

1.934
1.803
1.685
1.578

66
68
70
72

0.589
0.552
0.516
0.481

36

1.479

74

0.447

38
40
42
44
46

1.389
1.305
1.227
1.155
1.087
1.024
0.964
0.908
0.855
0.805
0.758
0.173
0.670
0.629

76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98
100

0.415
0.384
0.353
0,323
0.294
0.266
0.237
0.209
0.180
0.151
0.114
0.083
0.000

3-4.

BTable

I

so5
60

g35

Young's Modulus

(psi)
43
86
143
222

334

501

80

776
1296

90

2714

95

4739

70

U

Hardness Readings vs Young's Modulus

IRHD/Durometer
(degrees)
10
20
30
40

*

Movement of
Plunger, 7m

IRHD

28
30
32
34

50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64

1

3

Relation Between International 'ubber Hardness
Degree (IRHD) and Pe•ietration Differences

Table 3-5.

Minimum Contact Pressures for Seal
Material Used in Pressure Applications

MINIMUM CONTACT PRESSURE

MATERIAL

psi

Asbestos and Rubber
Cellulose and Rubber
Cork
Rubber

Table 3-6.

800 -

1000 500 400 -

2000
2000
1000
600

Fluid Pressure Multiplying Factor,

FLUID PRESSURE,

psi

_

_

0.01

0
501
1501
2501
3501

-

500
1500
2500
3500
4500

0.11
0.44
1.00
1.80

4501
5501
6501
7501

-

5500
6500
7500
8500

2.80
4.00
5.44
7.11

3000

36

CP

I
I

Table 3-7.

Allowable Leakage Multiplying Factor,

ALLOWABLE LEAKAGE (QF)
INCHES 3 /INUTE
Max Rated GPM

3

-

.009

3.5

.010

-

.014

3.2

.015

-

.019

2.8

.020
.025

-

.024
.029

2.4
2.0

.030

-

.039

1.6

.040

-

.049

1.3

.050

-

.059

1.0

.060

-

.079
.100

0.8
0.6

.080
F or

3

L

c

.005

3

II
> 0.03,

CU

--

For Leakage
For Leakage

(Per GPMR)
(Per GPMR)

Table 3-8.

Seal Diameter Multiplying Factors

_< 0.03,

CQ = 4.0-5/QF
CQ = 4.1 - (79 QF)

i
3

SEAL DIAMETER (inches
0.00 0.25 -

3

CDL=

0.24
0.39

0.6
0.7

0.40 - 0.59

0.8

0.60 0.80 -

0.79
0.99

1.0
1.2

1.00 -

1.19

1.5

1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80

1.39
1.59
1.79
2.00

1.8
2.1
2.3
2.4

-

1.1 DSL + 0.32

Where: DSL =Inner diameter of seal
37

I

CQ

Conductance Parameter Multiplying Factors,

Table 3-9.

.2
.3
.4
.5.6
.7

.8
.9
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6

-

f

CH

M/C
.3
.4

.5

.6
.7
.8
.9
- 1.0
- 1.2
- 1.4
- 1.6
- 1.8
- 2.0
- 2.2
- 2.4
- 2.6
- 2.8

0 - 10
10 - 19
20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69
70 - 79
80 - 89
90 - 100

0.034
0.14
0.42
1.0
2.1
3.8
6.5
10.5
19.7
40.4
74.8
128.0
206,6
317.7
469.8
672.3
936.1

M = Meyer Hardness, psi
C = Contact Pressure, psi
f = Surface Finish, gin

CF

f 1.65
353
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CH & CF

CF
0.06
0.17
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.1
2.7
3.4
4.2
5.2

Table 3-10.

Fluid Viscosity/Temperature Multiplying
Factor,

C0 for Typical Fluids

FLUID TEMPERAT[RE,

-50

0

50

100

150

200

250

MIL-H-83282

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

2.0

3.0

MXL-H-5606

0.7

0.8

0.85 0.9

1.0

2.0

0.8

0.85 1.0

1.0

2.0

0.7

0.8

0.85 0.9

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.7

0.8

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.85 1.0

FLUID

AIRCRAFT PHOSPHATE ESTERS
INDUSTRIAL

PHOSPHATE

ESTERS

WATER GLYCOL

3

SAE 10 OIL

SAE 60 OIL

Icu

__.0.7

=(
Where:

I

u 0 = 2 x 10-8 ].b min/in2

Table 3-11.

3
I

Contaminant Multiplying Factor, CN
NUMBER PARTICLES

PARTICLES PRODUCED BY

PARTICLE

HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS

MATERIAL

UNDER 10 MICRON

steel
steel
steel

1.7
1.9
0.6

steel

0.8

steel

0.04

Hose

rubber

0.13

Where:

NlOGPMR

GPMR
C10

= Rated Flow in Gallons/Min
= Standard System Filter

Size = 10 micron

C0 = System Filter Size (microns)

*

(mg)

PER HOUR PER GPM (N 1 0 )

Piston Pump
Gear Pump
Vane Pump
Cylinder
Sliding action valve

CN = (IV

U
3

2.0

)

TYPICAL QUANTITIES OF

I

"F
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Table 3-12.

Temperature Multiplying Factor, CT

TR-

To,

F

+20
+10
0
-10
-20
-30
-40
-50

CT

CT
.46
.68
1.0
1.47
2.17
3.17
4.67
6.86

1
2'

=

Table 3-13.
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T, Values for Typical Seal.
Materials (Ref. 27)

SEAL MATERIAL
NATURAL RUBBER
ETHYLENE PROPYLENE
NEOPRENE
NITRILE
POLYACRYLATE
FLUOROSILICONE
FLUOROCARBON
SILICON

40

IT,C*F)
162
248
48
262
298
385
471
471

-I
Table 3-14.

Coefficient of Friction for
Various Seal Face Materia].s

SLIDING MATERIALS

U
I

COEFFICIENT OF

ROTATING

STATIONARY

FRICTION

CARBON-GRAPHITE

CAST IRON

0.07

(RESIN

CERAMIC

0.07

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE

0.07

SILICON CARBIDE

0.02

SILICON CARBIDE

0.015

FILLED)

3

CONVERTED CARBON
SILICON CARBIDE

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE

0.02

SILICON CARBIDE

0.05

CONVERTED CARBON

1

Table 3-15.

SILICON CARBIDE

0.02

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE

0.08

Pressure Gradient for Various Services

LIQUID SEALED

I

k

Light-specific-gravity fluids

0.3

Water-base solutions

0.5

IOil-base solutions

0.7

I

I

1

4
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I
CHAPTER 4
SPRINGS

4.1

I
I

3

I

INTRODUCTION
Springs are provided for many different applications such as
compression,
extension,
torsion,
power,
and constant force.
Depending on the application, a spring may be in a static, cyclic
A spring is usually considered to be
or dynamic operating mode.
static if a change in deflection or load occurs only a few times,
such as less than 10,000 cycles during the expected life of the
spring. A static spring may remain loaded for very long periods of
time.
Cyclic springs are flexed repeatedly and can be expected to
exhibit a higher failure rate due to fatigue.
Dynamic loading
refers to those occurrences of a load surge inducing higher than
normal stresses on the spring.
4.2

FAILURE MODES
The operating life of a mechanical spring arrangement is
dependent upon the susceptibility of the materials to corrosion and
stress levels (static, cyclic or dynamic).
The most common failure
modes for springs are fracture due to fatigue and excessive loss of
of failure
Table 4-1 is a list
load due to stress relaxation.
mechanisms and causes of spring failure.
Other failure mechanisms
and causes may be identified for a specific application to assure
that all considerations of reliability are included in the
prediction.
Typical failure rate considerations include: level of
loading,
operating temperature,
cycling rate and corrosive
environment.
If an S 0 value for the spring can be obtained, this value should
be used in conjunction with the environmental multiplying factors
contained in this section.
The procedure for estimating spring
failure rates contained herein is intended to be used in the
absence of specific data.
4.3

FAILURE RATE MODEL

The failure rate of a spring depends upon the stress on the
spring and the relaxation provided by the material.
The load on
the spring is equal to the spring rate multiplied by the change in
load per unit deflection and calculated as follows (Ref. 14):

I43

4 3(L 1 -L
8(Dy)(DC)
Na

GM

Where:

2

(4-1)

)

rL = Load, lbs
Gm = Modulus of rigidity, lbs/in2
DW = Wire diameter,

L1
L2
Dc
Na

=
=
=
=

in

Free length of spring, in
Final deflection of spring, in
Mean diameter of spring, in
Number of active coils (See Section 4.3.5)

Stress in the spring will be proportional to loading according
to the following relationship:
(42)

8 PL Dc

(DW)

7

Where:

3

SG= Spring stress

Wahl factor

KW

The Wahl factor, Kv, is a function of the spring index.
KW 4Z-i
4r -4

Where:

r

'-

0.615
r(43

(43)

= Spring index - DC/DV

The
PL in Equation 4-1 can be substituted into Equation 4-2.
ratio of spring stress to the tensile strength of the spring
material will determine the reliability of the spring.
A
generalized equation that adjusts the base failure rate of a spring
considering anticipated operating conditions can be established:
ISP =

SP,B 0

CG*

CDW

0
CDC

C*

CY * CL *CK

Cc

(4-4)

Where:
ASP

= Failure rate of spring,
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failures/million cycles

I
ASPB

Base failure rate for spring, failures/million
cycles, 0.65 failures/million cycles
CG = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of the material rigidity modulus on the base
failure rate. See Table 4-2

-CD

3CD

=

= Multiplying factor which considers the effect of

=

CK =

3
CY =

I

CL =

CK =

3 iSee
JCC

I
I

=

the wire diameter on the base failure rate.
See
Table 4-3
Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
coil diameter on the base failure rate.
See Table 4-3
Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
the number of active coils on the base failure
rate.
See Table 4-3
Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
material tensile strength on the base failure
rate. See Table 4-4
Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
spring deflection on the base failure rate.
See Table 4-5
Multiplying factor which includes the spring
concentration factor and the Wahl factor.
below and Table 4-6
Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
spring cycle rate on the base failure rate.
See below.

CK, the spring stress concentration factor, is a function of the
Wahl factor, K. which is a function of the spring index.
Values
for CK are provided in Table 4-6 in terms of the spring index.
iCC,
the spring cycle rate factor, has been initially derived
from data given by (Ref.12).
If the cycle rate is less than 300
cycles per minute, CC is 1.0.
If the cycle rate is between 300 and
360 cycles per minute, C3 is 6.0.
For rates above 360 cycles per
minute, Cs is estimated to be 12.0.
The parameters in the failure rate equation can be located on an
engineering drawing by knowledge of design standards or by actual
measurement.
Other manufacturing,
quality,
and maintenance
to failure rate are included in the base failure rate
as determined
from field performance
data.
The following
Fparagraphs provide background information on those parameters
included in Equation (4-4).

Scontributions

I
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I
4.3.1
tacSpriungji
Static springs can be used in constant deflection or constant
load applications.
A constant deflection spring is cycled through
a specified deflection range, the loads on the spring causing some
set or relaxation which in turn lowers the applied stress.
The
spring may relax with time and reduce the applied load.
Under
constant load conditions, the load applied to the spring does not.
change during operation.
Constant load springs may set or creep,
but the applied stress is constant. The constant stress may result
in fatigue lives shorter than those found in constant deflection
applications.
The failure rate model included in this section was
derived for cyclic springs.
The base failure rate can be used as
an approximate value for static springs.
4.3.2 !9injjg-prjngsi
Cyclic springs can be classified as being unidirectional or
reverse loaded.
In one case, the stress is always applied in the
in one
same direction, while in the other, stress is applied first
direction then in the opposite direction.

I
3

I

4.3.3 H]d)j13qRiRg•
it.•
y
The modulus of rigidity provides a measure of elasticity in
shear for the spring material. Values are provided in Table 4-2.

4.3.4

SpringX

Spring index (r)
is the ratio of mean coil diameter to wire
diameter. A spring with a high index will tend to tangle or
buckle.
Modification factors for spring coil diameter and wire
diameter are provided in Table 4-3.
4.3.5
_mb
ofL Active Coils
The number of active coils is usually two less than the total
number of coils.
There is some activity in the end coils, but
during deflcction, some active material comes in contact with the
Therefore, the total number of
end coils and becomes inactive.
coils minus two is a good approximation for the number of active
coils.
Modification factors for the number of coils are provided
in Table 4-3.
4.3.6

T-emile Stn

The tensile strengcu prcvides a measure of spring material
deformation or set as a function of stress.
Values of tensile
strength are included in Table 4-4.

strenth
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I4.3.7
"If the spring has a variable diameter such as occurs for
conical, barrel and hourglass springs, the spring can be divided
analytically
into smaller increments
and the failure rate
c•lculated for each.
The failure rate for the total spring is
coml[uted by adding the rates for the increments.

I
I
I

4.3. 8

Corr~zimn

reliability of a spring in terms of fatigue life and
load-carrying ability will be affected by corrosion, the quan-itative effect being very hard to predict.
Springs are almost
If a spring is to be
always in contact with other metal parts.
subjected to a corrosive environment, the use of inert materials
provides the best defense against corrosion.
Protective coatings
can also be applied.
The spring material is normally more noble
(chemically resistant to corrosion) than the structural components
in contact with ý.t because the lesser noble alloy will be attacked
by the electrolyte. The effects of corrosion on spring reliability
are included in the base failure rate.
This rate may have to be
Hadjusted
based on experience data considering the extent of a
corrosive environment.
nThe

3

S4.3.9

I
I

Other Reliability Considerations for .sZrngs
The most common failure modes of springs include fracture due to
fatigue and excessive loss of load. A reliability analysis should
include a review of the following items to assure maximum, possible
life.
- Sharp corners and similar stress risers should be
minimized.
* The hardness of the spring material can be sensitive
to plating and baking operations. Quality control
procedures for these operations should be reviewed.
• When a spring is loaded or unloaded, a surge wave
may transmit torsional stress to the point of restraint.
The impact velocity should be determined to assure that
the maximum load rating of the spring is not exceeded.
• Operating temperature should be determined. Both high
and low temperature conditions may require consideration
of specialized materials.
*Exposureto electrical fields which may magnetize '%.he
spring material.

I
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Table 4-1.

Failure Rate Considerations for a Spring
FAILURE
MODES

"APPLICATION
Static
(constant
deflection or

FAIIURE
MECHAN I SMS

- Load loss
- Creep
- Set

-

- Stress relaxatiun
- Fracture

constant load)

FAILURE
CAUSES
Parameter
change
- Hydrogen
-

embrittlement

- Cyclic

- Fracture

Fatigue

(unidirectional
or reverse
stress)

- Material

flaws
- Hydrogen
emorittlement
-

StresF

concentration
due to tooling
marks and
rough finishes
Ccrrosion
-

Misalignment

10,000 cycles or more during life of spring

Table 4-2.

Modulus of Rigidity Multiplying Factor, CG

MATERIAL

Carbon Steel
Alloy Steel
Stainless Steel
Copper Base Alloy
Nickel Base Alloy

CGr

MODULUS OF RIGIDITY,
psi x 106 (Gý)

11.5
11.5
10.0 - 11.0
5.7 - 7.0
9.7 - 11.5

CG

1.00
1.00
0.78
0.17
0.73

,11.5]
c (_2j_5
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Table 4-3.

Multiplying Factor for Wire Diameter,
Coil Diameter and Number of Coils

Wire Dia.
Dw, in

C

Coil Dia.
DC, in

C

# Active
Coils Na

CH

-

.049
.059

0.20
0.27

.30
.50

-

.39
.64

20.70
1.00

6
8

12.70
5.36

-

.069

0.45

.79

0.27

10

2.74

.079
.089

0,69
1.00

.65
.80

-

-

-

.99

0.07

12
14

1.59
1.00

.099

1.40

18

0.47

I.120 .130 -

.119
.129
.139

2.48
3.18
4.00

20
22

0.34
0.26

-

.150

5.00

.046

.050
.060
.070

.080
.090 .110 -

.140

CD

IC0x

0.085

=

14 :

8

CDC jO---

CMD (, &

I
Table 4-4.

Material Tensile Strength Modification Factor,

TENSILE STRENGIT

MATERIAL

(TS)_,

Brass
Phosphor Bronze
Monel 400
Inconel 600
Monel K500
Copper-Beryllium
Stainless Steel 301,
17-7 PH RH 950
Spring Temper Steel

*

I

103 psi

90
100
100
150
175
190
190
210
245

302
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C

9.40
6.86
6.86
2,03
1.28
1.00
1.00
0.90
0.47

_

Y

Table 4-5.

Spring Deflection Modification Factor,

L2
-

F

in

CL

0.30 -

0.39

0.03

0.40
0.55
0.70
0.90

0.54
0.69
0.89
1.09
1.34
1.49
1.89
2.19

0.08
0.19
0.42
0.82
1.00
2.34
4.37
7.03

1.10
1.35
1.60
1.90

-

CL

(1.07)

CL

Table 4-6.

)3

DL

Stress Concentration Modification Factor,

r

C=

CK

IN

1.40
1.31
1.25
1.21
1.18
1.16
1.14
1.13
1.12
1.11
1.10
1.09
1.09

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

,

CK

where Kw is

50

1.52*
1.242
1.095
0.985
0.916
0.866
0.828
0.798
0.774
0.755
0.738
0.724
0.719

defined in

Equation (4-3)
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SOLENOIDS
INTRODUCTION
The primary failure modes of a solenoid coil assembly include
one or more winding shorts or an open coil usually cnused by
overheating. The maximum specified cycling rate of the solenoid
5.1

Sshould

be determined and compared with the potential operating rate
to make sure
environment.

the coil will not be overheated

in

its

operating

Clearance between the coil assembly and the armature assembly

3

must be maintained for proper operation and the design should be
evaluated for reliability considering the operating environment.
The failure rate of the solenoid assembly is more dependent
upon manufacturing defects associated with the assembly of the coil

in relation

to

the

armature

than

it

is

upon

operating

environment. Therefore,
a base failure rate based on field
experience data can be used as an estimate of the failure rate for

a solenoid in its operating environment:
Aso

Where:

XSOB

(5-1)

IS= Failure rate of a solenoid in
failures/million cycles

,B = Base failure rate of solenoid,
3.00 failures/million cycles

3
m
I
I
I
I
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VALVE ASSEMBLIES

6.1

I

I

6

INTRODUC`TION
This section contains

failure rate models for fluid valve
assemblies which can be used to support the development of
mechanical. equipment and provide a reliability estimate for a new
design or a proposed design modification.
The models are intended
to focus attention on further design analyses which should be
accomplished to assure the allocated reliability of the valve in
its intended operating environment.
Failure rate models included in this section are based upon
identified failure modes of the individual parts.
A listing of
failure modes and their failure causes and effects is provided in
Table 6-1.
A typical valve assembly is shown in Figure 6-1.
After the
failure rates are determined for each component part, the results
are summed to determine the failure rate of the total valve
assembly:
AVA =

PO + ASE + ASP + Aso 4 ABO

(6-1)

for a poppet type valve, or
I VA=V
~
+ISE+

3

SP+Aso+IBO

(6-2)

for a sliding-action valve.
Where:

3%

Wr
VA = Failure rate of total valve assembly in
failures/million operations
- Failure rate of poppet assembly in
-A
failures/million operations as derived from
Section 6.3
1=
Failure rate of sliding action valve assembly
in failures/million operations as derived from
Section 6.4
ISE = Failure rate of the seals in failures/million
operations as derived from Chapter 3

153

Isp

-

Failure rate of spring(s)

in failures/million

operations as derived from Chapter 4

IIBO-

Failure rate of solenoid in failures/million
operations as derived from Chapter 5
Failure rate of valve housing as derived from
Section 6.5
AftIMAYuR|
,

.LI PIECE

/

i

S•
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•
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&POOLPOSITION•
POWER ITAOQJSPO"-

P0iON&c

Pi

Figure 6-I.

MsUi
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ORIFICI

Typical Valve Configuration

6.2

FAILURE MODES OF VALVE ASSFBLIES
Failure rate models included in this section are based upon the
identification of failure modes. Appropriate models to predict tihe
rate of occurrence for each component part are used as applicable
and then the failure rates of all component parts are added
together to determine the component failure rate.
The models can
also be used to determine the probability of occurrence of a
particular failure mode.
Many valve assemblies are uniquely
designed for special applications and a more detailed analysis is
often required for those failure modes identified as critical or
where results of the analysis indicate that an additional
investigation is warranted.
54
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Typical failure modes for a valve assembly are listed in Table
6-1.
It should be noted that the failure modes, failure causes and
failure effects may be interchanged depending upon the type of
analysis being performed.
For example, a functional analysis will.
tend to identify those entries in Table 6-1 under local effects as
the failure mode while a very detailed hardware analysis would
result in the identification of those entries under failure cause
as the failure mode.
'Table 6-1.
Failure Mode
Seal leakage

Failure Modes of a Valve Assembly
Local Effect

Failure Cause
Embrittlement,
installation
damage, wear,
surface damage,
distnrtion, dynamic

Internal or
external valve
leakage

Wear of poppet/seat
assembly,
contaminants

Poppet not seating
properly causing
internal leakage
and low/erratic

__instability

Worn or damaged
poppet seat

drop.

___...pressure

Worn or damaged

Contaminants,

spool

misalignment

Sticking valve
piston in main
valve body

Contaminants, loss
of lubrication, air
entrapment;
excessively high

a 'temperature;

Internal leakage
Low/erratic
pressure drop;slow
operating response,
valve immobile

structural
interference

Broken spring or
damaged spring ends

Unable to
adjust/maintain

Fatigue

pressure

U

Inoperative
solenoid assembly
_

_

_

_

External leakage
Cracked
connector/housing

*55

Valve fails to open
or close

Open coil winding,
misalignment of
solenoid with
respect to spool or
poppet stem

Contaminants

Poppet Stem Wear
Fatlgue, external
vibration

j shock,

External leakage
I

6.3

FAILURE RATE H'ODEL FOR POPPET hSSEMBLY

The term poppet refers to those valves in which the valve
element travels perpendicular to a plane through the seating
surface.
The poppet valve element is used in flow control,
pressure control and directional control valves.
In a poppet
valve, a relatively larqe flow area is provided with short travel
of the poppet.
This characteristic simplifies the actuator
requirements and permits the use of solenoids and diaphragms, which
are characteristically short stroke devices.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the operation of a simple poppet
valve. The valve consists primarily of a movable poppet which
closes against a valve seat. In the closed position, fluid pressure
on the inlet side tends to hold the valve tightly closed. A force
applied to the top of the valve stem opens the poppet and allows
fluid to flow through the valve.

OUUTLET

LE
INLE
CLOSED

Figure 6-2.

OE

Poppet Valve Assembly

The poppet fits
into the center bore of the seat.
The seating
surfaces of the poppet and the seat are lapped or closely machined
so that the center bore will be sealed when the poppet is seated.
An 0-.ring is usually installed on the stem of the poppet to prevent
leakage past this portion of the poppet assembly.
Table 6-2 is a list
of typical failure modes, mechanisms and
causes for a poppet assembly.
A review of failure rate data
suggests the following characteristics be included in the failure
rate model for poppet assemblies:
"*Leakage requirement
"*Material hardness
"• Surface irregularities
56
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• Fluid viscosity
• Fluid/material compatibility
• Fluid pressure
6 Physical size of poppet/seat
. Q.C./Imanufacturing processes
*Contamination
level
. Utilization rate

3

3

Table 6-2.

Failure Rate Considerations for Poppet Assembly

I

FAILURE CAUSES

FAILURE MECHANISMS

FAILURE MODE
-

Internal Leakage

- Worn poppet/seat

-

Contaminants

-

Poor Response

- Sticking/jammed

-

Side Loading

poppet assemably

-

Incorrect spring

pressure
- Contaminants
-

External Leakage

- Wear of poppet

- Contaminants
I

stem

A new poppet assembly may be expected to have a sufficiently
smooth surface finish f or the valve to meet internal leakage
specifications. However, after some period of time contaminants
will cause wear of the poppet/seat assembly until leakage rate is
beyond tolerance. This leakage rate at which point the valve is
considered to have failed will depend upon the application.
A failure rate equation for a poppet assembly is dependent upon
the ratio of actual leakege rate to that allowable under conditions
of usage. This rate can be expressed as follows:

3

3
3

Where:

.PO.B
Q
XPO

(6-3)

4

Failure rate of the poppet assembly,
failures/million operations
,_P0,B = Base failure rate for poppet assembly,
failure/million operations
Qa= Leakage rate,

in3/miin

Qf = Leakage rate considered to be valve failure,
in 3 /min

3
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The allowable leakage, Qf, is determined from design drawings,
specifications or knowledge of component applications. The actual
leakage rate, Qa'
is
determined from the following equation
(Ref.5):

2 X 10

Qa

Where:

2 LWf(S")1(PI3/2
DMS

(6-4)

-

Qa= Actual fluid leakage,
SDy= Mean seat diameter,

in 3 /min

in

f = Mean surface f..nish of opposing surfaces,
P1 = Upstream pressure, lb/in2

min

P2 = Downstream pressure, ib/in2
Va = Absolute fluid viscosity,
lb-min/in2

LW = Radial seat land width, in.
S = Apparent seat stress, lb/in2
Failure rate of the poppet assembly will be dependent upon
leakage rate and those factors which influence the deterioration of
surface finish such as rate of cycling, material properties and
contaminants.
Deterioration of the poppet and seat by contaminants
is
dependent
upon material
properties
and the number of
contaminants.
A contamination factor can be derived from the following
equation:

2 = f(a, n, Q, d, T)(-}
Where:

Z
a
n
Q
d

=
=
=
=
=

Poppet/seat degradation
2
Contaminant wear coefficient (in 3 /particle)
3
number of contaminant' particles/in
Flow rate, in 3 /min
Ratio of time the poppet. is open and subject
to contaminants under] pressure
T = Temperature of Operation, OF

Table 6-8 provides typical quantities of contaminants for use in
establishing a multiplying factor. By normalizing the equation to
those values for which historical ZaiLure rate data are available
the following model can be derived:
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IPO =

Where:
mI

I
I
I

ICD
IC•
3

xP,B •Cp

Where:

-I

• CD

• CSW

, CW

(6-6)

FL

(6-7)

+1 _I00]

Ratio

of

actual

rating

SI

• CN - Cs

AP= Failure rate of poppet assembly in
failures/million operations
,POB
= Base failure rate of poppet assembly, 1.40
failures/million operations
C = Multiplying factor whichk considers the effect of
fluid pressure on the base failure rate
(See Table 6-4)
CQ = Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
allowable leakage on the base failure rate
(See Table 6-5)
CF = Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
surface finish on the base failure rate
(See Table 6-6)
Cv = Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
fluid viscosity/temperature on the base failure
rate (See Table 6-7)
C=
Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
contaminants on the base failure rate
(See Table 6-8)
Cs = Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
the apparent seat stress on the base failure
rate (See Table 6-9)
= Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
the seat diameter on the base failure rate
(See Table 6-10)
= Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
the seat land width on the base failure rate
(See Table 6-10)
CW = Multiplying factor which considers the effect of
flow rate on the base failure rate
(See Equation 6-7)

CW

I

CQ * CF • Cv
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flow

rate

to

manufacturer's

The following paragraphs provide background information on those
parameters included in the model.
6.3.1 Fluid Pressure
Table 6-4 contains the fluid pressure multiplying factors for
use in the model.
Valves having high response characteristics arid
onsequently a high poppet velocity will incur large seat stresses
which tend to reduce the life expectancy of the valve. As with any
piece of mechanical equipment, the higher the structural loads the
shorter the life.
Pressure forces arise from any net pressure
unbalance acting on the valve element.
Depending upon the
functional design of the valve, the pressure force may increase,
decrease, or virtually have no effect on the actuation force.
In
an unbalanced valve design such as a conventional poppet, upstream
pressure ncrmally acts in a direction to seat the valve so that an
increasing upstream pressure will tend to force the valve element
tighter against its seat. The use of pressure unbalance to aid in
sealing requires a higher actuation force to open the valve. When
the size of thc valve and the magnitude of pressure demand
excessively large actuation forces, a balanced design and/or
piloting is often utilized. In most cases the pressure on the
poppet, P. can be a3sumed to be the system upstream pressure, P,'
minus the downstream pressure, P2.

I

6.3.2 Allowable Leakagg
Table 6-5 contains the allowable leakage multiplying factor for
use in the model.
Allowable internal leakage of a poppet design
can be obtained from valve specifications.
Leakage requirements
vary from molecular flow for certain shutoff valves at one extreme
to several cubic feet per minute in scme inexpensive valves which
control water or other inexpensive fluid. Allowable leakage must
be evaluated with respect to total mission and operational
requirements.
6.3.3 Contamination Sensitivity
Cleanliness of the system and of the fluid medium has a direct
effect upon the operation ano life of a poppet valve.
Contaminants
can clog or jam the poppet and cause excessive leakage in
metal-to-metal seated valves. Particulate matter in gaseous media,
especially in the lighter gases such as helium, can be extremely
destructive to internal parts, particularly seats, because of the
very high velocity that can be attained under sonic conditions.
The analysis of particle sizes includes the determination of
60
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I

upstream filter

size, the filter

maintenance schedule,

of upstream components between the valve and filter,

the nuvb)er

ind the r~uber

of particles likely to be encountered at the poppet/8;eat assembly.
Table 6-8 lists
typical quantities of contaminants for us
'in
determining the multiplying factor.

6.3.4 S-!rLiin1h
Evaluation of surface fini.;i involves both poppet and seat
assemblies.
Surface finishes will usually he specified on assembly
drawings in terms of microinches or by manufacturing process.
Typical surface finishes for manlifact, ring processes are provided
These values are for a finish as initially
inTable 6-6.
manufactured and a new valve can be expected to have a sufficiently
smooth surface finish to meet internal leakage specifications.
However, after some period of time contaminants will cause wear of
the poppet/seat assembly until leakage rate is beyond tolerance.
This deterioration of surface finish will be influenced by
operating temperature and pressure, rate of cycling, loads and
material properties.

I
I
I
*i

I

6.3.5
sity
Fluid viscosities for typical fluids are provided in Table 6-7.
Viscosities for other fluids at the operating temperature can be
found in reference sources.

S

6.3.6 Ap•eznt Seat Stress
The apparent seat stress is found by actual measurement or
design specifications.
The apparent seat stress can be calculated
by:

I

• (Dr)

i4
Where:

3

lTherefore,

4

AST

S
Ds

=

(6-8)

Seat Area, in 2
Diameter of seat exposed to fluid
pressure Ps, in

the force on the seat holding it

I

1

6

closed is:

,c PQ DO
4

"
The seat area
calculated by:

(6--9)

acting

ASL = ,DX

as

a

t•eal

when

the

is

closed

IW

ASL = Seat land area, in 2
LW = Land airea width, in
D= Mean land width diameter,

Where:

valve

is

(6-10)

1

(6-11)

I

in

Then the expression for the apparent seat stress S becomes-

=-

Force on Seat

Seat Land Area

FE

ASL

I

Therefore:

s

is

P Do2
4 DM Lw

(6-12)

The minimum contact stress to prevent leakage for most materiale
approximately three times the fluid pressure.
Therefore,

Minimum Contact Pressure = Sc = 3Ps

(6-13)

A ratio of minimum contact pressure and the apparent seat stress
can be used as an expression for the stress on a valve to cause
leakage:
Stress Ratio = SC/SS = SR
In Equation (6-4),
(

(6-14)

leakage varies with the seat stress as:

)3/2

621

I

I
3

Therefore, a multiplying factor for tne effect of seat stress on
the valve base failure rata can be expressed:
(6-15)

c
iU.

3

SR

1,

Where:

R

Table 6-9 lists
seat stress.

12 71

D02

111
LW

the multiplying factors for different values of

6.3.7

i
I

•0
The seat diameter, D., is approximately equal to the inside
diameter of the connecting pipe or tubing and this dimension as
well as the land width of the seat, LV, can be obtained or
the
T&Vh1e 6-10 lists
estimated from engineerinq drawings.
multiplying factors for seat diameter and land width.
Atr
6.3.8 QPrt-nTM
The duty cycle of a poppet valve can vary from several on-off
cycles to many hundreds of cycles per hour. Multiple cycling under
high pressure or operating temperature decreases the life of the
The rate of cycling may be important if the temperature
valve.
The
rise, as a result of the operation, becoines significant.
the
in
included
are
rate
failure
effects of fluid temperature on
fluid viscosity multiplying factor, C,.

6.3,.9 Qetoer C9sdvra•tj9
Several failure rate considerations are not specifically
included in the model but rather incli'ded in the base failure
The base failure rate is an average value which reflects
rate.
field performance data. The following items can be used as a check
to assure that the potential failure mechanisms have been
list
considered:
SFluid medium considerations which are important in valve
designs include the physical properties of tha fluid and the
Corrosive
compatibility of the fluid with poppet/seat materials.

3

Im
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fluids will x:apldly change the surface finish.
The state and
pnysical properties of the fluid become particularly important in
determining pressure drop and flow capacity.
• In corsidering maintenance, requirements for special tasks
must be ider'tified.
Valve seats should be accessible and easily
replaced, preferably without removing the valve from its circuit.
When it is necessary tL service a valve in the field, care must be
exercised to insure that contamination from the work area is not
introduced into the valve or system. Requirements for lubrication
and adjustments should be minimized to provide high reliability in
service use.
• While critical design features are usually based upon one
primary fluid, considexation must also be given to secondary fluids
with which the valving unit will be required to operate during
cleaning and testing operations.
6.4

FAILURE RATE MODEL FOR SLIDING ACTION VALVES
Sliding action valves consist of a movable spool (a piston with
more than one land) within a cylinder.
Sliding action valves are
usually designed such that the spool slides longitudinally to block
and uncover ports in the housing.
A rotary spool is sometimes
used.
Fluid under pressure which enters the inlet port acts
equally on both piston areas regardless of the position of the
spool.
Sealing is accomplished by a very closely machined fit
between the spool and the valve body.
In sleeve valves the solid
piston or spool is replaced by a hollow cylinder with either the
inner or outer cylinder serving as the valve element.
A typical
sliding action valve is shown in F'gure 6-3.
OUTLET PORT BLOCKED
1PORT OPEN

BY PISTON

SPOOL

SIiFTED
TO RIGHT

'

.

MES4

.--

SPOOL

-SHIF I.,FTED

TO LEFT
C
iEN7 ;TO

Figure 6-3.

FLOW

CLOSED TO FLOW

Sliding Action Valve Assembly

The great majority of sliding action valves utilize axial motion
of the valving element,
although some designs for special
applications use rotating pistons or sleeves. A primary advantage
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of sliding action valves is the feasibility of obtaining a
pressure-balanced
design,
especially
with
sleeve
or
spool
configurations.
An inherent disadvantage of sliding action valves
is leakage, a problem which can only be controlled by close
machining or reliable dynamic sealing techniques.
Spool valves,
for example, are widely used in fluid power applications where
perfect internal sealing is not required.
Diametrical spool clearances of approximately 50 microinches are
common and surface finishes of 4 to 6 microinches rms are standard
requirements for spools and sleeves.
Therefore, contamination
tolerance and dirt sensitivity are critical factors in the design
and use of sliding action valves, and reliability will be directly
affected by dirt particles.
Force balances, flow rate and general
mechanical operation can be influenced by the presence of
contaminants within the valve. Contamination problems include wear
of the spool and sleeve until the leakage rate is
beyond
tolerance.
The steps to investigating internal leakage are the
same as for the poppet type valve.
Table 6-3 is a list
of failure
modes, mechanisms and causes for spool assemblies. Other failure
modes should be identified for the specific application and
evaluated to determine the applicability of the failure rate model
to the analysis being performed.
Table 6-3.

Action Valve

_Sliding

FAILURE MODE
-

Failure Rate Considerations For

FAILURE MECHANISMS

FAILURE CAUSES

Internal leakage

- Worn spool/sleeve

- Contaminant side
loading

Poor response

- Sticking sleeve

- Incorrect spring

assembly

I

U

-

Fails to open

- Jammed sleeve
assembly

pressure/contaminants
-

Excessive side
loading/contam-

_inants

An equation similar to that for poppet valves can be used to
predict the reliability of a sliding action valve:

6
3

6

=S

Where:

Asv

=

B 2 Dsp
.SVB

Failure rate

(P.

Q

2

-

P 2 2 )1/2

of sliding

g a n

(6-17)

action valve assembly

in failures/million operations
ASV,B

=

Base failure rate = 1.25 failures/million

operations
B = Spool clearance, in
Dsp = Spool diameter, in
PI = Upstream pressure, lb/in2
P2= Downstream pressure, lb/in2
va= Absolute fluid viscosity, lb-min/in2
Qf = Leakage rate uonsidered to be device
failure, in3/min
= Friction ccefficient
a
Contaminant wear coefficient, in3/ article
n
Numbez of contaminant particles/in
By normalizing the characteristic equation to thnse values for
which historical failure rate data are available, the following
model can be derived:
IS = AI•B

Where:

CP 0 CQ •Cv

V CE • CB • CS • CA - CW

(6-18)

Cp= Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of fluid pressure on the base faiLLure rate.
See Table 6-4
CQ - Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of allowable leakage on the base failure rate.
See Table 6-5
Cy - Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of fluid viscosity/temperature on the base failure
See Table 6-7
rate.
CI - Multiplying facto: which considers the effect
of fluid contaminants on the base failure rate.
See Table b-8.
CB - Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of spool clearance on the base failure rate.
See Table 6-11
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= Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of spool diameter on the base failure rate.
See Table 6-11
CA = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of friction coefficient on the base failure rate.
See Table 6-12
Cw = Multiplying factor which considers the effect
of flow rate on the base failure rate.
See Equation (6-7)

3

6.4.1 Fluid Pressure
In most sliding action valves the applied fluid pressure is the
upstream pressure minus the downstream pressure.
Table 6-4
provides the multiplying factors for fluid pressure. Other factors
in evaluating the effects of fluid pressure on valve reliability
include the following:

I

5
3

Sia
- Structural strength becmes an increasingly important
consideration with increasing valve size because pressure loads are
a function of the square of the valve size.
a

-

If

the

valve

is

inherently

pressure-balanced,

the

influence of pressure upon such parameters as size and actuation
forces will be far less than in the case of an inherently
unbalanced unit.
Pressure Induced Strain - Binding of certain close-tolerance
sliding action valves can result with excessive pressure load on a
port.
Conditions of Pressure - Circumstances under which the valve unit
is subjected to high pressure must be considered. A drain valve,
for example, may be required to seal against high pressure, but
never be required to open until after the pressure has been
relieved.

E

6.4.2

3
I

Allowable internal leakage of the sliding action valve can be
obtained from valve specifications usually in terms of quiescent
flow or leakaqe flow. Quiescent flow is the internal valve flow or
leakage from supply-to-returr with no flow in the load ports.
Allowable leakage will vary considerably according to the
operational requirements.
Table 6-5 provides the multiplying

1

AllabJ._LalnUg
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factors for allowable leakage.
tjyi~
64. 3 Cn1t&iaintJ
CleanlinesE of the fluid medium and surrounding medium has a
direct effect upon the occurrence of stiction, weldment and general
No fluid system is
operation of sliding valve assemblies.
completely free of particulate contamination and sensitivity of a
consideration
ir
contamination
is
an
important
valve
to
reliability.
between
a tradeoff
is
valves there
In
sliding action
contamination sensitivity and leakage based on clearances between
If leakage is minimized by reducing the
the spool and sleeve.
housing, a larger
clearance between the valving element and its
number of contaminant particles can become lodged, causing valve
failure.
The clearance values should be checked at both of the
temperpture extremes to which the valve will be subjected, in order
to ensure adequate design for the largest size of contamination
particle anticipated.
Tha analysis of particle sizes includes the determination of
sizes, the filter
maintenance schedule, the number
upstream filter
and the number
of upstream components between the valve and filter,
of particles likely to be encountered at the spool assembly. Table
6-8 provides typical quantities of contaminants for use in the
failure rate equation.
6. 4. 4 r

yJAJd.
cnsi/ty
Viscosities for typical fluids are provided in Table 6-7.
Multiplying factors for other fluids are determined from the table
by a knowledge of viscosity at the applicable fluid temperature.
Viscosity for a specific fluid is obtainable from many reference
sources.
6.4.5 SpoM"-to-Sleeve Clearance
Highly polished and uniform surface finishes of 4--6 microinches
The model assumes that
can usually be assumed for a valve spool.
If
this is not the case,
environmentally
protected.
the spool is
a separate analysis will be required to determine the effects of
aging and deterioration of the surfaces on the spool to sleeve
A diametrical spool clearance of 50 microinches is
clearance.
The exact value is taken from
typical for sliding action valves.
assembly drawings. Table 6-11 provides the multiplying factors for
spool diameter and the spool-to-sleeve clearance.
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U6.4.6

E~~2j
ient
A sticking valve spool is usually caused by contaminants.
Particles can accumulate between the spool and sleeve as part of
the silting process until the build-up is sufficient to cause
stiction.
Results include valv'e hunting, erratic regulation and
eventual locking.
The silting process can be aggravated by
inactivity of the valve.
Another failure mechanisn to be
considered is reduced clearance between the spool and sleeve caused
by soft metal particles being wedged and burnished on the surfaces.
Table 6-12 contains friction coefficients for typical materials
used in valve designs.
The actual friction coefficient is used in
the model.
Friction coefficients can be located in text books and
other reference material.

3
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6.5

FAILURE RATE ESTIMATE FOR HOUSING ASSEMBLY
There are many factors which could be considered in determining
the potential rate of fatigue failure of a valve housing including
connectors.
For critical safety related applications, a review of
the stress analysis is warranted.
Normally, the probability of a
cracked housing is minimal and the failure rate is best determined
from field experience data.

I

Ol iO,B
A
Where:

3

(6-19)

IXH= Failure rate of valve housing,
failures/million operating hours
HOB = Base failure rate of housing,
0.10 failures/million operations

i

i
i
I
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Fluid Pressure Multiplying Factor

Table 6-4.

FLUID PRESSURE,

psi

CP
0.01
0.11
0.44
1.00
1.80
2.80
4.00

-

500
1500
2500
3500
4500
5500
6500
7500

-

8500

7.11

0
501
1501
2501
3501
4501
5501
6501

-

7501

-

5.44

3000

Table 6-5.

Allowable Leakage Multiplying Factor

ALLOWABLE LEAKAGE (Qf)
T
3_/jimmCQ

per Max Rated GPM

.025

-

.009
.014
.019
.024
.029

3.5
3.2
2.8
2.4
2.0

.030

-

.039

1.6

.040
.050
.060
.080

-

.049
.059
.079
.100

1.3
1.0
0.8
0.6

.005
.010

.015
.020

(Per GPMR)

> 0.03,

CQ = O.055/Qf

"For Leakage (Per GPMR)

• 0.03,

CQ = 4.1 -

For Leakage
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Table 6-6.

Surface Finish Multiplying Factor,

SURFACE FINISH,

3
3

3

CF

0.06
0.17

20 -

29

0.05

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

39
49
59
69
79
89
99

1.0
1.5
2.1
2.7
3.4
4.2
5.2

f 1.65
353

a
3

CF

f, gin

0 - 10
10 - 19
-

Table 6-7.

Fluid Viscosity,

Temperature Multiplying Factor

FLUID TEMPERATURE,
FLUID

I

MIL-H-83282
MIL-H-5606

150

200

250

0.7
0.8

0.8
0.9
0.85 0.9

1.0
1.0

2.0
2.0

3.0

0.8

0.85 1.0

1.0

2.0

0

0.6
0.7

INDUSTRIAL PHOSPHATE ESTERS
WATER GLYCOL

0.7

SAE 10 OIL
SAE 60 OIL

IiC
II
Where:

I

v=

2
2 x 10-8 lb min/in
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"F

100

-50

AMAIRCRAFT PHOSPHATE ESTERS

*

CF

50

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.85 0.9
0.9

0.7

0.8
0.7

1.0
0.8

1.0
2.0
0.85 1.0

Table 6-8.

Contaminant Multiplying Factor,

HYDRAULIC COMPONENT
PRODUCING PARTICLES
Piston Pump
Gear Pump
Vane Pump
Cylinder
Sliding action valve
Hose

CN

=

(

PARTICLE
MATERIAL

C.

NUMBER PARTICLES
UNDER 10 MICRON
PER HOUR PER GPM (N_1 0 )
1.7
1.9
0.6
0.8
0.04
0.13

steel
steel
steel
steel
steel
rubber

3N 10 GPMR

Where:

GPMR = Rated Flow in gallons/min
CI 0 = Standard System Filter
Size = 10 micron
Co = System Filter
Size in microns

Table 6-9.

Seat Stress Mul:iplying Factor,

Seat Stress Ratio
S_

Cs

< 0.10
01i0 - 0.19
0.20
0.30
0.50
0.70
0.90
1.20

-

33.7
1.1.1
6.3
5.1
2.0
1.3
0.9
0.5

0.29
0.49
0.69
0.89
1.19
1.50

CS=I
S

3/2
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Table 6-10.

Seat Diameter and Land Width Multiplying Factors
LAND WIDTH OF

DIAMETER OF
SEAT, inches DS

5

U

inches
Csw

0.01 0.25 -

0.24
0.39

0.6
0.7

.01 -

.05
.09

2.52
2.05

0.40 -

0.59

0.8

.10 -

.12

1.60

0.60 0.80 -

0.79
0.99

1.0
1.2

.13
.16

-

.15
.18

1.31
1.09

1.00 -

1.19

1.5

.19

-

.21

0.89

1.20 -

1.39
1.59

1.8
2.1

.22
.25

-

.24
.27

0.73
0.59

1.79
2.00

2.3
2.4

.28
.32

-

.31
.38

0.44
0.24

1.40

-

1.60
1.80

-

CDT =

I~

POPPET SEAT,
Lv

CDT

-

1.1 DS + 0. 3 2
3.55 - 24 .52L6 + 72 .99
for

Table 6-11

L.

.06

2
LW

8 5 75

-

-

3
S=

< 6)

Spool Clearance and Diameter Multiplying Factors

I

1

I

-

SPOOL TO SLEEVE
CLEURANCE, pin (B)

CB

400 550 -

540
690

0.6
0.7

700 -

840

0.8

1.40 -

1.79

1.0

850 -

990

1.2

1.80 -

2.19

1.2

SPOOL DIAMETER,

I

(DSP)

CS

<1.00 inch
1.00 - 1.39

0.6
0.8

1000
1100

-

1090

1.6

2.20

-

2.39

1.4

-

1190

1.9

2.40

-

2.79

1.6

1200
1300

-

2.3
2.7

2.80
3.20

-

-

1290
1390

3.19
3.39

1.8
2.0

1400

-

1490

3.1

1500

-

1590

3.6

|

-

-

-

CB = B/750 for B < 600 pin
-B g! 600 pin
CB = B2/600,000 for
*-

in
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C•

= 0.615 D

Table 6-1.2.

Friction Coefficient Multiplying Factor,
(Use actual friction coefficient)

MATERIAL

Cu

C

DRY

LUBRICATED

0.8
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.05
0.2
1.3
1.1
0.7
0.9

Steel on Steel
Aluminum on Steel
Copper on Steel
Brass on Steel
Cast Iron on Steel
Bi'ass on Nylon
Steel on Nylon
Teflon on Teflon
Hard Carbon on Carbon
Copper on Copper
Aluminum on Aluminum
Nickel on Nickel
Brass on Brass
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0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4

0.04
0.1
0.8
0.3
0.6

Cy

f
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BEARINGS
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1MYRODUCTION

Bearings are among the few compcnents that are designed for a
finite life .
Bearing life is generally expressed as a B10 life,
which is the number of hours at a given load that 90 percent of a
set of apparently identical bearings will complete or exceed.
There are a number of other factors that can be applied to the B O
life so that it more accurately correlates with the intended
operating environment.
These factlrs include the use of newer high
performarce materials and manufacturing processing techniques, and
the application of the bearing including actual lubrication film
thickness, misalignment, velocity, load stresses and subjection to
contaminants.
There are many different types of bearings in use making it
extremely difficult to establish base failure rates for bearings
based on field performance data.
Bearing analysis is
also
extremely difficult due to the large number of engineering
parameters associated with bearing design.
The procedures for
estimating bearing reliability presented in this chapter utilize
the manufacturer's published B,0 life with multiplying factors to
relate the B10 value to intended operating conditions.
An outline
the basic types of bearings to be discussed is shown in Figure
7.1.

Il

U
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7.1.1

Bearing Type

bLllBering - Ball bearings are generally used where there is
to be excessive uisalignm4nt or shaft deflection. They are
also used, especially in duplex arrangements, where accurate axial
positioning is required in the presence of thrust load, such as
with bevel gear shafts.
Ball bearings are not as common in the
main drive train of more recent designs because of advancements
made with tapered roller bearings.
Ball bearings are, however,
often used on lightly loaded accessory shafts. Higher bearing life
is easily acnieved in these applications due to the very small
).oads and installation is simplified, since a ball bearing is
nons-parable and requires no special setup procedures.

BEARUN

7

J

{-o
I
LNEAR MOTION

ROTAR MOTON

LM

ELEMENT

NEEDLL

-

HLW)ROO1AMIC

ROLLER

-

HYDROSTATIC

-NEEDE

-

SELF-LUBRICATING

Figure 7.1

RAIL SUDES
SLDS

-

RAIL BALLROLLER
RSOEVE SALL
SLEEVE

-ROLLERS

Outline of Bearing Types

Cylindrical Railer Bearins, - Cylindrical roller bearings are used
to support pure radial loads. They are often used at one end of a
highly loaded gear shaft with either tapered roller bearings or
multiple-row matched ball bearings at the other end.
Roller
bearing life is drastically reduced by excessive misalignment or
deflection; hence, when using roller bearings, the stack-up of
tolerances contributing to misalignment and the shaft or housing
deflections should be carefully considered. To compensate for some
degree of misalignment or deflection and to carry heavy radial
loads, roller bearings are crowned to prevent the phenomenon known
as end loading.
End loading invariably leads to a drastic
reduction in bearing life.
The crowninq procsss distributes the
load away from the roller ends and prevents excessive stress that
could cause fatigue at the roller bearing ends.
The amount of
crown to be used should be based on maximum continuous power.
At
lower power, the crown will not significantly change bearing life,
while any higher power will be transients that load the bearing for

short durations only.
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.. Tapered zoller bearinqs are being used
.ncreasin~n'[y in modern drive systems, si.nc& they can react to both
thrust awO radial loads and can offer the vreatest load-Carrying
capacity in the smallest possible envelope. Although early tapered
roller bharings were speed limited, these restrictions bave been
removed by ut'ilizinq bearLngs with special lubrication features.
SHowever, on very hiqh-speed shafts, the use of tapered roller
bearings may be precluded due to their inability to operate for
required time intervals under survivability (oil-off) conditions.
Tapered roller bearings, unlike single-row ball and cylindrical
roller bearings, require spacers or shims to give these bearings
the proper amount of preload or end play for proper operation.
Usually it is desirable to have a light preload although a small
amount of end play is
often acceptable.
As with internal
clearance, extremes in end play or preload should be scrupulously
avoided.

3
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Although
sleeve bearings
are relatively
inexpensive, -they can cause costly equipment shutdowns if not
properly integrated into the design.
Short bearing life can be
caused by misalignment, a berit shaft, a rotating part rubbing on a
stationary part, a rotor out of balance causing vibration,
excessive thrust caused by mechanical failure of other parts,
excessive temperature caused by lack of lubrication, dirt or other
contaminant and corrosion from water in the bearing housing. These
problems can be classified in the following failure modes: fatigue,
wiping, overheating, corrosion, and wear.
Descriptions of these
modes are as follows:
Fatigue occurs due to cyclic loads normal to the bearing
surface.
Wiping occurs from surface to surface contact due to loss
of sufficient lubrication film thickness.
This malfunction can
occur from under-rotation or from system fluid losses. Overheating
is
indicated
by babbit cracking or surface
discoloration.
Corrosion is frequently caused by the chemical reaction between the
acids in the lubricants and the base metals in the babbit.
Lead
based babbits tend to show a higher rate of corrosion failures.
Severe performance requirements may affect the reliability of
the bearings if there is a path of heat conduction from the machine
or any friction creating components within it to the bearings (for
example, brakes or clutches).
This condition may cause a decrease
in the bearing lubricant's operating viscosity and, consequently,
a reduction in bearing life. A lubricant with a higher temperature
rating should prevent leakage or excessive wear.
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7.1.2

Design Considerations

important
an
is
clearance
Internal
Clearang
IlitrMnl
consideration in the design of ball and roller bearings, since
improperly mounted internal clearance can drastically shorten the
internal clearance limits the amount
Too little
life of a bearing.
of misalignment that can be tolerated and can lead to heavily
Excessive
preloaded bearings, particularly at low temperatures.
too few
by
be
carried
to
the
load
cause
will
internal clearance
The best practice is to ensure that under all
rolling elements.
conditions there will be a small positive internal clearance.
Usually, the most significant factors to consider when determining
mounted internal clearance of the bearing are the reduction cf
and the effect of
internal clearance due to shaft or housing fits
temperature on the housing/outer race interface diameters.
Bearing Race Creep - The creeping or spinning of bearing inner
races on gearshafts is a fairly common, although not usually
Lundberg and Palmgren
serious, problem in most drive systems.
for the minimum fit
calculations
parametric
developed fairly simple
if
to prevent creep with solid shafts, but there has been little
such
shafts,
for
hollow
anything published on minimum press fits
Since an accurate
types as used in helicopter drive systems.
mathematical solution to such a problem would be extremely
difficult, the best approach at this time seems to be a reliance on
Sometimes it may not be possible to achieve the
past experience.
introducing
creep without
to prevent
fit
press
necessary
A common
excessively high hoop stress in the bearing race.
practice in this case is to use separate antirotation devices with
a slotted bearing race. Although this practice is fairly effective
with stationary races, it is seldom effective with rotating races.
Bearing Material - By far the greatest advance in bearing
technology has been the development of extremely clean bearing
Vacuum-melt 52100
steels resulting from vacuum-melt processing.
bearings, for example, offer one and one-half to two times the life
Bearings of such advanced
of vacuum-degassed 52100 bearings.
Just
further improvement.
even
offer
can
materials as M-50 steel
because these materials are available, however, does not mean that
Depending on
all bearings have to be made of vacuum-melt material.
the bearing, vacuum-melt bearings can be from 2 to 5 times more
costly than vacuum-degassed bearings, as well as requiring longer
Hence, bearings for high-speed primary
lead times to procure.
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power train applications should be fabricated of M-50 (or in the
case of tapered roller bearings, carburized CVM steel) for the sake
of improved survivability following loss of lubrication. All other
bearings should be fabricated of vacuum-degassed material unless
there is a problem with low life, in which case the more expensive
vacuum-melt materials should be used.
Inspection Requirement
- Proper inspection of bearings can
Besides the obvious
their
mortality rate.
reduce
significantly
dimensional inspection requirements, two additional inspections
should be specified for all high performance drive system bearings:
Magnetic particle
. Nital etch
Magnetic particle inspection can detect the presence of
such as
relatively large surface or near-surface anomalies,
inclusions, which are often the cause of bearing spalls.
Nital
etch inspection can detect the presence of grinding burns, which
locally change the hardness of the material and cause premature
bearing failure.

I
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Bearin-1 stallation/emoval - The installation of bearings should

be carefully considered during design not only to prevent assembly
errors, but also to permit easy removal of the bearing without
damaging it.
Lead chamfers should be provided at all bearing
journals to facilitate installation. When specifying the breakout
on the bearing corners, the shaft drawing should be checked to
ensure that the maximum radius at the shaft shoulder will be
cleared by the bearing.
The height of the shaft shoulder should,
if
possible, be consistent with that recommended by bearing
manufacturers.
Where necessary, flats should be machined on the
shaft shoulder so that a bearing puller can remove the bearing by
contacting the inner race. Many bearings have been damaged in the
past where the bearing puller could grab only the cage or rollers
of the bearing.
Where duplex bearings are used, the bearings
should be marked so that the installer can readily determine the
proper way for the bearings to be installed. Incorrectly installed
duplex bearings will not properly react to the design loads.
All
bearings that can be separated should have the serial number
This will
clearly shown on all of the separable components.
assembly
Every
of
components.
prevent the inadvertent mixing
drawing that contains bearings should clearly explain in the
drawing notes how the bearing should be installed.
It
is
imperative that the mechanics building up this assembly have this
*

I
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information available.
7.2

BEARING FAILURE MODES
The common bearing failure modes, mechanisms and causes are
listed in Table 7-1. The most prevalent mode of bearing failure is
spalling, which is defined as chipping or breaking of the bearing
surface.
The failure is usually caused by poor lubrication
(premature failure) or by fatigue or wearout due to the repeated
stress and strain of a lifetime of usage.
Another mode of bearing
failure is creeping or spin, caused by an improper fit between the
bearing and the shaft or outer surface of the bearing. This allows
movempnt of the race in relation to the housing or shaft.
The
surfaces then wear or score, thereby damaging the surfaces and
preventing a firm, fixed contact.

Table 7-1.

FAILURE MODES

Typical Modes of Bearing Failure

FAILURE MECHANISMS

FAILURE CAUSES

Fatigue Damage

Ball/Roller-raceway
spalling,
brinnelling

Heavy, prolonged
load; Excess speed;
Shock load

Noisy or Overheated
Bearing

Glazing,
microspalling of
stressed surfaces

Loss of lubricant;
Housing bore out of
round; Corrosive
agents; Distorted
bearing seals

Excessive Equipment
Vibration

Scuffing, fretting,
pitted surfaces

MJsalignment;
Housing bore out of
round; Unbalanced
load; Inadequate
housing support

Bearing Seizure

Crack formation on
rings and
balls/rollers,
skidding

Inadequate heat
removal capability;
Loss of lubricant;
High environmental
temperature;
Excessive speed
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Roller and tapered bearings have an additional failure mode
defined as hard lines or scuffing of the bearing surfaces.
This
failure mode is usually caused by bearing exposure to an excessive
load for an extensive period of time.
The surfaces of the moving
parts are scored or scratched, increasing the roughness of the
surfaces,
setting
up stress
concentrations
and
increasing
friction.
The scoring also interferes with the normal lubricant
film and increases the metal-to-metal contact during use.
7.3
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BEARING FAILURE RATE PREDICTION
Bearing life is usually calculated using the Lundberg-Palmgren
method (Ref. 53).
This method is a statistical tecanique based on
the sub-surface initiation of fatigue cracks through hardened
air-melt bearing material.
Most mechanical systems are not
utilized precisely
as the bearing
manufacturer
envisioned;
therefore, some adjustment factors must be used to approximate the
failure rate of the bearings under specific conditions.
Experience has shown that the service life of a bearing is
usually limited by either excessive wear or faigue.
Excessive
wear occurs when the bearings are improperly installed or exposed
to hostile operating environments.
Inadequate
lubrication,
misalignment,
contamination,
shock,
vibration,
or
extreme
temperature all cause bearings to wear out prior to their estimated
design life.
In contrast, a 'Aearing can be expected to perform
adequately for the duratir)n )f its rated life, given proper
operating conditions, until farI
occurs
lure due 'to fatigue.
All. bearings ultimately fai
due to fatigue because the load
carrying balls, raceways, rollers, etc. are subjected to cyclical
stresses.
Under laboratory conditions the fatigue
characteristics of bearings can be quantified in terms of stress
magnitude and number of stress cycles, which in turn relates to the
bearing load and number of revolutions. A heavily loaded bearing,
for example, has a much shorter fatigue life than a lightly loaded
one when both are operated at the same low speed.
Conversely, a
bearing operated under a ligkt load and low speed provides a
service life several times greater than the rated life.
In this
latter case service will generally be terminated by wear.
Attempting to estimate the fatigue life of an individual bearing
is not very practical because of the large number of design
parameters to consider in relation to the sensitivit, of the
operating environment.
Instead, statistical methods are used to
rate bearings based on the results of large groups of the same Lype
of bearing tested to failure under controlled laboratory conditions

Scontact
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to establish a fatigue life rating.
This rating is universally
defined as the number of hours that 90% of the bearings operating
at their rated load and speed, can be expected to complete or
exceed before exhibiting the first
evidence of fatigue.
Standard equations have been developed to extcnd the B 0 rating
to determine the statistical rated life for any given set of
conditions.
These equations
are based on an exponential
relationship of load to life.
1

Where:

.3F

(7--1)

-

XBE
xBEB
C
P
k

Failure rate, failures/10 6 revolutions
Base failure rate from B10 life
= Basic dynamic load rating, lb
= Equivalent radial load, lb
= Constant, 3 for ball bearings, 10/3 for
roller bearings
=

The basic dynamic load rating, C, is provided in manufacturer's
catalogs or engineering drawings and determined through tests based
upon a B10 life of 500 hours at 33.3 rpm.
The equivalent radial load parameter, P, is the equivalent
radial load determined from applied loads.
All bearing loads are
converted to an equivalent radial load.
If only pure radial lo"Is
are involved, then the value for P is simply the radial load.
Except for the special case of pure thrust bearings, bearing
ratings shown in manufacturers' catalogs are for radial loads.
When thrust is
present,
an equivalent radial load must be
determined before estimating reliability.
The equivalent radial
load is defined as the radial load producing the same theoretical
fatigue life as the combined radial and thrust loads. Most bearing
manufacturers provide methods of combining thrust and radial loads
in accordance with ANSI standards to obtain an equivalent load.
This relationship can be written as follows:
RE = RF•
Where:

(7-2)

RE = Equivalent radial load
R = Radial load
Ft

= Thrust factor
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bearing catalog will display separate tables of values to
cover single-row, double-row, and angular-contact variations.
An inspection of both B10 expressions shows that the expected
life decreases rapidl" with increased loads. For example, when the
load is doubled, ball bearing life drops to about 1/8 the life
expectancy under the lower load. Moreover, a reduction of only 20%
increases the predicted bearing life by approximately 100%.
Substantial
improvements
in
materials
processing
and
manufacturing techniques have been made since the original
development of the B10 concept for predicting bearing life.
For
instance, high-purity steels that are vacuum degassed or vacuum
melted are now widely used for bearings. Also, bearing components
are
manufactured
to
tighter
tolerances
on
geometry
and
ball./raceways
have
finer
finishes,
which
help to
improve
lubricating
films.
For reasons
such
as
these,
bearing
manufacturers have modified their B10 ratings with certain
adjustment factors. Therefore, the B10 life provides the latest and
best estimate for the base failure rate.
To evaluate a
manufacturer's bearing for reliability, it is best to utilize the
published B10 life and modify it
according to the particular
application.

I

~~~L

Where:

AB

IB BE()Y
J

Ls))B

•L)
t
(Lo)

0

60
,5 4 ( CL)2/3*(-)

C
CW

(7-3)

y = 3.33 for Roller Bearing; 3.0 for Ball
Bearings
LA = Equivalent radial load, lbs
LS = Specification radial load, lbs
V0 = Specification lubricant viscosity, lb-min/in2
vL -Operating lubricant viscosity, lb-min/in 2
ICk
CC

= Actual contamination level, micrograms/meter 3
= Water contamination factor

Multiplying factors for the following parameters will be added
in future editions of the Handbook:
Ip
= Load/velocity factor
CT = Temperature factor

CV = Vibration factor

*
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All of the base parameters can be obtained from manufacturer's
drawings or specifications.
The environmental parameters can
either be measured at an operatinq site or estimated from a
knowledge of the operating conditions.
Less than 10 percent of all ball bearings last long enough to
fail due to normal fatigue (Ref. 8).
Most bearings will fail due
to
static
overload,
wear,
corrosion,
lubricant
failure,
contamination, or overheating. The effects of water contamination,
for example, is shown in terms of fatigue life reduction by Table
7-2 (Ref. 4).

Table 7-2.

Reduction of Rolling Contact Life
Due To Water In Lubricating Oil

WATER CONTENT OF
WET OIL,

REDUCTION IN FATIGUE

PERCENT

LIFE,

PERCENT

0.002
0.014

48
54

3.0
6.0

78
83

Base Oil Desc•iRtion: Base mineral oil dried over sodium
Test Ewipmnt and Hertzian Stress: Rolling 4-ball bearing, 8.60 (Wa

(1.25 x 104 psi)

The values in Table 7-2 can be represented by a water
contamination
multiplication
factor which accounts
for the
reduction in fatigue life due to the leakage of water into the oil
lubrication.
This factor is represented as C• and is represented
by the following equations derived from data in Ref. 19.
For X < 0.002,

C• = 1 + 460X

For X 2 0.002,

CC

Where:

= 2.036 + 1.029X - 0.0647X2

(7-4)
(7-5)

X = Percentage of water in the lubricant.

The CC multiplication factor will modify the base failure rate
as shown in Equation (7-3).
The value for LA will vary with the
bearing type and is given in Equation (7-6).
Table 7-3 shows the
84
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equations that represent the load capacity for the various types of
bail and roller bearings.
Table 7-4 gives values for fc used to determine LA in Equation
(7-6) for the various types of bearing configurations.
The value
of fc is used in the Ls equation(s) of Table 7-3.
This is the value
in the denominator of the bearing load factor in Equation 7-4.
LA
is determined using the following equation:
LA = XFr + YFa
where Xand Y
and designs.
and then used
(7-6) to find

(7-6)

are listed in Table 7-5 for the various bearing types
The value for Ls is obtained from Tables 7-3 and 7-4
in Equation (7-3) along with the value from Equation
the expected bearing reliability.

Dynamic Load Capacity Calculations
for Ball and Roller Bearings (Ref.

Table 7-3.

44)

For radial ball bearings having a ball diameter Dw of 25.4 mm or less
LS - fc(i cosa)0 . 7 Z2 /3 (Dw) 1 .8
For radial ball bearings with ball diameter greater than 25.4 mm
2 3
0 7
LS - 3.647 fc (i Cos a) . Z / (Dw)1.4
For ball thrust bearings with contact angle a of 90 deg.
LS - fc Z2/ 3 (Dw)T1 8 for balls of 25.4 mm or less
LS - 3.647 fc Z 2/ 3 (Dw)1"4 for balls larger than 25.4 mm
For balls thrust bearings with contact angle ce other than 90 deg.
Ls - fc (cos a) 0 . 7 tanci Z2/ 3 (Dw) 1 "8 for balls of 25.4 mm or less
L S - 3.647 fc (cosax) 0 "7 tance Z 2/ 3 (Dw) 1 .4 for balls 25.4 mm
For radial roller bearings
3 4
7 9
LS - fc(i leff cosa) / Z / (Dw) 29/27
For thrust rolier bearings
LS - fc6(leff)7/ 9 Z3 /4 (Dw) 2 9 /2 7 for a contact angle of 90 deg.
LS - t c (leff cosa) 7 /9 tana Z 3 /4 (Dw) 2 9/ 2 7 for contact angle other than 90 deg.
Where:
dm
D
Dw
e
fc
Fa
Fr
i
Ijff
Ls
X
Y
Z
a

-

bearing pitch diameter (mm)
bearing outer diameter (mm)
diameter of balls or rollers in bearing (mm)
equivalent load function
bearing load capacity factor for N and mm units
thrust load (N)
radial load (N)
number of rows of balls or rollers in bearing (dimensionless)
effective contact length of rollers in bearing (mm)
bearing load capacity for 106 revolutions rated life (N)
radial load factor (dimensionless)
thrust load factor (dimensionless)
number of ball or rollers per row in bearing (dimensionless)
bearing contact angle between ball or roiter load line and plane
perpendicular to axis (degrees)
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Table 7-4(a).

fc Values for Roller Bearing Dynamic
Capacity Calculation (Ref. 44)

HRADIAL

AND ANGULAR CONTACT BALL BEARINGS

iDw Cosa
D

Single Row Radial
Contact: Single and
Double Row Angular
Contact Groove

dmType

I

C

Metric (2)

Contact Groove Type
Metric( 2 )

0.05

46.7

44.2

0,07

511.

48.4

0.08
0.09

52.8
54.3

50.0
51.4

0.10
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.32
0.34
0.36

55.5
57.5
58.8
59.6
.59.9
59.9
59.6
59.0
58.2
57.1
56.0
54.6
53.2
51.7

52.6
54.5
55.7
56.5
56.8
56.8
56.5
55.9
55.1
54.1
53.0
51.8
50.4
48.9

0.38
0.40

50.0
48.4

47.4
45.8

0.06

I

(1)

Double
ail
o Radiail
Dul Row

49.1

fc

46.5

I-'
bearings,
(1) a. When calculating the basic load rating for a unit consisting of two similar, single row, radial contact ball
in a duplex mounting, the pair is considered as one, double row, radial contact ball bearing.
b. When calculating the basic load rating for a unit consisting of two, similar, single row, angular contact ball bearconings in a duplex mounting. "Face-to-Face" or "Back-to-Back," the pair is considered as one, double row, angular
tact ball bearing.
ball
c. When calculating the basic load rating for a unit consisting of two or more similar, single angular contact
bearings mounted "in Tandem," properly manufactured and moui ýted for equal load distribution, the rating of the combination is the number of bearings to the 0.7 power times the rating of a single row ball bearing. If the unit may be
treated as a number of individual interchangeable single row bearings, this footnote 1c does not apply

3

(2) Use to obtain LA in N when D is in mm.
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fc Values for Roller Bearing Dynamic
Capacity Calculation (Ref. 44)

Taile 7-4(b).

THRUST BALL BEARINGS
(Use to obtain Ls in Newtons when Dw is

in

mm)

Dw
9 09

- 450

- 60 0

- 750

dm

-

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

36.7
45.2
51.1
55.7
59.5

42.1
51.7
58.2
63.3
67.3

39.2
48.1
54.2
58.9
62.6

37.3
45.9
51.7
56.1
59.7

0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10

62.9
65.8
68.5
71.0
73.3

70.7
73.5
75.9
78.0
79.7

65.8
68.4
70.7
72.6
74.2

62.7
65.2
67.3
69.2
70.7

0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.20

77.4
81.1
84.4
87.4
90.2

82.3
84.1
85.1
85.5
85.4

76.6
78.3
79.2
79.6
79.5

0.22
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.32
0.34

92.8
95.3
97.6
9??.8
101.9
103.9
105.8

84.9
84.0
82.8
81.3
79.6

8
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TabIc. 7-4(c).

E. Values for Roller Bearing Dynamic
Capacity Calculation (Pef. 44)

RADIAL ROLLER BEARINGS
(Use to obtain L, when Ieff and Dw are in
Dw cosa

fc

Dw Cosa

dm

I

I

fc

dm

0.01

52.1

0.26

86.4

0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

60.8
66.5
70.7

0.27
0.28
0.29

85.8
85.2
84.5

74.1

0.30

83.8

0.06

76.9

0.31

0.07

83.0

79.2

0.32

82.2

0.08
0.09
0.10

81.2
82.8
84.2

0.33
0.34
0.35

81.3
80.4
79.5

0,11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15

85.4
86.4
87.1
87.7
88.2

0.36
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.40

78.6
77.6
76.7
75.7.
74.6

0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19

88.5
88.7
88.8
88,8

0.41
0.42
0.43
0.44

73.6
72.5
71.4
70.3

0.21
0.22
0.23

88.5
88.2
87.9

0.46
0.47
0.48

68. 1
67.0
65.8

0.24
0.25

87.5
87.0

0.49
0.50

f.4.6
63.5

0.20

I
I

mm)

88.7

0.45

9

69.2

Table 7-4(d).

fc Values for Roller Bearing Dynamic
Capacity Calculations

(Ref.

44)

THRUST ROLLER BEARINGS
(Use to obtain Ls when Ieff and Dw are in mm)

4

Dw cosa

5 < a < 600

60 0 < a < 750

75 0 < a < 90':

dm

Dw

c - 900

dm

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

109.7
127.8
139.5
148.3
155.2

107.1
124.1
136.2
144.7
151.1

105.6
123.0
134.3
142.8
149.4

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

105.4
122.9
134.5
143.4
150.7

0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10

160.9
165.6
169.5
172.8
175.5

157.0
161.6
165.5
168.7
171.4

154.9
159.4
163.2
166.4
169.0

0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10

156.9
162.4
167.2
171.7
175.7

0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.20

179.7
182.3
133.7
184.1
'83.7

175.4
177.9
179.3
179.7
179.3

173.0
175.5
0.16
0.18
0.20

0.12
0.14
195.1
200.3
205.0

183.0
189.4

0.22
0.24
0.26

182.6
180.9
178.7

0.22
0.24
0.26

209.4
213.5
217.3

0.28

0.28

220.9

0.30

0.30

224.3

1
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Values of Combined Load Factors X and Y
(Ref. 44.)

Table 7-5(a).

1 Two 3imdiar,
single row,
angular contact
ball bearings
mounted "Faceto-Face" or

ad
Contact

-F

"Back-to-Back"

Groove

LS

are comsidered as
one, double row-,
angular contact
bearing.

Ball
Bearings

(2) Values of X, Y
and e for a load
or contact angle
other than shown
in Table 7-J are
obtained by linea
r_
interpolation.

_

Angula&
(3) Values of X, Y

(4) For single row
bearings when
Fae, use X
100
0,.

150

I

FiZ(

Double Row Bearings

i
e
F.>

Fa e
Fr

Y

W

Units
Newtons,
u
m
0.014
0.028
0.058
0.084
0.11
0.17
0.28
0.42
0.56
iFa

Contact

Groove
and e shown in
Table 7-Jcdo not Ball
Bearing
apply to filling
slot bearings for
with
applications in
Contact
which ballAngle
50
raceway contact
areas project
substantially into
the filling slot
under load.

I, Y

Single Row
Bearings
Fa >e
FFT
X .Y •Y

Radial Ball
Bearing Type

0.172
0.345
0.689
1.03
1.38
2.07
3.45
5.17

1.00

0.44

2.78
2.40
2.07
1.87 0.78
1.75
1.58
1.39
1.26
1.21

3.74
3.23
2.78
2.52
2.36
2.13
1.87
1.69
1.63

0.23
0.26
0.30
0.34
0.36
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.52

2.18
1.98
1.76
1.63

3.06
2.78
2.47
2.20

0.29
0.32
0.36
0.38

1.58 0.75
1.42
1.27
1.17
116

2.18
2.00
1.79
1.64
1.63

0.40
0.44
0.49
0.54
0.54

1.01
1.00

1.65
1 57
1.46
1.38 0.2
1.34
1.26
1.14
1.1,2

2.39
2.28
2.11
2.00
1.93
1.82
1.66
1.63

0.38
0.40
0.43
0.46
0.47
0.50
0.55
0.56

i.00

1.12

1.63

0.56

1

0

0.56

For this type use

0.0114
0.028
0.056
0.085
0.11
0.17
0.28
0.42
0.56

Units
Newtons, mm
0.172
0.345
0.689
1.03
1.38
2.07
3.45
5.17
6.89

0.014
0.029
0.057
0.086

0.172
0.345
0.689
1.03

0.11
0.17
0.29
0.43

o.57

1.38
2.07
3.45
5.17
6.89

0.015
0.029
0.058
0.087
0.12
0.17
0.29
0.44

0. 172
0.345
0.689
1.[]3
1.38
207
3.45
5.17

0.58

6.89

LS

0.19
0.22
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.34
0.38
0.42

1.00

6.89

Fa/iZ(Dw) 2

-

-

0.56

2.30
1.99
1.71
1.55
1.45
1.31
1.15
1.04

2.30
1.99
1.71
1.56
1.45
i.31
1.15
1.04

the X, Y,
e values
applicabie
to single row
radicAl contact
bearings

1

1.88
1.71
1.52
1.41
0.46

0.4-

1.34
1.23
1,10
1.01
1.CK)
1.47
1.40
1.30
1.23
1.19

1

1

'1.12

200

0.43

1.00

1

1.09 0.70

1 63

0.57

2501

041

PY

I

()92

0.b7

1.41

0.68

0.39
0.37

0.76
0.66

1
1

0.78 0.63
0.66 0.6

1.24
1.07

0.80
0.95

0.57

1

0.550.7

0.98

1.14

f

390
350

400.35
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Values of Combined Load Factors X and Y
(Ref. 44)

Table 7-5(b).

Single Direction
Bearings
-La- > e

Ball Thrust
Bearing Type

Fa

Fr

Thrust Ball (1) Bearings
with Contact Angle
ct-450
a-650
- 750

(1) Fora - 900: Fr

-

Double Direction
Bearing
< e
Fa > e

Fr

e

Fr

x

Y

X

Y

X

Y

0.66
0.92
1.66

1
1
1

1.18
1.90
3.89

0.59
0.54
0.52

0.66
0.92
1.66

1
1
1

1.25
2.17
4.67

0 and X - 1

Values of Combined Load Factors X and Y

Table 7-5(c).

(Ref. 44)
Fa
Fr < e

Radial Roller
Bearing Type
Self-aligning

x

Y

and

X

Fa
Fr

> e

i

Y

e

Single Row Bearings

Tapered Roller

1

0

Bearings

0.4

0.4 cota

a ;.& 00 (1)

1

0.45 cOpt

0.67

0.57cota

1.5 tan

Note: (1) For a - 00: Fa -O and X - 1

Table 7-5(d).
Roller
Thrust

Values of Combined Load Factors x and Y
(Ref. 44)

Sinle
Diretion

Beadripg
TyeFa>
IyeFa'

Double Dire•bon Bearings

B

Fa

> e

FrX

Y

x

e

__________

fa-7

:. e

Fr

~eFr

Fa
fa-I

Y

X

> e
Y

Self-aligning

.u•J Tapered
Thrust Roller

For a -900:

1.5 tana

Double Row Bearings

tan a

1

1.5tar,

0.67

Fr- 0 and Y -1
92

_

_

1

1.5 tan_-

I
I
SI

CHAPTER 8

3

GEARS AND SPLINES
8.1

I
i

INTRODUCTION
The reliability of gear or drive components is perhaps one of
Some
the most important considerations when designing a system.
general design constraints and requirements should be given special
attention because of their potential impact on the long-term
reliability of the total system.
The first
of these is the
operating power spectrum. The key point with regard to this design
parameter is to anticipate potential requirements for growth. The
second is that changing requirements may cause a configuration
change where alignments are altered.
This can be critical if the
misalignment could cause vibration that could set up stresses arid
lead to fatigue failure.
When a lubrication system is included,
care should be taken to assure that the capacity, filter
and
transferring components are adequate.
If superfine filters
should
be introduced, larger traps would be required to accommodate the
in particles trapped in the element.
The lubricant flow
should be designed so that the particles within the system are
removed prior to reentry into the gear box area.
Noise and vibration can affect reliability, not only the drive
system itself,
but also associated components of the complete
system.
Hence, every effort should be made to select a gearbox
that is as quiet and as vibration-free as possible. When selecting
gear candidates, consideration should be given to helical or high
contact spur gears instead of conventional spur gears.
Also, one
should make certain that critical speeds and gear clash resonance
frequencies, which may reinforce each other, are avoided.
Inmost gearbox applications, especially in Airborne Systems,
weight is
usually a constraining and,
in
some cases,
the
controlling
factor.
In
general,
overdesign means
higher
reliability, but in weight critical systems, overdesign in one area
requires underdesign elsewhere; thereby, defeating the purpose of
the overdesign.
For example, bearing life should never be
sacrificed in the design because bearings are likely to be the main
drivers in the establishment of the failure rates of the gear
system.
When a gearbox is exposed to overstress, several conditions

3increase

'3

3

1

I
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occur that greatly affect the failure rate.
Bolted gear flanges
will be subject to fretting, hiqh loads will cause bevel, gears to
shift patterns, making tooth breakage a likely occurrence.
Spur
gears develop hard lines or scuffing as loads are increased.
The
use of a gear system in a design that exceeds the specification
load should be done only after detailed analysis of the impact on
each part or component has been made.
8.2

FAILUPE MODES

8.2.1 SpradHlia
ý,r
Spur gears are commonly used in all types of gearing situations,
both for parallel-axis speed reduction and in coaxial planetary
designs.
In general, the reliability of drive train spur gears ii;
extremely high due to present design standards.
There are,
however, some considerations that should be addressed because they
are frequently overlooked in spur gear design or selection for
specific purposes.
Generally, the initial design of a spur gear mesh is one of
standard proportions and equal tooth thickness for both pinion and
gear.
This is,
however, rarely the optimum configuration for a
spur gear mesh, because this type of design does not have two very
desirable characteristics: recess action and a balanced bending
stress in pinion and gear.
A recess-action gear mesh has a long
addendum pinion and short addendum gear.
A recess-action mesh is
quieter and smoother running than standard mesh and has a much
lower tendency to score due to better lubrication within the mesh.
Although the adva•ntage of having balanced bending stresses on a
pinion and gear is primarily lower weight, it does have an indirect
effect on reliability.
As stated earlier, whenever there is an
inefficient use of weight, reliability is compromised somewhat.
For example, even a fraction of a pound wasted to non-optimization
of a 7pur gear mesh could be applied to a bearing where the life
coulc perhaps be doubled.
While overemphasis of weight reduction
can be detrimental to reliability, the carrying of excess weight
can have a far-reaching effect; therefore, a balanced gear system
must be the goal tor efficient and reliable systems.
Fortunately,
it is usually a simple task io achieve rocess-action and balanced
bonding stress in most spur gear designs.
This is accomplished by
experimentally shifting the length of contact up the line of action
toward the driver gear, while increasing the circular tooth
thickness of the pinion and decreasing that of the gear.
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There
are four design criteria that are used to evaluate the
adequacy of spur or helical design: Bending stress, hertz or
vibrational stress, flash temperature index and/or lubrication film
thickness (EHD).
The first
three have long been used in gear
design and methods of calculation are well documented in many
publicaticns.
EHD (Elastrohydrodynamic) film thickness is a newer
technique and has not yet beer, completely standardized.
Some gear
specialists have advanced EHD film thickness as a check on scoring
probability.
It is obvious that if an oil film of a greater
thickness than the contact surface asperities can be maintained
scoring will not occur, since a metal-to-metal contact must be
experienced to allow scoring to occur.
An important parameter to evaluate lubrication effectiveness is
the lubricant film thickness.
The equation below is a nondimensional expression for lubricant film thickness:

I

HL

Where:

=2.

HL
G
U
W

=
=
=
=

5
4 U°'
G
WO.13

(8-1)

Dimensionless film thickness
Viscosity and material parameter
Speed parameter
Load parameter

Since it is often difficult to obtain these parameters directly,
this expression will only be used for a qualitative evaluation.
The major- impact of the formula is to establish the dependence of
lubricant film thickness (H) from the various parameters.
It
should be noted that a change in lubricant viscosity and gear
system velocity have a major impact on h, whereas a change in load
has a weaker influence.
These trends can be used when adjustment

N

factors are developed later in the text.
Allowable tooti stress is the subject of much uncertainty and
most gear manufacturers have a proprietary method for establishing
this criteria.
Therefore, it is usually a stated parameter from
manufacturer that is used.
The use cf allowable stress
published by AGMA rivll usually result in satisfactory gear
performance.
To ensure smooth operation of the gear mesh under load, it is
generally the practice to mod).fy .he involute profile, usually with
tio !-elief, to correct for the deflection of the gear, tooth under
load. %he dafle'•tion can be accurately calculated, therefore, the

Sthe
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correct deflection profile should be used.

Too little

relief

will

result in the gear teeth going into mesh early and going out of
nmesh late.
This results in higher dynamic loads with the
accompanying stress, vibration, noise and possible non-involute
contact that can lead to hard-lines, scuffing or scoring of gear
teeth.
Too much tip relief lowers the contact ratio of the gear
set and again can result in less than optimum performance with
respect to stress, vibration, and noise.
Crowning is generally applied to spur gears to ensure full
contact across the face of the gear without end loading.
With
insufficient crowning, end loading will occur and result in higher
than predicted vibrational stresses. The methods used to calculate
the amount of crowning is sim-'ar to the methods used folcalculating crowning on roller bearings.
Helix correction must be used if the bearing mountings of the
spur gear are not of equal stiffness. This causes the gear to cock
and concentrate the load at one end of the gear tooth. Analytical
prediction is not usually practical and strain gaging the gear rim
is the better method to determine helix corrections.
This process
involves iterative grinding and testing until an equal reading is
obtained acrosc the gear face.
Edge break is advisable for all
gear teeth, including spiral bevel and helical teeth.
This will
prevent chipping of the gear teeth at the corners,
which
carburization has made quite brittle.
Helical
gears
are
usually quieter and have
a greater
load-carrying capacity per inch of face than spur gears. The major
disadvantage is that a thrust load is introduced along the gear
shaft, thereby requiring largcr and stronger bearings. Analysis of
helical gears is very similar to that used for spur gears.
The
stress analysis is performed using an equivalent spur tooth. AGMA
standard procedures have been developed for strength analysis of
spur and helical gears.
8.2.2 9irAJlDWY&JL_&4ru
The geometry of spiral bevel gears is considerably more complex
than the spur or helical gear; therefore spiral bevel gears are
probably the most difficult type gear to design and analyze.
The
hand of spiral gears should be chosen, if possible, so that axi:.i
forces tend to push both the pinion and gear out of mesh.
7if this
Si• •upossible, then the hand is chosen so the pinion is forced out
of mesh.
The Zace contact ratio of the mesh should be as high as
possible to ensure quiet running.
The face width of the spiral
bevel aear should never exceed one-third of tthe outer cone distance
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to prevent load concentration on the toe of the gear and possible
tooth breakage.

8.2.3

8.2.4

1
i

netary Geap

Planetary gear units are used in many designs, because they
cffer relatively large speed reduction in a compact package.
The
load shared among the pinions and the face width of the planetary
gear is much less than that which would be required for a single
From a design point of view, it is desirable to
mesh reduction.
use as many pinions as possible. It is normally desired to refrain
from equally spaced planets meshing in unison with a sun or ring
gear.
The most common problem with this design is thrust washer
wear.
The excessive wear generally results from an inadequate
supply of lubricant to the thrust washer area.
The spherical
bearing type support is generally preferred from a reliability
point of view, since there are fewer parts and the thrust washer
problem is eliminated.
The spherical bearings also allow the
pinions to maintain alignment with the sun and ring gears despite
the deflection of the pinion posts. Despite the advantage of this
design, it
may be impossible to provide adequate support for
cantilevered pinions in high torque situations, thereby requiring
a two-plate design.

IMMv9•_•ie

Involute splines are used to transfer torque between shafts and
flanges, gears and shafts, and shafts and shafts. The most cormon
problem associated with splines
is
wear due to fretting;
particularly, with loose splines.
Strict attention must be given
to the maintenance of bearing stress below the allowable limit.
Tight splines should have an adequate length pilot to react with
bending loads.
Lubrication is
a par::icular factor in the
reliability of loose splines and, if at all possible, should remain
flooded with oil at all times.
Crowning is usually required to
prevent excessive wear.
8.3

if

GEAR RELIABILITY PREDICTION
The previous paragraphs have provided an insight into the
specific characteristics and failure modes of the more common gear
types.
Gears, fortunately, &re designed to a specification and
through the standardization of the American Gear Manufacturer's
Association (AGMA), gears of various manufacturers and designs can
be compared.
The best approach for the calculation of failure
rates for a gear system is to use the manufacturer's specification

1
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for each gear as the base failure rate, and adjust the failure rate
for any difference in the actual usage from that purpose for which
the gear was designed. This gear failure rate can be expressed as:
AGE = AGEB " C

Where:

AGE
AGEB
CGS
CGP
SC•
CGL

* CGL * C

.

*•

CGT ' CGV

(8-2)

Failure Rate of Gear under specific operation,
failures/million revolutions
= Base Failure of Gear specified by manufacturer,
failures/million revolutions
= Multiplying factor considering speed deviation
with respect to design
Multiplying factor considering torque deviation
with respect to design
=Multiplying factor considering misalignment
= Multiplying factor considerinq lubrication
deviation with respect to design

SCG= Multiplying factor considering contamination

environment
-CG= Multiplying factor considering temperature

CG

=

Multiplying factor considering vibration and shock

IGEB can usually be obtained from the manufacturer and it will
be expressed in failures/operating hour at a specified speed, lead,
lubricant, and temperature. Also, a service factor will usually be
provided to adjust the normal usage factor for certain specific
conditions found in typical industries. These factors include such
things as vibration, shock, contamination, temperature and usage
rate.
CGS can be calculated by using the information provided by
Equation (8-1) noting that the lubrication film thickness varies
with speed to the 0.7 power.
Therefore:

SOpezating

Speed)O.7

(8-3)

CG or load factor has a lubricant and a fatigue impact.
From
previous expressions of EHD, the impact of load or torque can be
expressed as:
From Equation (8-1):
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I
Change in Expected Life

i

Where:

L

-

w
, 13 I 0.
1

_

(Lubricant Impact) (S-4)

= Operating Load

LD = Design Load

and the expression for torque or load on the fatigue rate of tne
component is:

1

4.56

Change in Expected Life

(Fatigue Impact)

Therefore:

o

c

(8-6)

)Y.69

The alignment of gears,

bearings and shafts can be critical in
the operation of a system.
cA, the misalignment factor, can be
expressed as:

AE

Where:

(8-7)

AE = Misalignment angle in radians.

The lubricant factor CGL is a function of the viscosity of the
CGL can be expressed as:
lubricant used in a gear system.
CGL

3

3

Where:

(8-8)

(

v0 -= viscosity of specification lubzicant

R

vL - viscosity of lubricant used
The contamination factor for dust or corrosion is usually a
function of concentration of contaminants and normally varies with
concentration.
Therefore:

Contaminant Concentration
I
( Standard Contaminant Concentration

/3

(8-9)

Temperature conditions of the gear system have an impact on
other parameters such as % and Cp. As the temperature increases,
the lubricant vif :osity decreases and the dimensions of the gears,
shafts and bearings increase. This change normally causes a closer
tolerance between operating units and ein increase in the frictional
losses in the system.
The multiplying factor for temperature C•
can be expressed as:

C

=(

Operating Temp 0 R
)3
Specification Temp *R)

(8-10)

The American Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA) has developed
service factors for most industrial applications of gears,
bearings, and gearbox designs whereby the expected extent of usage
in vibration and shock environments can be taken into account when
a gear system is selected for use. This service factor can be used
as a, multiplying factor for determining the inherent reliability or
expected failure rate (CG)
for a specific gearbox or bearing in a
particular environment. Most manufacturers provide service factor
data for each of their products.
C• - AGMA Service Factor

(8-11)

8.4

SPLINE RELIABILITY PREDICTION
The failure rate in failures per million revolutions of spline
gears (A•) can be calculated by:
S = 'XB * ca • ca a Ca . ca • CGS

Where:

(8-12)
(8-13)
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• "I
and:

-i

0 = Life of spline gear in revolutions

An analytical expression for the spline gear life, 0, has been
devised by Canterbury and Lowther (Ref. 11).
This equation is
expressed as:

7.08.1010

Where:

(A,)-2.36

4G
--

(8-14)

GL = Spline Length
GD = Spline Diameter

=

I

*=

(GD)
1422 GB
GT

Load Factor =

GT = Torque, in Lbs.
GB = Tooth Hardness (Brinnell),

2

AE = Misalignment angle, Radians

U

Kg/mr12

Substituting the expression for the spline gear base failure
rate into Equation (8-12) yields:

I
5.93(AE) 236(8-15)

GS

G,, )
(2LG GD

5

•

C
GCCL

C

* CGS

U
I

Where:
CC,
CG,
CG,
CG,
(8-3), (8-8), (8-9), (8-10),

and GV are calculated by Equations
and (8-11) respectively.
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ACTUATORS

1 ODUCTION
~9.1
MR
Actuators provide the me&ns to apply mechanical power to systems
when and where it is needed.
In general, actuators take energy
from pumped fluid and convert it to useful work.
This conversion
is
accomplished by using the pumped fluids to generate a
differential pressure across a piston, which results in a force and
motion beinq generated.
This chapter will identify some of the
more common failure modes and failure causes of actuators, and will
develop and discuss a failure rate model fur actuators.
In
general, there are two types of output motions generated by
actuators: linear and rotary.
Within these two classifications
there are many different types of actuator assemblies.

Linear Hotion Aptuatgxg - Linear motion actuators are usually a
of one of the following four types:
1. Single acting
2. Double acting
3. Ram
4. Telescoping

Sderivative

I

I

Single acting actuators are the simplest type of the four,
Pressurized fluid acts only on one side of the piston so the single
acting actuator is capable of generating motion and power only in
one direction and requires an external force to move the piston in
the opposite direction.
Double acting actuators have fluid cham.bers on both sides of the
piston, which allows pressurized fluid to bo)th extend and retract
the piston/rod and provide a faster response.
Double acting
Iactuators
may have rods extending from either or both ends of the
cylinders.
Those with rods extending from both ends are balanced;
that is,
the piston moves at the same rate and delivers equal
forces in each direction.
Ram cylinders are a variation on the single acting design, but
in this case, the piston rod is the same diameter as the piston.
This decign is useful where column loads are extremely high or when

3
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the rod hanging in

a horizontally mounted cylinder has a tendency

to cause sagging.

Telescoping cylinders generate long stroke motions from a short
body length.
Force uutput varies with rod extension: highest at
the beginning, when the pressurized fluid acts on all of the
multiple piston faces; and lowest at the end of the stroke, when
the pressurized fluid acts only on the last extension's piston
area. Telescoping cylinders may be either single or double acting.
a-tQ~r
- Rotary actuators produce oscillati.ng
Sg-tr__Mo=-gtl_
power by rotating an output shaft through a fixed arc.
Rotary
actuators are primarily one of two types:
1. Linear motion piston/cylinder with
rotary output transmission
2. Rotary motion piston/cylinder coupled
directly to output shaft
The first
of the two rotary actuator types generally uses one or
two linearly moving pistons to drive a transmission to convert the
linear motion produced by the piston to a rotary output motion.
These
rotary
actuators
generally
use
crankshafts,
gear
rack-and-pinions,
helical grooves,
chains and sprockets,
or
scotch-yoke mechanisms as transmissions to convert the piston's
linear output to rotary output.
The piston/cylinder design may be
single or double acting.
The second of the two rotary actuator types uses a piston
designed to oscillate through a fixed arc to directly drive the
output shaft. This design is simpler than the other type of rotary
actuator as no transmission is required, but the unusual piston
shapes required may create sealing problems.
9.2

COMMON ACTUATOR FAIIURE MODES

The primary failure mode of an actuator is a reduction in output
force or stroke.
This reduction in actuator output power can becaused by excessive wear of the piston/cylinder contact surfaces,
which results in an increase in fluid leakage past the piston.
Reduction in actuator output power can also be caused by external
leakage, such as leakage through the piston rod/rod seal interface.
Deterioration of the piston rod seal also permits ingestion of
contaminants to the gap between the piston and cylinder increasing
the rate of wear and probability of problems associated with
corrosion.
104

common failure mode for actuators
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is

jamming of the

piston caused by stiction or misalignment.
This failure can occur
if excessive contaminants are ingested or if excessive side loads
are encountered.
Misalignment also increases the rate of
piston/cylinder wear contributing to early failure.
Temperature extremes may effect the viscosity characteristics of
the pressurized fluid and increased seal wear will result from the
resultant change in film lubrication.
FAILURE RATE MODEL FOR ACTUATOR

The reliability of an actuator is primarily influenced by its
load environment which can be subdivided into external loads and
internal loads.
External loads are forces acting on the actuator
from outside sources due to its operating environment.
Conditions
of storage, transportation and ground servicing as well as impact
loads during operation have an effect on the rate of failure.
Internal loads are caused by forces acting inside the actuator as
a result of pressure variations, pressure differentials, friction
forces, temperature-related expansion and contraction, and by
forces developed and transmitted by the impact of external loads.
Valves often form a part of an actuator assembly and are used
for primary movement control of the actuator and also for
deceleration of the piston/rod assembly at the ends of their
stroke. Failure rate models for valve assemblies are presented in
another chapter of this handbook.
9.3.1
The primary failure effect of internal and external loads on an
actuator is wear of the piston and cylinder which results in an
increase in leakage past the piston.
A criteria of actuator
failure would then be a leakage rate resulting from wear which
exceeds a maximum allowable leakage rate specified by the user.
Wear of the cylinder and piston will occur in two phases
according to the Bayer-Ku sliding wear theory (Ref. 6).
The first
or constant wear phase is characterized by the shearing of the
surface asperities due to the sliding action of the piston within
the cylinder.
During this period the wear rate is practically
linear as a function of the number of actuator cycles and the wear
depth at the end of the constant wear phase is one half the
original surface finish.
During the second or severe wear phase,
wear debris becomes trapped between the two sliding surfaces and
gouging of the surfaces takes place.
The wear rate begins to
increase very rapidly and failure of the actuator is eminent.

3
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The number of cycles to complete the constant wear phase can be
predicted analytically
by a semi-empirical
modification
of
Palmgren's equation (Ref. 6) resulting in the formula:
No = 2000 (y Fy / Sc )9

Where:

=

(9-1)

Wear factor

Fy
Yield strength of softer material, psi
Sc= Compressive stress between the surfaces, psi
The wear factor, y, will be equal to 0.20 for materials that
have a high susceptibility to adhesive wear, in which the wear
process involves a transfer of material from one surface to the
other.
The wear factor will be equal to 0.54 for materials that
have little
tendency to transfer material in which the material is
subject to micro-gouging of the surfaces by the asperities on the
material surface.
The maximum compressive stress caused by the cylinder acting on
the piston is computed assuming a linear distribution of stress
level along the contact area. Reference 38 provides the following
equation for compressive stress:
W 0 Di
S¢=

--

0.•8

CL

11
12~-

El
Where:

D2

•1/2

Di 1D 2-122 2
%i

(9-2)

E2

W = Side load on the actuator, lb
L = Total linear contact between piston
and cylinder, in
D1
D2

= Diameter of cylinder, in
= Diameter of piston, in
= Poisson's ratio
E = Modulus of elasticity

Substituting Equation (9-2) into Equation (9-1) and adding a
constant for lubrication provides an equation for the number ot
cycles for an actuator during Phase I wear until the severe wear
period begins.
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2

1/2

Di D2

1~ +
1•i -

E5

D2

_

1222_2

-
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Where k includes a lubrication factor.

the second or severe wear phase, the following equation

SDuring

can be used to determine the rate of wear (Ref.

45):

'V - K W d (N - NO)

(9-4)

H

3

Where:

(4

V = Volume of material removed by wear during
the second phase, in3
K = Wear coefficient (See Table 9-3)
W = Applied load, lb
d = Sliding distance, in
H - Penetration hardness, psi
N = Number of cycles in the second wear phase

No = Number of cycles at the end of the
initial

3

wear phase

Solving for N results in the equation:
N

V H

+ No

(9-5)

This second phase of wear is characterized by rapid wear until

I
I
•(Ref.

failure of the actuator occurs usually as a result of poor response
due to excessive leakage.
The leakage rate past the piston within
the cylinder may be modeled as laminar flow between parallel plates

5).
7c D2

I

a

3

Ap

(9-6)

Where:

Q = Leakage rate past piston,
D2 = Piston diameter,

in3/sec

in

a = Gap between piston and cylinder, in
Ap = Pressure differential across piston, psi
v = Fluid viscosity, lbf-sec/in2
L = Piston length,

in

The gap between the piston and cylinder,
being a function of wear.

a,

is

a dynamic term

a = (D1 - DO + h

Where:

(9-7)

D1 = Cylinder diameter,
h = Depth of wear scar,

in
in

The wear scar depth will be equal to the volume of material lost
due to wear, V, divided by the contact surface area, A:
h =

S~A

(9-8)

Substituting Equations (9-7)
and (9-8)
for wear gap into
Equation (9-6) results in the following equation for leakage rate
between the piston and cylinder:
SD

2

[(D - D2 ) + V/A]
lQv=
12 v 1

Solving Equation (9-9)

5)

results in

Ap

(9-9)

for V and substituting V in

Equation (9-

an equation for the number of cycles to failure.

N1AH
K Wd

122v Ap1ý
nD 2

/3

Combining Equations (9-10) and
solution for actuator wear life:
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(D2

-

(9-3)

D,+No9l
1

provides

the following

I
I
p

I D

J

-.

(9-11)

r

Lb

I

D1D2

Atypical plot of wear as a function of the number of cycles is
shown in Figure 9.1.
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Since the fir.st phaue of wear is fairl.y linear as a function of
the number of cycles and failure will occur soon after phase one
wear, the base failure rate of the actuator can be approximated as
follows:
(9-12)

='•C,B

3

00

Failure Rate as a Function of Cycles for a
Typical Actuator under Different Side Loads

Figure 9.1
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Whlere:

IACB = Base Vailure rate of actuator,
failures/million cycles

The complete failure rate model for the piston/cylinder actuator
incorporates modifiers for contamination and temperature effects.
The complete model can be expressed as follows:

mAC

= kACB

Where:

cep 0 CT

(9-13)

AAC

=

Failure rate of actuator,
cycles

CC

=

Contaminant particle coefficient,

CT

Section 9.3.2
Temperature factor,

failures/million
see

see Section 9.3.3

9.3.2
f(ccp)
During the time that the actuator is at rest, particles can work
their way 0,etween the piston and cylinder. Then, when the actuator
is put into motion, increased forces are needed to move the piston.
This stiction phenomena causes a loss of actuator response and in
some severe cases, a completely jammed component.
Three types of wear need to be considered in determining the
effects of contaminants on actuator reliability:
EraiQm - Particles carried in a fluid stream impact against the
piston and cylinder surfaces.
If the kinetic energy released upon
actuator response is
large compared to forces binding the
piston/cylinder walls, surface fatigue will occur. Hard particles
may also cut away surface material.
Abrasive Wear - A hard particle entering the gap between the piston
and cylinder surfaces can cut away material of the softer surface
on a single actuator engagement.
The rate of wear will be
proportional to the number of particles in contact with the
surfaces and the particle hardness.
If the hardness of the piston
is significantly less than that of the cylinder, a hard particle,
absorbed by the softer material causes severe abrasive wear of the
harder actuator surface.
Surface

Fatigue

-

Particulate

contaminants

interacting

with

the

piston and cylinder surfaces can dent a surface producing plastic
deformation.
Large numbers of dislocations will increa3e the
110
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surface roughness and deteriorate the surface material. The result
is an accelerated rate of wear and a higher probability of leakage
between the surfaces.
The deteriorating effects of contaminant particles on the
reliability of an actuator must be equated along with the
probability of the contaminants entering the gap between the
actuator surfaces.
The probability of contaminants entering this
area will depend on the operating environment, the types and
numbers of particles expected to be encountered, and the filtering
system to prevent the entranc, of particles. The typical. actuator
contains a bushing to wipe the piston on the return stroke.
The
life expectancy and reliability of this device must be determined
as part of the overall reliability estimate of the actuator.
If the piston surtace slides over a hard contaminant particle in
the lubricant, the surface may be subject to pitting. The abrasive
particle has edges with a characteristic radius, denoted by r.
When the depth of penetration of the abrasive particle (d) reaches
a certain critical value, the scratching produces additional wear
particles by pitting.
This elastic/plastic deformation process
occurs when the maximum shear stress in the complex stress
distribution beneath the contact exceeds the elastic limit. This
maximum shear stress occurs beneath the contact at a depth equal to
one half the contact radius.
The value of this critical depth is
given by (Ref. 49).
11 - 2 ff
9,max)
d

Where:

(9-14)

Fay

fs'UX = Maximum shear stress

r = Characteristic radius of particle
Fsy = Yieid strength of material

t
3

If this type of wear should occur, it is so severe that actuator
performance would be immediately effected and failure would occur.
Actuators are designed to prevent particles of sufficient size to
cause this type of failure and the przbability of failure from this
type of pitting is extremely low.
The failure mode is presented
here as a design evaluation check on the sealing technique for the
piston assembly.
Fatigue wear on the microscopic wear due to contaminants is
Isimilar
to that for pitting just described except that it
is
13.1

associated with individual asperity contacts rather than with a
The additional material lost due to
single large region.
contaminant wear process can be estimated in the same way as the
adhesive wear process was explained earlier in this chapter, the3
volume 6V removed on an individual piston stroke proportional to a
the radius of the individual area of contact.
where a is
Similarly, the sliding distance 6L is proportional to A.
(9-15)

6A
3

_6V
L-

A = Area of contact

Where:

Summing for all contacts provides the following equation:
A

LV

3I

L1.N

3 K3
1 A=

(9-16)

KI -

V = Volume of material lost due to
contaminant wear
LI = Sliding distance of the piston

Where:

N = Number of actuations
Ki = Wear coefficient

W = Transverse load on the actuator
Hv = Vickers Hardness of the piston
This expression can be rewritten in
contaminant particle coefficient, C@:

S~Hv

V-

the

form

to

include

a

(917)

CcpWL 1 N

The effect of the additional wear due to contaminant particles
the basic wear
may be expressed as an additive term in
It will be noted from the derivation of equations
relationship.
for the effect of contaminant particles on actuator surface wear
and the possibility of stiction problems that a probability of
damaging particles entering the gap between the piston and cylinder
The contaminant factors involved are as
must be estimated.
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follows:
H_&r-Angg$_

-

The

rate

wear

will

increase

with

the

ratio

of

particle hardness to actuator surface hardness.
It will normally
be the hardness of the piston that will be of concern.
If the
ratio is less than 1, negligible wear can be expected.
Q.

umJw

articles

-

The

wear

rate

will

increase

with

a

concentration of suspended particles of sufficient hardness.
- For wear of the piston or cylinder to occur, the particle
must be able to enter the gap between the two surfaces.
The
particle must also be equal to or greater than the lubrication film
thickness. With decreasing film thickness, a greater proportion of
contaminant particles entering the gap will bridge the lubrication
film, producing increased surface damage.
Rough edged and sharp thin particles will cause more

.SbIpe -

As the
damage to the actuator surfaces than rounded particles.
particles remain in the gap, they will become more rounded and
produce lesr.- wear.
It
is the more recent particles being
introduced ilnLo the gap that cause the damage.
SCP can be estimated by considering these variables and their
The following factors can be used to estimate
interrelationship.
a value for Cap:

3I

CI = CH

Where:
CW

Factor considering ratio of
particle to piston
hardness, See Table 9-1.
=
Factor
considering ratio of particle size to
Cs
gap size between piston and cylinder (use
filter
size/lO micron
CN =Factor considering the number of particles
meeting hardness, size and shape parameters
entering the qap, See Table 9-2

I
I

3

CS • CN

9.3.3 Effe

!2

=

(CJ)

The effect cf the temperature of the surface on the wear rate is
a complicated phenomena, because the corrosion of the wear debris
at different temperatures produces different oxidation products.
interactions with the metal surfaces result in different
wear rates as the temperature of the surface is changed (Ref. 51).
For example, the formation of Fe 3 0 4 is likely to predominate when
steel is subject to wear in the temperature range between 570 OF

3Chemical
5

U
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and 930 •F (300 -C to 500 OC).
Wear of metals has been related to the heat of absorption of
molecules of debris (Ref. 52).
The basic relationship in this
treatment is:

"V

Where:

K1 WS8
-W

Coe

(9-18)

T

Co = Arrhenius constant
0 = Activation energy constant,
T = absolute temperature, OK

OK

0K

Values for the parameter 8 are in the range between 1200
6000 OK (2,160 °R to 10,800 OR).

and

The effect of variation of temperature may be determined by
eliminating the Arrhenius constant in terms of the value of the
exponential at ambient temperature T. Making this substitution into
Equation (9-18), the following is obtained:

q =

Where CT,

CT K1

W LHv
1

It is
20.0.

(9-19)

the temperature factor, is

CT - exp (0/Ta)

Where:

(N - NO)

(1 -

(Ta/T)

given by (Ref.

45):
(9-20)

Ta = ambient temperature, 298.2 OK or 536.7 OR
T = operating temperature, OK or OR

noted that the ratio 0/T is
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in the range between 4.0 and

-!-

(Use ratio

Table 9-1.
Material Hardness
of hardest particle/cylinder hardness

MATERIAL

I
I
3

HARDNESS (H)

Plain Carbon Steels
Low strength steel
High strength steel
Low-alloy Steels
4320
4340
Stainless Steels
303
304
631 (17-7 PH hardened)
631 (17-7 PH annealed)
Austenitic AISI 201 (annealed)
Martensitic 440C (hardened)
630 (17-4 PH hardened)
Nickel Alloys
201
Nickel-copper Alloys

Monel (annealed)
Monel K-500

(annealed)

140
220
640
560
170
160
520
170
210
635
470
100

120

162

Ni-Cr-Mo-Fe Alloys

Inconnel 625

SAISI

140

Hastelloy
Aluminum
1100 (annealed)
AISI 1100 (cold worked)
AISI 2024 (annealed)
AISI 2024 T4

(heat treated)

AISI 6061 (annealed)
AISI 6061 T6 (heat treated)

I

I
-I
5

I

for CH)
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200
25
45
50
125

32
100

Table 9-2.

Typical. Componenit Generation Rates

EXPECTED RATE OF
CONTAMINANT GENERATION

COMPONENT

Gear Pump
Vane Pump
Piston Pump
Directional Valve
Cylinder

CN

7.5 g/gpm rated flow
i
of
of
25.0
it
6.8
of
0.008
2
3.2 g/in swept area

total grams of contaminants expected
per hour/lOO to determine C

*Add

Table 9-3.

Values of Wear Coefficient (K) In
The Severe-Wear Region (Ref. 45)

MATERIAL

K

4130 Alloy Steel (piston)
4130 Alloy Steiel (cylinder)

0.0218
0.0221

17-4 PH Stainless Steel (piston)
4130 Alloy Steel (cylinder)

C.0262
0.0305

9310 Alloy Steel (piston)
4130 A lloy Steel. (cylinder)

0.0272
0.0251
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CHAPTER 10

UPUMPS

I

I

INTRODUCTION
Pumps are the most common type of mechanical component used by
today's
society,
exceeded
only by
electric
motors.
Not
surprisingly, there are in existence today, an almost endless
number of pump types that function in systems with dissimilar
operating and environmental characteristics.
Since there are so
many different pump types, one tries to organize and classify them.
It is possible to organize these components by their use, the
materials used to construct them, or even by the type of fluid they
move.
However, these categories tend to overlap for many pump
types.
Therefore, a system to differentiate between all types of
pumps is necessary.
This system uses the way or means by which
energy is added to the fluid being pumped, and is unrelated to
application, material type, or outside considerations involving the
pump.
As seen by Figure 10.1, the pump is classified into two
general classes; Dynamic and Displacement. These classes represent
10.1
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the two ways in which energy is added to the fluid. With dynamic
pumps, the energy is added continuously by increasing the fluid
velocity with a rotating impeller while reducing the flow area.
This arrangement causes an increase in pressure along with the
corresponding movement of the fluid.
Displacement pumps, on the
other hand, havie energy added to the fluid periodically by the
mnovement of control boundaries with fluid volumes being displaced
causing an increase in pressure.
The dynamic pump can be subdivided further into the centrifugal
and special effect categories while displacement pumps can be
subdivided into the reciprocating and rotary types. These category
breakdowns can then be addressed individually.
The reliability
models will be developed to address the difference between pump
types.
Due to the physical design differences between dynamic and
displacement pumps, some pump types have advantages over others.
Figure 10.2 shows the basic advantages and disadvantages between
the pump types.
For example, the centrifugal pumps are limited by
pressure but can supply almost any amount of capacity as desired.
Some custom designed centrifugal pumps have been known to reach
almost 3,000,000 GPF! in capacity.
m3/hr

CAPACITY,
100,000 .

1
,T 1

13

100

1,000

t

1,000

'S

C

10,000

i

RECIPROCATING

S

10,000

-

S CENTRIFUGAL
,'

ROTARY

"

1,000

e

'S

100

I

'U

10

I
100
1

10

InO

1.000

10,000

100,000

CAPACITY, U.S. gal/min

Figure 10.2

Approximate Upper Limit of Pressure
and Capacity by Pump Class (Ref. 26)
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~Displacement pumps, however, lose capacity as the pressure
It is well known that as the pump pressure increases,
increases.
there is a corresponding increase in slip. The amount of slip can
vary from pump to pump depending on the actual manufactured
The slip can also increase with
clearances in the pump chamber.
time as wear increases.
Equation (10.1) shows that since slip "S" increases as the
pressure requirements increase, the value of capacity 'IQ"is thus
decreased:
Q
= (0.00433 DN) - S

"g
Where:

I
I
3

5

GPM

D = Net fluid transferred or displaced
by one cycle, ft3
N = Rotation speed (revolutions/minute)
(The quantity of fluid that
S = Slip, ft 3 /min
escapes the full rotor cycle through
clearances or other "leak paths"

I
I

Q = Capacity,

(10-1)

Therefore, high pressure designs are somewhat limited to the
amount of capacity, although slip can be reduced. For example, the
slip can only be reduced by decreasing the tolerances to the extent
that the interference will not occur between moving parts.
Interference can be a cause of extremely rapid failures.
10.2 FAILURE MODES
Due to the large number of pump types and applications, some
For example, with
failure modes are more prevalent than others.
displacement pumps there is a much greater chance for cyclic
•fatigue to have an effect on the system than with centrifugal
The
This is due to the inherent difference in designs.
pumps.
displacement pumps have pressure transients which cause temporary
The
unbalanced forces to be applied to the pump and its system.
higher
much
experience
can
shafting
driver
and
pump
displacement
stresses during operation due to the uneven torque loading caused
On the other hand, the centrifugal
by this natural imbalance.
pumps are more balanced and aren't as susceptible to large stress
variations.
The formation of bubbles and then the later
Cavitation:
collapse of these vapor bubbles due to the pumps's dynamic motion
In order for cavitation to
is the basic definition of cavitation.
occur, the local pressure must be at or below the vapor pressure of
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the liquid. When a fluid flows over a surface having a curvature,
there is a tendency for the pressure near the surface to be
lowered. There is a separation of fluid flow lines where there are
different velocity regions.
Between these fluid regions,
-turbulence can form which may cause bubbles to 'ccur if
the
pressure is low enough.
The collapsing of these bubk,.es can cause
noise and vibrations.
Sometimes, these pressure changes can be
very dramatic and cause extensive damage to impellers, casings or
shafts. If exposed for a sufficiently long time, pitting or severe
erosion can occur.
In
some instances impeller vanes have
experienced 3/8 inch of material loss.
This type of damage can
cause catastrophic failures.
Cavitation generally occurs in the first
stage of a multistage
centrifugal pump, although second stages have also been found to be
effected when the suction head is substantially reduced.
With
displacement pumps like the rotary screw, cavitation can also
occur.
For these pumps it
is
important to understand the
characteristics of entrained and dissolved air with respect to the
vapor pressure of the fluid medium.
The rotary screw pump shows a
greater tendency for cavitation when the total available pressure
at the pump inlet is below atmospheric pressure.
With both
displacement and centrifugal pumps, cavitation can be identified
and easily remedied.
Many times the inlet piping arrangement can
be modified which will cause flow patterns that alleviate the
problem.
Interference:
For rotary displacement pumps, the interference
problem must be seriously addressed since very small distortions of
rotors will decrease the clearance causing rubbing or direct impact
between the moving parts of the rotary displacement pump.
Thermal
expansion can also pose a threat if there is no care taken in the
proper selection of materials. Improper installation can also lead
to interference problems.
With centrifugal pumps, cavitation
significantly increases the interference problem because cavitation
causes vibration and imbalance.
Interference can be avoided by
designing the parts from the right elastic and thermal properties
so that excessive load or temperature won't significantly deflect
internal parts.
Tolerances should be carefully adhered to.
Corrosion:
Consideration must be made for other possible
failure modes such as erosion corrosion and intergranular
corrosion.
Erosion corrosion is dependent on the rate of liquid
flow through the pump and also angle of attack to which the fluid
impinges on the material.
Much of the knowledge for this type of
corrosion is documented.
Generally, the way in which materials
120
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determine whether there are abrasive
should be selected is to first
If there are, then the base material should
solids in the fluid.
be selected for abrasive wear resistance; if not, then design for
Intergranular corrosion is the
velocity/corrosion resistance.
corrosion of the grain boundaries of the material.
For austenitic
stainless steels, intergranular corrosion can be limited by keeping
the carbon content below 0.03 percent.
Material Fatigue: This failure mode, which cycles the material
with unequal loadings over time, can be countered by good material
Material fatigue occurs with all types of pumps, but
s&lection.
"may have more of an effect on displacement pumps, which have higher
fluctuating stresses.
Pump Bearing Failure Modes: The shutdown of essential equipment
can be an expensive undertaking.
Although bearings are relatively
inexpensive, they can cause costly shutdowns of important systems.
Short bearing life for centrifugal pumps, for example, can be
caused by a
number of troubles
including
the
following:
misalignment, a bent shaft, a rotating part rubbing on a stationary
part, a rotor out of balance causing vibration, excessive thrust
caused by mechanical failure inside the pump, excessive bearing
temperature caused by lack of lubrication, dirt or other contaminant in the fluid, excessive grease or oil in an anti-friction
bearing housing, and rusting of bearings from water in housing.
Most of these problems can be classified by the following failure
modes: fatigue, wiping, overheating, corrosion, and wear.
Fatigue occurs due to cyclic loads normal to the bearing
surface.
Wiping occurs from surface to surface contact from loss
of sufficient lubrication film thickness.
This can occur from
Overheating is shown
under-rotation or from system fluid losses.
by babbitt cracking or surface discoloration.
Corrosion is
frequently caused by the chemical reaction between the acids in the
lubricants and the base metals in the babbitt. Lead based babbitts
tend to show a higher rate of corrosion failures.

S
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MODEL DEVEOWPHNT

The impellers,
rotors,
shafts,
and casings are the pump
components which should generally have the longer lives when
With good designs and proper
compared to bearings and seals.
material selection, the reliability of impellers, rotors, and
In order to properly determine
shafts should remain very high.
total pump reliability, failure rate models have been developed for
each pump component.
Pumps, just like the other mechanical components, are comprised
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of many component parts including: Seals, Shatt, Bearing, Casing,
and Fluid Mover.
The fluid movers will be further broken down into the various
types common to pumps.
These fluid movers can include the
following two general categories for centrifugal pumps: impellers;
and for displacement pumps, it will be broken down into two further
subcategories: reciprocating and rotary.
For reciprocating pumps
the fluid drivers can be classified as piston/plunger type or
diaphragm type.
For rotary pumps the fluid drive is a vane type
for single rotors and for multiple rotors it is common to find a
gear, lobe, or screw type of fluid mover.
Equation (10-2)
describes the general equation for the failure rate of a pump. The
total pump failure rate is a combination ot the failure rates of
the individual subcomponent parts:
IP = )SE

Where:

+ AK + IBE + A+

Am

(10-2)

ASE = Total failure rate for all pump seals,
failures/million cycles (See Chapter 3)
Asp = Total failure rate for the pump shaft,
failures/million cycles (See Section 10.4)
ABE = Total failure rate for all pump bearings,
failures/million cycles (See Chapter 7)
ICA = Total failure rate for the pump casing,
failure/million cycles (See Section 10.5)
SAF = Total failure rate for the pump fluid driver,
failures/million cycles (See Section 10.6)

The order of failure rankings for typical pump subcomponents
which vary from high to low are as follows: seals, bearings,
shafta, casings and fluid drivers. The casings and drivers tend to
be replaced very infrequently. Because of this fact, emphasis will
be placed on the seals, bearings and shafts.
FAILURE RATE MODEL FOR PUMP SHAFTS
The reliability of the pump shaft itself
is generally very high
when compared to other components.
Studies have shown (Ref. 26)
that the average MTBF for the shaft itself
is over eight times
greater than mechanical seals and over three times that of the ball
bearings.
The possibility that the shaft itself
will fracture, or
become inoperable is very unlikely when compared to the more common
pump failure modes.
Usually the seals or bearings will cause
problems first.
The effects the shaft has on the reliability of
10.4
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other components is of greater importance than the reliability
of the shaft itself.
The pump shaft reliability model is shown by Equation (10-3).
CDF

ISH = ISH,B " CASF

CSE * CM

* CD

(10-3)

Where: ISH,B = The pump shaft base failure rate,
failures/million cycles
surface finish factor
Shaft
CAF =
ICSF onMaterial timperature factor
yCSE
Material endurance limit factor
CODN =Contamination factor
CD

i
I

3

Pump displacement factor

The multiplying factors account for environmental conditions
The base failure rate
that vary from the normal operation.
represents values that can be expected if all conditions during
normal operation are what was originally designed for by the
The following discussion explains the values for
manufacturer.
each multiplication factor.
CLI is the shaft surface finish
a_ to
Shaft SUrfamh F
factor that adjusts the reliability value by an amount depending on
If the normal design calls for
the type of manufactured finish.
particular finish, then a variation from this finish will alter the
Table 10-1 shows the values and
life expectancy of the shaft.
versus material tensile
finishes
various
the
for
strength.

Iquations

Table 10-1.

Si

Pump Shaft Surface Finish Factor

cr7

FINISH
1.0

Polished

0.89

Ground

5
3

E
3

I

Hot Rolled

CAF

Machined or Cold
Drav'n

CIF
C

As Forged

C

Note:

=

0.9381 - 0.0046TS + 8.37 x 10"' (TS)'

1.073 - 0.00514TS + 3 2.21 x 10-5 (TS)
- 3.57 x 10"8 (TS)
=L 0.746
4 7.58- 4.06
x 10 x6 10-3
(TS) 2

TS = Tensile Strength of Material in kpsi
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HatEral
represented
temperatures
160 OF unity

temperature
o
actQx:
by Equation (10-4),
greater than 160 OF.
is used.

The temperature factor CDSF
is
applicable for steels at
However, for temperatures below

1
T > 160OF

+ TAT

S460

(10-4)

1
460 + TOD

Where:

TOD

=

Design operating temperature,

OF

TAT

=

Actual operating temperature,

OF

The material endurance factor
r:
. 't i
-Iaterial enduranc
will be approximated by the factor CSE, which is the ratio of
endurance limits between what the original design specified and
what was actually installed and used. This factor, as described by
Equation
(10-5),
shows the relationship between the design
endurance limit, SED, and the actual endurance limit, SEA.

CSE-

(10-5)

SEA

The endurance lirits
for some common steels and alloys are shown in
Table 10-2. These values may be used as inputs for Equation (10-5).
was
The contamination factor, C0•,
S•L m.nation factQX:
developed from terearch performed for the Naval Air Warfare Center
in Warmirister, Pennsylvania on the effect of contamination and
The contamination
filtration level on pump wear and performance.
factor equation is shown below:

SCc

Where:

CPAC

32

CPAC

= 0.5607 + 0.5

CPDS

= 0.5607 + 0.5321FD

FAC

1FAC

= Actual filtration level,
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(MABS)

I

FD

I

= Design filtration level,

Table 10-2.

(MABS)

Average Values of Endurance Limits
(Ref. 39)
TENSILE
STRENGTH

MATERIAL*
G43400 Steel

G43500
R50001
A97076
C63000
C17200

3lloys

Titanium Alloy
Aluminum Alloy
Aluminum Bronze
Berylliun Copper

ENDURANCE
LIMIT (Sm)

HPa

kpsi

MPa

kpsi

965
1310
1580
1790
2070
1000
524
806
1210

140
190
230
260
300
145
76
117
175

489
586
620
668
689
579
186
331
248

71
85
90
97
100
84
27
48
36

~J'-

are beat tAeated, bo. worked; speciens are sooth, subjected to long life rotating bea tests

Ldr,=:
The pump displacement factor, CD,
will vary with the amount of load the shaft will see.
This factor
will be equated to a casing thrast load factor, CT• (Equation 10-9)
multiplied by the normal shaft displacement factor, CDy (Equation
10-8).

I

i

U
3

I

CD = CDYC

(O-i')

Shaft misalignment or excescive deflection seems to have a great
influence on the life
of the pump bearings and seals. Equation
(10-8)
(Ref. 8) expresses the shaft displacement factor, CDY..
Figure 10.3 shows the dimensions specified in Equation (10-8). The
casing thrust load factor CT,
will be dependent upon the casing
type and normal pump capacity percentage. The pump capacity
percentage is the actual operating flow divided by the maximum pump
specification flow, In GPM.

1
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=-DY

Where:

3 I NI+

K

+

+

i L

TIx

(10-8)

F = Hydraulic radial unbalance force
E = Modulus of elasticity of shaft material, psi
N, M, L, X, DX, DM, DN, and DL are shown
in Figure 10-3
4
I = Moment of Inertia, in

S~F
Thrust bearing

Radial bearing

Shaft

L

DM

DX

-

Figure 10-3.

DN
M

Impeller

Shaft Deflection Depends on Various
Dimensions (Ref. 8)

Because operational and maintenance costs tend to rise with
increasing shaft deflection, new pump designs try to decrease
possible shaft deflection. For centrifugal pumps, there is a large
difference in deflection between the type of pump casing design.
In a single volute casing, there are varying amounts of fluid
pressure distributed about the casing causing unequal distributions
of forces on the pump shaft.
This imbalance causes shaft
deflection and greater seal and bearing wear.
The amount of radial thrust will vary depending on the casing
design and on the amount of the operating flow.
The thrust load
will increase from normal operation for any type of casing design
when the pump is not run at its optimum flow rate speed. When the
pump is riot operating at its optimum rate, then the type of casing
design will have a significant effect on the radial load.
The single volute type shows the greatest pressure imbalance and
126
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hence,
the greatest deflection. Pump designars have learned to
decrease this imbalance through different casing designs.
The
modified concentric casing and the double volute casing both have
lower relative radial thrust because they cause a more even
pressure distribution across the face of the impeller.
The double
volute is the most balanced and the design with the least amount of
radial thrust.
The maximum deflection now recommended for a shaft
design is approximately 0.001 inches when operating at a capacity
between 0.25 and 1.25 of it's
optimum points.

CTLF

I

For Ordinary Volute Cas•ingý

5

For 0 < Q/Qr < 100:

Tr

-99.38 -0.09

Txmax

5

)

0 . o0-2--2+ 1.717xo(Q

3

(10-10)

and for 100 < Q/Qr < 180:
Tr/Trmax = -247.26 + 3.26 (Q/Qr)
- 0.0084 (QQr)(0-)

I

(10-9)

= [(Tr/Trmax) actual]
[(Tr /Trmax) design]

FQ~~eQd

+ 3.26 +(Q/Qr) 2

Conh•

For 0 <Q/Qr < 180:
2
Tr/Trmax = 53.05 - 0.055 (Q/Qr) - 0.012 (Q/Qr)
+ 1.26 x .0-4 (Q/Qr) 3 - 4.63 x 10-7 (Q/Qr) 4
+ 6.77 x 10"11 (Q/Qr)5
4
(10-12,

For 0 < Q/Qr < 40:

U
3
3

Tr/Trmax = 1.0.72 - 4.785 (Q/Qr)
and for 40 < Q/Qr < 180:
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(10-13)

Tr/Trmax = 14.292 - 0.297 (Q/Qr) + 4.11 x 101 (Q/Qr)

Where:

2

(10-14)

Q = Actual operating flow, gpm
Qr = Maximum pump specification flow, gpm

10.5 FAILURE RATE MODEL FOR IMP1MLLER1, CASINGS, AND ROTORS
The pump casing is A very reliable component. Defined as A•, the
case will have a greater effect on total pump reliability from the
standpoint of how it effects other less reliable components.
For
instance, for an ANSI pump, the casing may have an average life
expectancy of 10 years where a seal or bearing may have only one or
two years.
However, the type of casing used in the pump can have
a large effect on the lifetime of the bearings and seals. This is
due to differing loads placed on the pump shaft by the fluid flow
pattern.
The fluid flow patterns are a function of the casing
design. As shown in the following equations, the thrust will vary
with the type of casing design and the pump flow rate. The value
for reliability of the pump casings (A•)
themselves will be
presently equated to .0001 failures/million cycles.
10.6 FAILURE RATE ESTIMATES FOR FLUID MOVERS
All pumps require some vehicle to move the fluid from the
intakes and expel it through the volutes to the exhaust opening.
The means by which pumps do this is what differentiates most of
today's numerous types of pumps.
The reliability of these fluid
movers will vary from pump to pump.
Impellers will wear out long
after the seals.
Pump gears for rotary gear pumps will have a
lower reliability than impellers due to the nature of the contact
between goears and the speed they attain.
Piston-plunger displacement pumps will generally have larger
wear rates for the piston walls and rings than for the impellers of
centrifugal pumps.
The following average failure rates have been
determined from data base information developed from the Navy.
The equations that describe the "fluid driver" wear rate may
vary drastically since th3 "fluid driver" varies greatly in design
and application. See Table 10-3 for the general categories for the
fluid driver.
Since there are many types of fluid drivers, many reliability
models are required to be developed. However since little
data is
available for each model, a base failure rate can be used to
quantify these variations until fully developed models are
established. Failure of the fluid drivers themselves are much less
likely than failures of the other subcomponent pump parts.
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Table 10-3

5

PUMP TYPE
Centrifugal

3

Failure Rates for Pump Fluid Drivers (AFM)
(Ref. 26)
FLUID DRIVER MODE
Axial Flow
Impeller

MODEL TYPE

BASE RATE*

Closed/Open
Impellers

0.1 - 0.3

Mixed Flow/Radial

Open/Semi-

0.1 - 0.14

Flow Impeller

Open/Closed
Impellers

Peripheral,

Single
Stage/Multi-

0.1 -

0.3

Stage

3

Displacement

Reciprocating

Piston/Plunger

1.0 - 1.35

Reciprocating

Diaphragm

0.4 - 0.75

Rotary (Single

Vane

0.2 - 0.6

Piston

0.9 -

Gear

0.6 - 0.9

Lobe

0.4 -

0.5

0.2 -

0.95

Rotor)

I

Rotary (Single

1.2

Rotor)
Rotary (Multiple

Rotor)
Rotary (Multiple

Rotor)

*

3

Rotary (Multiple
Rotor)
*

....

_

Failures/million hours of operation

I

I
3
3

I

Screw
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CHAPTER

1
1

FILTERS

INTRODUCTION
Fluid filtration equipment is unique in that the reliability of
on
this equipment is more concerned with the effects of the filter
itself.
associated equipment than on the lifetime of the filter
can
which
ccmponents
system
of
fluid
This is due to severe wear
occur when these components are operated with poorly filtered
fluid. This chapter will review the conditions which can lead to
The effects of contamination
degradation or failure of the filter.
A basic
is
also discussed.
of
various
components
on the wear
failure rate model with correction factors will also be developed.
11.1

I

I
I

U
I

11.2 FILTRATION MECHANISMS
media through which
Filters are constructed of a porous filter
media is typically corrugated to
The filter
fluid is passed.
volume.
increase the amount of filtration area in the filter
Filtration of gases is accomplished by absorption and direct
Filtration of liquids is
interception of the suspended particles.
primarily accomplished by direct interception of the suspended
particles.
11.3 SERVICE LIFE
media presents a resistance to
The porous structure of a filter
This
fluid flow which causes 4 pressure drop across the filter.
differential pressure increases as captured particles or
filter
Every system
contaminants are collected and plug the porous media.
must be
has a maximum differential pressure at which the filter
service life is the time it takes
The filter
cleaned or replaced.
to reach the maximum allowable differential pressure.
the filter
beyond its
service life could result in
Use of the filter
due to the high differential
catastrophic failure of the filter
pressure or it could result in unfiltered fluid bypassing the
filter
(Ref. 33)
11.4 FILTER FAILURE
releases
considered to have failed when it
is
A filter
previously captured contaminants, when it allows unfiltered flui,-

5

U
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to pass throughout the filter
media, or when the filter
collapses
and contaminates the fluid with filter
media.
Plugging of the
filter
with contaminants, with a resulting increase in filter
differential pressure, is a normal consequence of operation and is
not considered a failure even if it occurs prematurely.
Failure of
the filter
can be caused by operating conditions such as high
differential pressures, cyclic flow, vibration, system startups
when cold, and even the fluid being filtered, if the fluid is
incompatible with the filter.
11.5 FILTER FAILURE MODES
hhanngeling: Excessively high differential pressures can cause
filter
media pores to enlarge, allowing large amounts of unfiltered
fluid to bypass the filter
media.
Enlargement of the media pores
also allows previously captured contaminants to be released.
Channelling can also be the result of media fatigue caused by
cyclic flow conditions.
Fatigu&_QCracks Cyclic flow conditions in the fluid system can
cause fatigue cracks in the filter
media.
Such cracks may occur at
the roots of pleats in corrugated filters or within the volume of
loose packed media.
The cracks will allow the release of
contaminants from the filter
and will allow some of the fluid to
bypass the filter.
Media fatigue can result from cyclic flow
conditions such as varying system flow requirements, pump ripple,
or cold system startups.
Hii Migr-dtn:
Improper bonding of the media fibers or
deterioration of the bonding can result in the down stream release
of media fibers.
This downstream release of the filter
media is
termed media migration.
Media migration during vibration of the
filter
may result from an improper fit of the filter
in the filter
housing or may result from the filter
media abrading against the
filter
casing. Media migration can also occur in conjunction with
fatigue cracks in the media, as caused by cyclic flow conditions.
Media migration can also occur during cold temperature start-ups
due to potential large differential pressure generated as a
consequence of increased fluid viscosity.
Filter Disintegrati.on
Complete disintegration of the filter
can occur as a result of extremely high differential pressures.
Disintegration can also be the result of embrittlement of the
filter
media from exposure to incompatible fluids or cold
temperatures.
F£uging; Plugging of the filter
media can be either a normal
consequence of operation or failure, depending upon when plugging
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occurs.
Failure due to premature plugging can be attributed to
several causes other than just the accumulation of wear debris.
As
an example, Hudgens and Feldhaus (Ref.
24)
have found that
lubrication oil filters in diesel engines can plug by any one of
six mechanisms.
While some of these are particular to internal
combustion engines,
the mechanisms may be applicable to any
oil-based fluid system.
The six mechanisms can be summarized as
follows:
1.
Absorption of water in the oil from condensed moisture
and/or coolant leakage can cause insoluble contaminants, normally
dispersed into the lubricating oil, to dump out of suspension.
This condition can also arise when there is a combination of
moderate soot load, low pH and a high level of oxidation produced
inthe oil. A filter
plugged under these circumstances will be
marked by a sticky, shiny, adherent sludge with wavy pleats and the
filter
will have accumulated from 1/3 to 1/2 of its
total
contaminant capacity.
2.
Saturation of the oil with excessive amounts of combustion
contaminants, due to engine problems or overextended oil drain
internals, can also cause filter
plugging. The filter
will appear
to have a thick, loosely-held sludge.
The filter
will have
accumulated from 1/3 to 1/2 of its
total contaminant capacity
typically but it can accumulate up to 100 percent in extreme cases.
3.
Absorption of oxidation products such as degraded fuel and
oil will also cause the filter
to plug and the filter
will have
accumulated 40 percent to 50 percent of its contaminant capacity.
The filter
does not appear to have sludge buildup but it does
appear to have a brown tint
and to be covered by blown snow.
The
problem occurs most often with API CC spec lubricating oils where
overheating or fuel dilution is a problem.
4.
Moisture condensation or coolant leakage into the oil
to plug as a result of oil additive
reservoir can cause filters
precipitation.
Plugging of the filter
can occur at 8 percent to 30
percent of the filter's
contaminant capability.
The filter
will
have a gray coloration but no sludge build up.
5.
Coolant or moisture can also combine with oil additives to
form thick, filter-plugging gels.
The filter
media in such
circumstances will be wavy with a sticky feel but will usually look
clean.
Filters plugged due to gel formation usually reach only 3
percent to 6 percent of their contaminant capacity before plugging.
6. Accumulation of wear debris also causes filters
to plug.
In
this failure mechanism, the filter
plugs by retention of 100
will
The filter
percent or more of its full contaminant capacity.
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appear to have a buildup of visible wear particles on the filter
media.
failure modes and causes is given
A summation of typical filter
of the
A summary of the characteristics
Table 11-1.
in
filter-plugging mechanisms, along with more specific information,
is provided in Table 11-2.

Table il-i.

Failure Modes of Filters
RESULTS OF FAILURE

FAILURE MODE

FAILURE CAUSE

Channeling

High differential Release of contaminants
Circulation of unfiltered
fluid
Cyclic flow

Fatigue Cracks

Cyclic flow

Circulation of unfiltered
fluid
media
Release of filter

Media Migration

Vibration
Cyclic flow
Cold starts

Release of filter

Filter
disintegration

Embrittlement
Cold starts
High
differential
pressures

Substantial contamination
media
of fluid with filter

media

11.6 FLUID CONTAMINATION EFFECTS
to particulate
related
failures
Fluid system component
either
usually
are
fluid
operating
of
the
contamination
Catastrophic failures
catastrophic or deterioration failures.
occur when the system components are operated under intolerable
Catastrophic failures may also be the result of wear
conditions.
Failures due to
occurring over a long period of operation.
rapid change in
fairly
a
involve
typically
deterioration
component
component performance, falling below a satisfactory level after a
period of normal operation.
Contamination of the operating fluid with hard particles can
cause progressive performance deterioration through an abrasive
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This type of wear is characterized by a particle
wear mechanism.
The rate
penetrating a softer surface and cutting away material.
of wear and thus the rate of performance degradation is dependent
Particle
on the number of particles and the particle hardness.
contamination can also cause cumulative performance degradation
where a rapid decline in performance follows an extended period of
This type of degradation failure is
apparently normal operations.
These
caused by the creation of surface defects during operation.
surface defects may be caused by abrasion, surface fatigue or
adhesion wear processes.
Fluid systems requiring filtration typically include components
gears,
control valves, ball bearings, roller
such as pumps,
bearings, journal bearings, and seals.
In displacement-type piston pumps, the piston face can
P
be damaged by cavitation or corrosion. Contaminant pazticles can
enter the lubricant film between the piston and cylinder and plough
In swashplate
the surface several times before being ejected.
such as variable displacement pumps and
controlled devices,
hydraulic motors, the piston shoes can cause abrasion-wear-type
degradation failures as the shoes are highly loaded and are in
Similar abrasive-wear-type
sliding contact with the swashplate.
degradation failures can occur to the sliding contact surfaces of
the rotating cylinder block and the mating valve pressure plates
(Ref. 7)
QVar,&L Gear failures are primarily failures of the gear tooth
scoring,
This surface is damaged by rubbing wear,
surface.
pitting, and plastic flow. Rubbing wear occurs when the lubricant
film is
insufficient to separate the tooth surfaces and is
Scoring
generated by both adhesive and abrasive wear mechanisms.
of the tooth surface is generated by the adhesive wear type
Pitting and
mechanisms under intense local frictional heating.
plastic flow both occur as a result of tooth surface fatigue wear
(Ref. 7)
y
Particle contamination can cause increased leakage in
control valves by severe cutting or by milder abrasive wear
Synthetic phosphate ester fluids have been found to
mechanisms.
cause servo valve erosion by a streaming-potential corrosion
corrusion layer is formed on the valve and is
A brittle
process.
abraded by fluid-borne particles, adding additional particulates to
the fluid and exposing base metal, allowing further corrosion.
Deterioration failures of relief valves can occur from particle
contamination caused by erosion. Contamination of hydraulic fluid
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by water has been shown to cause rust inhibitor additive to attach
to servo valve spools and prevent movement of the valve spool
within its housing (Ref. 7).
iZlqxc •_;_~
Hard particle cont.mination of ball and roller
bearing lubricants is the cause of two types of abrasive wear of
the rolling surfaces.
Hard particle contamination causes rolling
surface damage that dominates the fatigue life of ball bearings
under typical operating conditions.
In severe circumstances, hard
particle contamination causes indentations and pits which cause
rapid failure of the rolling surfaces.
Abrasive wear, increasing
with particle concentration and hardness, can remove material from
the sliding edges of a tapered rolling bearing, reducing the
bearing width and allowing increased misalignment.
Wear of this
type does not stop until the contaminant size is reduced to less
than the lubricant film thickness.
The performance of new journal bearings improves with use
initially due to better surface conformity caused by wear during
lubrication conditions.
As wear in the contact region
progresses, the performance begins to gradually deteriorate.
Wear
of the journal bearings is caused by both abrasive and adhesive
wear
due
to
the
sliding motion
in
the
contact
region.
Contamination of the lubricant with water can cause the formation
of a metal oxide boundary layer on the bearing which can inhibit
adhesive wear.
However, abrasion of this film can cause bearing
failure due to rapid increases in wear, bearing corrosion, and the
number of abrasive oxide particles.
Maximum bearing life can be
achieved by selecting a filter
to filter
cut all particles larger
than the minimum lubricating film thickness. (Ref. 7).
Seal failures are typir-Ally caused by fatigue-like
eLAI
surface
embrittlement,
abrasive
removal
of
material,
and
corrosion.
Elastomeric seals are more sensitive to thermal
deterioration than to mechanical wear, However, hard particles can
becone embadded in soft elastomurc materials and sliding contact
metal surfaces, carsing leakage U:y abrasive wear of the harder
Abrasive particles can also plug lubricant
mating surfaces.
passages which causes seal failure frcm the lack of lubricant.
Seal
failures
can be reduced ')y reducing
the amount
of
contamination through filtration ind concern for the operating
envircnmjnt (Ref. 7).
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"11.7 RELIABILITY MODEL
A basiL. filter
reliability 'odel can be developed by modeling
By modeling the flow of
the fluid system incorporating the filter.

3
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particulates through the system, an expression for the rate of
retention of particulates by the filter
may be developed.
This
expression, a function of the system and filter
parameters, can
them be integrated tc a form which can be used to calculate the
mass of particulates stored within the filter
at time T.
The
amount of stored mass at time T can be compared with the filter
capacity, typically a known parameter, to determine the filter
reliability.
In order to simplify the development of an initial filter
model,
the following assumptions were made.
1. The rate of generation of contaminate particulates by system
components and the rate of ingestion of environmental contaminates
do not vary with time and the particulates are evenly mixed within
the system fluid.
Furthermore,
the rates of generation of
contaminant particulates by system components may be modeled using
Table 3-11.
2. The system fluid volume and flow rates do not change with
time.
3. The system fluid volume may be represented as one lumped sum
so that the individual components and lines need not be modeled.
4. The filter
will not plug or become unusually restricted prior
to reaching its maximum capacity.
A typical hydraulic system consists of a reservoir, pump,
filter,
one or more control valves, and one or more fluid motors.
Such a system can be simplified using the above assumptions to
resemble the diagram in Figure 11.1.
Using a diagram similar to that of Figure 11.1, Hubert, Beckand
Johnson (Ref. 23) developed an expression for the concentration of
contaminant particulates upstream of the system filter
at any time,
t,
as a function of system fluid volume, flow rate, filter
efficiency and total contaminant ingestion rates. This is:

Cu(t) = CO -

Where:

tQ e -

(Q]

t +ý

(11-1)

Cu(t) = Concentration of contaminant particulates
upstream of the system filter
at any time t
(mg/ml)
Mc1 = Generation rate of contaminant particulates
from all sources and of all sizes (mg/ml)
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efficiency
Q = Volumetric fluid flow rate through filter,

= Overall filter

I

(n

fmi/mm)

V = Volume of fluid
Co = Initial concentration of contaminant
particulates

I
3

FIL(ER

-

PARTICLE
CONCENTRATION
DOWNSTREAM (Cd)

PARTICLE
CONCENTRATION
UPSTREAM (Cu)

PARTICLE MASS
FLOW RATE OUT

PARTICLE MASS
FLOW RATE IN

SYSTEM
f LOW RATE Q

TOTAL SYSTEM VOLUME (V)

INITIAL CONCENTRATION (Co)

N1

4PARTICLE MASS FLOW RATE, SYSTEM CENERATED

S4

rPARTICLE MASS FLOW RATE, INGESTED FROM ENVIRONMENT

Figure 11.1

I

i

Mci

Simplified Fluid System with Filter

The concentration of contaminant particulates downstream of the
efficiency and the
can be calculated knowing the filter
filter
concentration upstream:

I

Cd

I

(11-2)

=(i- e) Cu(t)

The mass of contaminate particles retained by the filter

is

then:

r=

f0

[(c(t)

- Cd(t)] Qdt

1.39

I

(11-3)

Substituting Equation (11-2)

Mfilter =

fo

into Equation (11-3)

yields:

Cu(t) Qdt

(11-4)

and substitution of Equation (11-1) into Equation (11-4)

MfLlter =

J

t-cQT1

[(E Q CO - Mi) e

+ Mcji

yields:

(11--)

dt

This is then integrated to yield the following expression of the
retained mass as a function of time:
-

Mtliter = (CQC.

- M,,) (e

eQt

v

(1t-6)

- 1) + Meit

contaminant
Knowing the system parameters and the filter
a
on
be
calculated
can
lifetime
filter
the
capacity,
trail-and-error basis using (note the presence of the variable t on
both sides of the equation):

Where:

(11-7)

n[FCC + eqco -- Mci(1-t)

t

FCC = Contaminate capacity of the filter
t = Lifetime in minutes

(mg)

Solution of Equation (11-7) for t yields a base service life
t which can be used to calculate the base failure rate for the
filter:

F.

Where:

B

IFB

(11-8)

x 107)

__XF.B :(6.0

t

=

in normal
Base failure rate of a filter
operation (failures/million hours)
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The complete filter
failure rate model should use adjustments,
or correction factors, to modify the base failure and to account
for
potentially
degrading
effects
of
off-design
operating
conditions. Considering
the causes
of
failures
as
earlier
discussed, the tailure rate model is:

x F•

I

* CDPa C

SV•

CCS
*

(11-9)

CF. * CT

Where: AF = Failure rate of the filter
in
failures/million hours
XF,B = Base failure rate of the filter
failures/million hours

in

SCD= Multiplying factor which considers

the effects of the filter
differential
pressure on the base failure rate
CCF= Multiplying factor which considers
the effects of cyclic flow on the
base failure rate
CV
= Multiplying factor which considers
the effects of vibration on the
base failure rate
CCS

3

= Multiplying factor which considers

the effects of cold start-up conditions
on the base failure rate
CE = Multiplying factor which considers
the effects of incompatible fluids and
materials on the base failure rate
CT = Multiplying factor which considers
the effects of temperature on the base
failure rate
Assuming that the filter
may be modeled as a thick-walled
cylinder, the correction factor for filter differential pressure
(Ct) may be developed from the following equation for radial stress
(Ref.39).

Pi a 2

-

P,

a2 b 2 (p0
b2 a 2 a 2 r 2I
br

I
3
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Where: ar

= Radial stress

a - Inside radius
b = Outside radius

P1 = Inside pressure, design
P0 = Outside pressure, design
r = Radius corresponding to maximuim stress
the equation for radial stress can be used
For most filters,
to model the effects Gf high differential pressurea on the filter
media by developing a ratio of off design stresses to design
stresses.
By indicating the off design inside and outside
pressures by Pi' and P0 1 , and by dividing the correspording off
design stress by the design stress, the following equation for CD
can be derived:

2-

P 'b 2

CP=

Pi a 2 - pob

Where:

Pi"
PO'

2

+

a 2 b 2 (Po'

-

Pi')
(11-11)

2

2________

+
r

2

= off design inside pressure
= off design outside pressure

In most filter
filter
is from the
maximum stress will
Substitution of this

installations, the flow of fluid through the
In this case, the
outside to the inside.
be found at the outer radius, i.e., r = b.
into Equation (Il-il)
results in:

Po"pa
CDP C
=P

(11-12)

Cyclic flow, pressure surges, And pump ripple have been shown
lifetimes. The multiplying
as havinj significant effects on filter
flow
on
filters
with outside to
factor for the effects of cyclic
inside flow is:
-

2 ,b 2 )-O.3PO
,in)-C-71oMt?,Va
1.7a 2 (2PlX-O.3P
4
1.4 ST (b 2 ,- a 2 )
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i. (a)+b')

II
Where:

Piax = Maximum intside pressure
Piin = Minimum inside pressure
PO Sx = Maximum outside nressure
Poain = Minimum inside pressure
ST -- Tensile strength of filter

media

Most filters are tes3ted for media migration caused by
immersed in
vibration. A typical test is performed with the filter
the system fluid and the filter
is exposed to low amplitude, high
frequency vibrations for about 100,000 cycles.
As a result, most
However, in aircraft
filters will not degrade due to vibration.
environments, failure of the filter
housing and seals due to
vibration accounts for 80 percent of the total filter
failure rate
Thus it appears that in most systems vibration is not
(Ref. 15).
a problem, but in aircraft systems excessive vibration can cause
filter
failure. As a result:
CV = 1.25 for aircraft and mobile systems
= 1.00 for all other systems

SCv

The normal operating temperature of the system fluid can also
influence the filter
reliability by affecting the differential
pressure across the filter.
The correction factor, developed from
a curve for flow vs. differantial pressure at various temperatures
(Ref. 24) is:

3

T-

CT

I

3
iC

.9

For 150 9F < T < 250 aF

The correction factor for cold start degradation can be
calculated using a ratio of the cold start fluid viscosity to the
normal oerating fluid viscosity. This is:

=

(C

(11-15)

Vc1d start)

Where: voldstrt ' Kinematic viscosity at cold
start temperature, stokes
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(11-14)

•m

2MM

Kinematic viscosity at normal

Vnonal-

x

=

operating conditions, stokes
Exponent which varies with types of fluid

Values for v and x may be obtained from Table 11-3.
The correction factor for the effect of incompatible fluids
and materials increases the failure rate to compensate for the
This factor is
possibility of failure due to premature plugging.
given in Table 11-4 for various system fluids and contaminants.

Table 11-3.
FLUID

Cold Start Data
VISCOSITY,

EXPONENT x

SAE 1OW-30

0.2

v

17.4 - 0.5T + 0.00597 2 0.0000359T 3 + 1.07E-07T 4 -

.1. 25E-10115
0.46

KEROSENE

Table 11-4.
SYSTEM FLUID

Kerosene
Hydraulic Oil

0.0374 - 3.86E-04T + 1.796E-06.,
3
-3.036E-09T

Correction Factors for Contaminants

CONTAMINANTS

Water
Water

CE

1.0 + 0.61 (percent water vol)
1.0 + 2.64 (percent water vol)
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12

BRAKES AND CLUTCHES

12.1 INTROI'UCTION
The principal function of a brake or clutch assembly is to
convert kinetic energy to heat and then either to absorb or
dissipate heat while simultaneously (through energy transfer)
reducing the relative movement between the friction material and
the part to which it is engaged.
Reliability models for brakes and
clutches are presented together in this Handbook because of similar
design and operational characteristics; and because one of the most
important functional parts of each of these components is the
friction material.
Section 32.2 addresses the brake model, which
includes actuators, springs, friction linings, bearings, seals and
housings.
An analysis of the energy transfer materials which are
common to both brakes and clutches is included in the brake model.
Section 12.3 outlines and describes the reliability model for
clutches, which includes the following subcomponents: actuators,
bearings, friction linings, seals and springs.

I

I

12.2

BRAKES

12.2.1 Brg
,%R•jg
The reliability of a brake system is
dependent on the
reliability of its parts, which may include: actuators, bearings,
friction linings, housings, seals, and springs. With the exception
of friction linings, all these component parts are addressed in
earlier sections of this handbook.
The characteristics of these
parts that are peculiar to the braking environment will be
discussed in this section.
Because friction materials are unique
to brake and clutch components, an in depth analysis of these
mechanical parts is presented in this section cf the handbook.
In brake systems the rubbing elements include the friction
material and a countersurface.
The friction material is the
sacrificial element, although the essence of good brake design is
to minimize wear.
The countersurface is usually metallic, to
provide structure and to dissipate the frictional heat.
Most
countersurfaces are a grey cast iron drum or disc.
In a few
applications, steel rubbing surfaces are used. The countersurface
145
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is also nominally a non-wearing surface.
Countersurfaces typically
wear from 1 to 20 percent of the total volume worn from the
friction interface (Ref. 16).
Brakes are called upon to convert large amounts of kinetic
energy to thermal energy in a very short time.
The life of
currently used brake lining materials is determined by wear, which
in turn is strongly dependent on the temperature experienced by
these materials during sliding. This temperature dependence i.s due
largely to softening of the metal binder (usually copper or .-ron)
present in brake lining composite materials.
Some of the systems which use brakes include, passenger cars,
light trucks, tractors, buses, agricultural equipment, construction
equipment, industrial equipment, railroad trains and aircraft.
Brake lining materials used in passenger cars and light trucks fall
into two categories: drum brake segments, which are less than 3/4"
thick, and disk brake pads.
Brake systems used by trucks, truck tractors, and trailer
combinations are air assisted hydraulic (air brake) systems.
The
braking systems used by buses are similar to the conventional air
brake system used by large trucks.
Brake linings are almost
entirely brake blocks used by the drum brake system. Conventional
linings create excessive drum wear.
Agriculturbl, construction and industrial equipment each have
different brake requirements.
Agricultural equipment includes all
equipment used in
farming and forestry,
such as tractors,
harvesters, and log skidders.
Construction equipment is used for
the construction of roads, homes and buildings and includ6s wheeled
tractors, rollers, scrapers, dozers, power truck cranes, hoists and
shovel lodders.
Industrial equipment encompasses all equipment
used ijA fixed facility or buildings such as overhead cranes or
hoists.
Hydraulic brake systems used in agricultural and construction
equipment are of either the dry or the wet brake type.
Dry brakes
are the conventional types of drum or disk system. Wet brakes use
drum and disk brake assemblies but the friction material is in a
fluid environment.
This type of brake exhibits decreased heat
build up and subsequently less fade, reduced lining and drum or
rotor wear and improved reliability.
Industrial equipment normally uses the conventional drum brake
systems with organic binder/asbestos linings.
In industrial
equipment, such as cranes and hoists, wet brake systews are not
used.
As a result, an improved friction material with longer wear
is needed in such systems.
One of the major costs for overhead
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cranes in industrial use is lining maintenance.
Lining replacement
is required every three to four weeks.
Most railroad trains rely on two braking systems - a dynamic
brake and a friction brake.
Most self-propelled rail cars have a
dynamic brake, which is used either independently or together with
the trains friction braking system down to about 5-10 mph, using
complete friction braking for the last distance to a complete stop.
The use of organic friction materials in aircraft brakes is
currently limited primarily to small general aviation aircraft.
The trend in larger aircraft brake materials has been toward higher
energy absorption per unit mass of brake materials.
On larger
aircraft organic friction materials have been replaced by more
expensive copper and iron-based metallics. Disk brakes, with one
for each of the main landing gears is common.
12.2.2 brake Varieties
There are numerous brake system types, each with its own parts
and reliability characteristics:
A. Band Brakes - Simpler and less expensive than most other
braking devices.
Component parts include friction band element and
the actuation levers. Characterized by uneven lining wear and poor
heat dissipation.
B. Externally and Internally Pivoted Drum Brakes - Simple design
requiring relatively little
maintenance.
May become self-locking
with extreme wear if not properly designed.
Component parts
include friction materials, springs, actuators, housings, seals,
and bearings. Internal types offer more protection from foreign
material.
Acting External and Internal Drum Brakes - These
brakes are fitted with shoes that, when activated, approach the
drum by moving parallel to a radius through the center of the
shoe.
Springs between the friction materials may separate both
shoes when the brake is released.
Lining wear is more uniform in
comparison with internal drum brakes.
Component parts include
friction materials,
springs,
actuators,
seals, housings,
and
bearings.
D, Dry and Wet Disk Brakes - Disk brakes have two main
advantages over drum brakes: better heat dissipation and more
uniform braking action.
However, disk brakes require a larger
actuation force due to the absence of either a friction moment or
servo action.
Both annular and pad type disk brakes are modeled
here, and include friction materials, springs, actuators, housings,
seals, and bearings.
Wet disk brakes may operate in an oil bath.

I2._I•dj•rly
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Thus these brakes are isolated from dirt and water, and the
circulation of the oil through a heat exchanger usually provides
greater heat dissipation than direct air cooling.
A reliability
model for wet brakes is

not included at this

time.

S. C
- Cone brakes have no general applications, and
will not be modeled in this draft of the handbook.
F. Magnetic Particle. Hysteresis. andy.ddv-Current Brakes - In
all three of these brake types the braking torque is developed from
electromagnetic reactions rather than mechanical friction, and
therefore requires a source of electrical power.
The various types of brake systems and methods of actuation are
listed in Table 12-1.
There are numerous brake lining materials,
manufacturing processes, brake types and systems in use today. For
example, there are at least six basic methods of making brake
linings: Dry process, extruded process, wet board process, sheeter
process, sintered metal process and woven process.
An analysis of
typical linings indicate many common constituents.
Chrysotile
asbestos is found in most linings at roughly 50 percent (by
weight).
Rubber, resin, or a combination of both are used as
lining binders.
Brake lining fillers and friction modifiers
include many metals, metallic compounds, graphite, coal rubber and
resins.
The specific choice of such materials results from
controlled test type experimentation in the development of a
friction material to meet specific performance goals.
In addition
to actual vehicle testing of a brake lining material, the industry
uses several dynamometer laboratory test machines to characterize
friction materials (Ref. 43).
I. Friction Material Test Machine - This apparatus attempts to
record the brake lining performance by subjecting it to controlled
conditions of pressure and temperature.
2. Friction Asse~iszort Screening Test Machine - The rate of
energy dissipation is controlled on a disk while temperature
gradually increases.
3. Single End Inertial
awneter - An actual brake mechanism
is incorporated.
4. Dual End Inertial DynamoMeter - This uses the same
instrumentation as the single end, but it is operated with one
front and one rear brake assembly.
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Table 12-1.

Methods Of Actuation
(Ref. 32)
UM

U

I
• I

TYPE

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Mechanical

Robust, simple
operation gives
good control

Large leverage
needed

Frictional
losses at pins
and pivots

Pneumatic

Large forces
available

Compressed air
supply needed.
Brake chambers
may be bulky

Length of
stroke
(particulai-ly
if diaphragm
type)

Hydraulic

Compact. Large
forces
available.
Quick response
and good
control

Special fluid
needed.
Temperatures
must not be
high enough to
vaporize fluid

Seals

Electrical

Suitable for

On off

Air gap

automatic quick
Icontrol,
response

1
I
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operations
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12.2.3 Failure nodes of Brakejjg
A list
of failure modes for a typical brake system is shown in
Table 12-2.
The brake system friction materials are sacrificia]
replacements, and they account for most of the "failures". Because
friction linings are designed to wear out before the life of the
vehicle, service life may be a better measure of their durability
than failure rate. For the purpose of compatibility with the other
models developed for mechanical components, the lining life will be
converted to a rate of failure. Use of the brake system beyond the
life of the friction material results in catastrophic failure of
the brake system caused by a loss of braking force due to a drastic
reduction in coefficient of friction.
A description of the
countersurface failure characteristics are in Table 12-3.

I
I
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Table 12-2.

Mechanical Br~ake System Failure Modes
FAILURE CAUSE

FAILURE MOD~E

COMPONENT

FAILURE EFFECT

Piston

Sticking

Contaminaition

Low output
pressure

Cyli~nder

Leakin4

Contamni nation

Low output
pressure

Sprinq

Ercken/weak

Fatigue
activation

Unable to
adjust
pressure

blieeder Valve

Sticking

Contamination

Inadequate
dissipation of
air

Lining

fletericr~at~ion

Aged/Heat

Exposure
metal -on-metal
contact
reduces
arresting
capability

R~earing

Worn out

Lack of
lubrication

Low rotary
motion

Seals

Worn out

Aged

External
leakage

Housing

Cracked

=.:I

_______________~~~

__

IVibrati.on,
atigue

______
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External
lekag
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Table 122-3.

Metal Countersurface Failures
(Ref. 32)
CHARACTERISTICS

FAILURE

CAUSES

Heat Spotting

Often cr3cks are
formed in these
regions owinq to
structural changes
inthe metal

Friction material
not sufficiently
conformable to the
metal member

Crazing

Randomly oriented
cracks

Overheating and
repeated stress
cycling

Scoring

Scratches in the
line of movement

Metal too soft for
friction material.
Abrasil'e debris
embedded in the
lining material

5

I

de.
~~12.2.4Brk
The brake system will be reduced to its component p&rts.
will contain many of the rollowing components:
"" systems Actuatore;

Brake

"• Springs
" Brake frictioii linings
* Bearings
"Seals
Housings
Components 14.ke brake shoez, which are primarily structural, should
be modelled using finite Element Analysis Techniques.
The total brake system failure rate is the sum of the failure
rates of each of the above subcomponent parts in the system:
+
ACAc

A OR

w
Where:
XAC

=

SP + A'

+

Ak +*SzE

Total failure rate for the broke system,
fai.lures/million hours
Total failure rate for actuators,
failures/million hours
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+ 1

(12-1)

Asp
IF
'XBE
XSE
AW

•Total failure rate for springs,
failures/million hours
= Total !ailure rate for brake friction
materials, f'ailures/million hours
=Total failure rate for bearings,
failures/mi iiion hours
- Total failure rate for seals,
failare/million hours
=

Total

failure

r:ate

for

brake

housing,

3.0

failures/million hours, from Navy Maintenance
and Material Management Information System
In the hydraulic drives of brake systems, seals are used to
The hardness and swelling of the
prevent leakage of brake fluid.
seals, when exposed to brake fluid, must remain within limits such
The reliability of
that the seals will give reliable operation.
springs associated with brake systemsi is generally very high when
compared to other components.
"Severe performance requirements may affect the reliability of
the bearings if there is a path of heat conduction from the
This conduction may cause a
friction surface to the bearings.
decrease in the bearing lubricants operating viscosity and,
A lubricant with a
consequently, a reduction in bearing life.
higher temperature rating should prevent leakage or excessive wear.
The reliability of brake actuators normally is very high. Under
severe brake performance, conditions of increased temperature and
exuessive vibration may decrease the reliability of these
Refer to the appropriate sections of this Handbook for
components.
the reliability models for individual parts comprising the brake
In some cases the result in failure/million cycles will
assembly.
have to be converted to failures/million hours by multiplying by
the number of cycles per hour.
iea1A toi
12.2.!
As stated in the introduction, the major functional components
of brake equipment and clutch equipment are the friction
The reliability of brakes and clutches is concerned
materials.
For brake assemblies,
with the wear of these friction materials.
the friction lining provides the friction necessary to slow down or
Friction materials used in clutches are placed in
stop a vehicle.
the power-transmission system to couple it together so it rotates
as one unit.
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Friction materials that are used in bra'ia and clutch linings
have
severe
performance
requirements. The
necessary
energy
conversion must be accomplished with a minimum of wear on the
contacting parts. For a particular type of brake or clutch, the
amount of heat and friction generated varies according to 5
conditions: (1) the amount of pressure applied between the sliding
surfaces, (2) the operating environment, (3) the roughness of the
surfaces, (4) the material from which the surfaces arn made, and
(5) the frequency of application.
The reliability of these high energy components is important for
a variety of reasons: Economy, operational readiness and, most
important, safety. In today's modern machinery and equipment, a
vast number of friction materials have become available to fulfill
the very diverse requirements of this equipment group. However, a
material which is exceptional in all areas of friction material
criteria does not yet exist.
In design it is necessary to have equations for the prediction
of the wear life of clutches and brakes. Lining wear properties are
generally considered in
terms of system life under several
different conditions of use severity. Consequently, lining life is
often the last performance character to be quantified. Thus a
knowledge of lining wear behavior from laboratory testing can be of
great value.
Friction modifier additives, such as cashew resin, graphite,
etc. have been used for many years in order to control friction
properties in brake and clutch composites. Friction composites are
composed of a balanced mixture of resin plus additives and
generally contain over a dozen ingredients in order to achieve
desired characteristics.
In the past, materials such as wood, leather and felt were used,
but it was found that the usable temperature range was inadequate
to cope with the ever increasing demands made upon them by the
industrial world. Today, friction materials can be divided into
five main groups:
1) Woven cotton
2) Solid-woven asbestos
3) Rigid molded asbestos, Semi-flex'.ble molded asbestos,
Flexible molded asbestos
4) Sintered metal
5) Cermets
Refer to Table 12-4 for a summary of friction material, types and
applications.

5
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Table 12-4.

TYPE

Friction Material Types And Applications
(Ref. 32)

I

MANFACTURE

USES

Woven cotton

Closely woven belt
of fabric is
impregnated with
resins which are
then polymerized

Industrial drum
brakes, minewinding equipment,
cranes, lifts

Woven asbestos

Open woven belt of
fabric is
impregnated with
resins which are
then polymerized.
May contain wire
to scour the
surface

Industrial band
and drum brakes,
cranes, lifts,
excavators,
winches, concrete
mixers, Mine
equipment

Moulded
flexible
semi-flexible
rigid

Asbestos fiber and
friction modifiers
mixed with thermosetting polymer
and mixture heated
under pressure

Industrial drum
brakes

Sintered metal

Iron and/or copper
powders mixed with
friction modifiers
and the whole
sintered

Heavy-duty brakes
and clutches,
press brakes,
earthmoving
equipment

Cermets

Similar to
sintered metal
pads, but large
portion of ceramic
material present

As above

Heavy-duty brakesexcavators,
tractors, presses

Friction material manufacturers are usually very reluctant to
disclose the composition or formulation of their products.
Some
basic information is, however, necessary to properly analyze and
carefully select the friction material kor a given application.
Formulation of a lining is defined as a specified mixture of
materials from which the lining is made and the corresponding
sequence of production processing which together determine the
characteristics of the lining.
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Organic linings are generally comprised of six basic
ingredients:
a) Asbestos for heat resistance and high coefficient of
friction
b) Friction modifiers such as the oil of cashew nutshell to
give desired friction qualities
c) Fillers such as rubber chips for controlling noise
d) Curing agents to produce the required chemical reactions in
the ingredients
e) Materials such as powdered lead, brass chips, and aluminum
powders for improving the overall braking performance
f) Binders such as phenolic resins for holding the ingredients
together

I

U

3
I
3

Organic linings designed for heavy-duty use generally have
higher inorganic contents to improve their high temperature wear
resistance and fade resistance.
Abrasives are generally added to
achieve a higher friction coefficient.
Friction materials containing conventional organic binding
agents exhibit poor frictional stability under varying temperature
conditions.
The thermal degradation of such binders results in
inferior frictional characteristics, giving rise to fade and often
resulting in increased wear.
Furthermore, organic materials,
particularly resins, tend to have a short shelf life, and are not
always easy to reproduce.
Inan attempt to overcome the deleterious effects of poor
thermal resistance in a friction material having an organic binder,
various sintered metal and ceramic materiala,
in which the
sintering effects the bonding, have beert developed.
;n comparison
with friction materials produced with organic, resinous binding
agents, sintered friction materials have the primary advantage of
being able to withstand considerably higher thermal stresses. They
are produced from an intimate mixture of powdered metals and
nonmetals by pressing and sintering.
Thesc friction materials commonly consist of sintered lead
bronzes and iron powders with additions of dr7 lubricants and
so-called friction reinforcers.
Graphite and molybdenum sulfide,
for example, are suitable as dry lubricants; on the other hand,
ceramic additives and minerals, such as quartz and corunduu, may be
used to increase the coefficient of friction.
By appropriate
variation in the additives it is possible to make adaptations for
all applications, particularly as regards the coefficient of
friction.
155
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Semi-metallics rely heavily on iron, steel,
and graphite
substitutions for the organic and asbestos materials. Some organic
components are, however, used to obtain desirable properties.
The
use of abrasives must be minimized to maintain &cceptable mating
surface compatibility.
Semi-metallics have distinct advantages
over conventional organics such as:
a) Improved frictional stability and fade resistance
bl Excellent compatibility with rotors and high
temperature wear resistance
c) High performance with minnimal noise
Raw material mix cost represents the major factor in the premium
prices of semi-metallics,
and as such,
widespread use of
semi-metallics is not yet found.
Metallic linings withstand more

N
I

severe loads, higher temperatures, and have less tendency to fade.
Sintered metallic-ceramic friction materials have successfully been
used for specialized applications such as jet aircraft.
See Table
12-5 for a summary of the brake friction vaterial surface failures.

12.2.6

DaeFito

4rA~iiiYi~

The accumulated energy of a vehicle while in use may be
expressed by the sum of the difference between the square of the
brake application speed and the square of the brake release speed,
multiplied by one-half times the mass.
Thus the energy dissipated
by the brakes is given by Equation (12-2) (Ref. 29)

EB

Where:

2

(VAi

2

(12-1)

- VRi.2)

i -1

3
I

ED = Accumulated energy (ft--lbf)
VA = Brake application speed (ft/s)
VR = Brake release speed (ft/s)
i = Number of brake applications
(i = 1 ,. .
.n)
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Table 12-5.

Problem
lHeat Spotting:

I

1

I,

Brake Friction Material Failure Modes
(Ref. 32)

Characteristics

Causes

Heavy gouging resulting in rapid
lining wear

Material rubbing againsk at
heat-spotted metal member

Crazing:

Randomly oriented cracks .r,
the friction material, resulting in
a high wear rate

Overheating of the braking
surf-- e

Scoring:

Grooves formed on the friction
matera resulting in a reduct~on
of life

Metal member needs
regrinding

Fade:

Material degrades or flows at the
f'iction surface, resulting in a
temporary loss of performance

Overheating caused by
excessive braking

Metal Pick-Up:

Metal from the mating member
embedded in the lining

Unsuitable combination of
materials

Grab:

Lining contacting at ends only
giving high servo effect and
erratic performance. rhe brake
is often noisy

Incorrect radiusing of lining

Strip Braking:

Braking over a small strip of
the rubbing path giving
localized heating and preferential wear at those areas

Distortion of the brake path

Neglect:

Material completely worn off
the shoe giving a reduced
performance

Failure to provide any
maintenance

Misalignment'

Excessive grooving and wear at
preferential areas of lining
surface

Lining not iitted -orrectly 'o
the shoe platform

The heat equilibrium of the brake rotor in

is shown by Equation 12-3 (Ref.

29).
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non-braking periods

.- 00

6 (e

6t

Where:

h A(O - 8 )

T V

Wb C

jWb C R

Brake rotor temperasure, 0F
Ambient. temperatures, OF
time, seconds
Heat transfer coefficient (at rotor surface),
Kca],/ft 2 OF
2
Cooling area of the rotor, ft
A
Wb
Weigh' of .)tor,
lbf
C
Speci'ic heat of the rotor, kcal/ibm OF
j = Mechanical equivalent of heat
T
Residual torque, ft-lbf
8 =
00
St
h=

V = Vehicle speed,

ft/s

R = Rolling radius of the tire, ft
Applying the calculation method developed by Newcomb (Ref. 34),
it
is assumed that the pad wear rate is proportional to the
absorbed energy and to the specific wrar rate of the friction
material. This expression is given by Equation (12-4):
04(io'Wb

2pA= j

Where:

(Wt AV

2

4g

Nb Yb)

(12-4)

Wp = Pad wear per 10,000 miles, i.nches
Wb = Specific wear rate of friction
material, in 3 /ft-lbf
Ap = Lining area,

in

2

AV = Average change in velocity per
brake action, ft/s
Wt = Weight of the vehicle, lbf
Nb = Frequency of brake applications per mile
yb - Proportion of total braking effort
transmitted through the lining
2
g = Acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/s
Therefore, if the effective thickness is d (inches),
commonly given by Equation 12-5:
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pad life is

I
Life -

d

(12-5)

Wp

Where: Life = Total distance before friction material
is completely worn, in units of 10,000 miles
By normalizing Equation (12-5)
to those values for which
historical failure rate data is available, the following failure
rate model can be derived:

Where:

AP

= A,,

IFR

=

*kF,

=

CBT

I

* CB

* CRO

" 'Sr

* CT

(12-6)

Failure rate of the brake friction
material in failures/million hours
Base failure rate of the brake friction
material, failures/million hours
Multiplying factor which considers
the effect of brake type on the base
failure rate

CR= Multiplying factor which considers the

effect of dust contaminants on the base
failure rate
C = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of countersurface surface roughness
on the base failure rate
C
Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of ambient temperature on the base
failure rate
The brake .riction material base failure rate, XRB, may be
provided by the lining manufacturer. If not, then the base rate can
be calculated from the expression devised by H-negishi, ot al.
(Ref. 29).
This expression is given in Equation (12-7).

33X1O-3
,B

I

Where:

=

Wb Wt AV2 Nb MPY Yb
d Ap

Wb = Specific wear rate of the friction
3/ft-lbf
material, in
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,sI

Wt - Weight of the vehicle or aircr&ft.,

AV
Nb
"MPY
Yb

d

Ap

Ibf

- Aver:age change in velocity per brdko action, ft/s
= Number of brake applicntior.n per mile
=Tne number of rnJles travelled per year
: Proportion o0 weight carried by linlirng durinq
braking action. For a four wheel vehicle, eaIh
frunt brake will typically carry, 3/1() of the
braking load
= Lining thJ. ckness,

Lining area,

in

in2

Most brake tests involve either disk. or drum brakes. A typical
disk brake will wear better than a drum type due to the disk brakes
ability to dissipate heat more quickly. Several types of disk
brakes are used in the development of this model (Ref. 20).
The
.friction material for the annular brake is in the shape of an
annulus and is bonded to both sides of the rotor disk. The slotted
annular brake is nearly the same as the annular brake described
above. The only e:ception is the presence of slots cut through the
friztion material on both sides of the rotor. The purpose of the
slots is to decrease surface temperature and wear rate during
braking. The pad brake configuration employs pads of friction
matev-ial on the brake stators. As a result:
SC7
B
CBT
CBT
(IST

-1.25 for drum type brakes
=
25 for slotted annular disk type brakes
- 1.00 for pad disk type brakes

= 0.90 for annulus disk type brakes

Operating conditions with high amounts of dust contaminants
effects lining wear depending on the binder resin used in
formulating the friction material. The correction factor for dust
conditions is (Ref. 42):
CI
3.5
1.15
1.1
1.1
1.05

BindOaLResin
Phenolic
oil-modified phenolic
Rubber phenclic
Cashew
Oil-phenolic
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The surface roughness of the countersurface can be critical in
thi wear of the friction material.
c,, can be expressed as (Ref.
37):

ICSR

5

Where:

I

23000
+ 600

"sR
=

=

(12-8)

Surface roughness of the countersurface,

p in

Wear of the friction material will ble influenced by the ambient
temperature in which the vehicle is operating.
The correction
factor for temperature is: (Ref. 3)
2
CT = 1.42 - 1.54E-3X + 1.38E-6X

for sintered metallic linings
2

CT = 2.79 - 1.09E-2X + 1.24E-5X
for resin-asbestos linings used in light duty
industrial brakes
and moderate duty
2

Sautomotive

CT

= 3.80 -

CT

= 17.59 -

7.59E-3X + 5.07E-6X

for carbon-carbon linings

2
6.03E-2X + 5.34E-5X

for resin-asbestos truck linings

K

Where:

X = 590 + T
T = Ambient temperature,O'F

12.3
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CLUTCHES

12.3.1 IntrpdU~fjg
The reliability of a clutch system is generally very high and is
the result of the low failure rate of its parts, which may include
actuators,
bearings,
clutch
friction
linings,
seals
and
springs. With the exception of clutch friction linings, these
component parts are addressed earlier in this handbook.
The
general characteristics of friction materials are also addressed in
the first
part of this section. Those characteristics of friction
materials peculiar to clutches will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.
The principal function of friction clutches is to convert
kinetic energy to heat and then either to absorb or otherwise
161

dissipate the heat while simultaneously, through friction, reducing
the relative movement between the friction material and the part to
is engaged. In order to achieve these objectives the
which it
necessary energy conversion must be accomplished with a minimum of
wear on the contacting parts.
12.3.2 Clutch Varieties
Clutches are made up of two basic components -- the pressure
plate and disc. The pressure plate supplies sufficient force or
pressure to the disc so enough friction is developed to transmit
torque to the driveline.
Friction clutches, although available in many different forms
tend to be of the axial or rim type. Axial clutches operate where
the movement is parallel to the axis of the shaft. Rim types
operate where the movement is radial. examples of the former are
the plate and cone clutches. Examples of the latter include coil or
wrap spring and chain clutches.
and
single
two designs
into
divide
Plate clutches
the type favored by
multiplate. The single plate design is
automotive designers for transmission and light to medium power
applications. The single plate is normally provided with a friction
lining on each side of the disc. Multiplate designs employ a number
of discs lined on both sides which serve to distribute the load
over a large area. These types are used for high torque and high
load applications. They required only moderate clamping pressures,
and are suitable for high speed operation because their relatively
small size generates lower centrifugal forces.
Cone clutches are used for smaller, medium power, low speed
transmission systems which may be subjected to rough usage. These
devices cope well with such treatment because of their simple
robust construction, and due to the fact that heat is dissipated
more readily than with plate clutches.
Rim and block clutches employ various means of engaging the
stationary half of the assembly through radial movement against the
rim of the driving member. The action is similar to that of an
internally expanding brake shoe.
Centrifugal clutches are often used with squirrel cage
motors. The fabric facing may be fitted to shoes or blocks mounted
to a spider which is keyed onto the driving shaft. The shoes or
blocks are thrown outward by centrifugal force, engagement being
automatic when a predetermined speed is reached from starting.
Coil or wrap spring clutches operate on the principle of a
spring mounted on a drum being tightened. The action is much like
162
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that of a rope tightening around a revolving capstan. The design is
compact, simple in construction and is used where high torques ar-e
required from low power. For this reason the clutches have found
applications in small equipment such as plain paper copiers and, in
their larger versions, for haulage gears and rolling mills and
presses.
Chain clutches employ inner and outer friction rings in an oil
filled housing actuated by cams bearing on chain toggles which
force the rings together.
Sprag clitches consist of a number of specially shaped steel
springs or wedges which jam inner and outer races in one direction
in
only. This action leads to their use for applications
over-running
(where the clutch acts as a free-whseel)
and
back-stopping. This design is particularly useful for intermittent
rotary motion involving, for example, inuexing or inching (Ref. 34)
Materials c!assificaticn divides the friction materials into
organic and metallic groups. The organic group includes all
materials composed ot both asbestos and non-asbesto3 fibers and
bound by some resin binder. The metallic group consists of all
friction materials containing iron,
copper,
ceramic brcnze,
graphite, carbon or other metallic material such as the base
material.

I
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12.3.3 Clutch Model •eeopmen;
The clutch system reliabili..
component parts:
• Actuators
• Bearings
• Clutch friction linings
. Seals
i Springs

The total clutch system failure rate is the sum of the failure
rates of each of the above subcomponent parts in the system:
A.CL

Where:

1!

I

model will contain the following

I AC + IBE + X CF + I SE + X SP

Total failure rate for the clutch
system, failures/million hours
AAC = Total failure rate for actuators,
failures/million hours
X=
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(12-9)

IBE

Total failure rate for bearings,
failures/million hours
Total failure rate for clutch friction
materials, failures/million hours
Total faiiure rate for seals,
f-faJlures/million hours
Total failure rate for springs,
failures/million hours

XCF
SEI=

R-efer to Chapter 3 of this Handbook for a description of the
seal reliability model.
Note that the failure rate obtained must
be converted from failures/million cycles to failures/million hours
by multiplying by the number of cycles per hour. Failure rate
models for springs, bearings, and actuators are given in Chapters
4, 7, and 9 respectively.
Again, note that the results from these
sactions must be converted to failures/million hours. The failure
rate model for clutch friction materials is presented in the
following paragraphs.
12.3.4 Q~bh riction Nateral Reliability &nel
A list
of failure modes for a clutch friction materials is shown
in Table 12-6. Use of the clutch system beyond the life of the
friction material results in catastrophic failure of the clutch
caused by a drastic reduction in coefficient of friction.
Under normal operating conditions, the friction materials used
in clutches are reliable mechanical components. Like brake friction
materials, the wear of clutch materials is dependent on the amount
of accumulated energy dissipated by the mechanical component. The
rating of the clutch friction material, R, is given in Equation
(12-11) per Ref 16.

RC

Where:

(12--11)

550 t AC

2
R - Rating of friction materials, h.p./in
EC = Average energy dissipated per
application, ft-blf.

t

=

Slipping time,

sec.

Ac - Area of clutch friction material,
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2

The

life of

(12-.12):

(Ref.

the friction

material,

L,

is

given

by Equlation

12)

3600d WV

Where:

(12-12)

L - Life of clutch friction material, hours
= Effective thickness of lining , inches
WV = Average wear value of the material,
3
h.p.-hr/in
n = Number of applications per hour3.

Sd

The average wear valve, WV, should be supplied by the fziction
material manufacturer for each material type. Combining Equation
(12-11) with Equation (12-12) yields:

g

(12-13)

2X106 d WVAC
Ecn

ft

The clutch friction material base failure rate, AIC,
may be
supplied by the clutch lining manufacturer. The base failure rate
can also be calculated from Equation (12-13) as:

I
i!

I cF'BWhere:

2dWVAC
ECn

(12-14)

CFB= Base failure rate of the clutch friction
matarial in failures/mill.ion hours.

By

5

normalizing

Equation

historical failure rate data is
rate model can be derived:
A CF= ACF,B 0 CNP

5
1I

I

(12-14)

Where:

C•

to those

available,

values

for which

the followlng failure

CT

(12-15)

= Multiplying factor which considers
165

Wnere:

- Multiplying factor which considers
the effect of multiple plates on the
base failure rate
CT = Multiplying factor which considers
the effect of ambient temperature on
the base failure rate

CP

As noted earlier, clutches can be divided into two design
groups: single and multiple.
Multiplate designs use a number of
discs which distribute the load, and will therefore increase the
reliability of the system. The correction factor for the number of
plates is given by Equation .12-16):
C• - Number of disks in the clutch
Because the temperature of the friction material effects the
wear of the material, the ambient temperature which the clutch is
ekposed to will effect the wear of the friction lining (Ref.3).
As

a result:
2
1.417 - 1.54E-3X + 1.38E-6X
for sintered metallic linins
CT - 2.789 -- 1.09E-2X + 1.24E-5X
for rusin-asbestos linings used in light
duty automotive and moderate duty
industrial brakes
2
CT - 3.80 - 7.59E-3X + 5.07E-6X
for carbon-carbon linings
2
CT - 17.59 -- 6.03E-2X + 5.34E-5X
for revin-asbestos truck linings

S-

Where:

X - 590 + T
T - Ambiant t~mperarure,
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Table 12-6.

Clutch Friction Surface Faij.u1e Modes
(Ref.

i_

PROBLKM

Dishing

32)

CAUSES

CHARACTERXSTICS

Clutch plates
distorted into a
conical shape

Lack of
conformability. The
temp. of the outer
Sregion of the plate
is higher than the
inner region

3

Waviness or
Buckling

Clutch plates
become buckled into
a wavy platter

Lack of
conformability. The
inner area is
hotter than the
outer area

Banding Crushing

Loss of friction
material at the
ends of a band

Crushing and
excessive wear of
the friction
material

Material Transfer

Friction material
adhering to
opposing plite,
often giving rise
to excessive wear

Overheating c.nd
unsuitable friction
material

Bond Failure

Material parting at
the bond to the
core plate causing
loss of performance

Poor bonding or
overheating, the
high temperature
affecting bonding
agent

Burst Failure

Material splitting
and removed from

High stresses on a
facing when workinq

the spinner plate

at

Grooving of the
facing material on
the line cf

Material transfer
to opposing plate

Decrease in
coefficient of
friction giving a

Excess oil or
grease on friction
material or on the

Grooving

I-movement
Reduced
Performance

permanent loss

3

performance
Distortion

Facings out of
flatness after high
operating
temperature

3
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high speeds

opposing surface

Unsuitable friction
material
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COMPRESSORS

13.1 INTRODUCTION
The compression of a gas by mechanical means, and the raising of
is
it to some desired pressure abr've that of the atmosphere,
effected, usually, by an approxAimate adiabatic change of state.
Industrial and comnercial uses o. r•ompressed air are exceedingly
Ideal adiabatic compression oi air, relating proesure
numerous.
and volume can be given by:

1
3
SI

1'4
PV
=C

A compression of this nature could heat the air to temperatures
which would interfere with the reliable action of an air compressor
and introduce lubrication difficulties, if there were no provisions
The extraction
for cooling the walls of the compression chamber.
of heat from a compression cycle modifies the conditions of
compression from the ideal to some change more nearly represented

by:

PV1 = C

I

I

(13-1)

(13-2)

Where the value of n is usually between 1.35 and .lO.
If the heat of compression is removed by cooling as rapidly as
it is formed, an isothermal compression will result. Less work is
needed for compression of a pound of gas %o the same discharge
Although isothermal compression is desirable, it is not
pressure.
As a result,
possible to achieve in fast-moving compressors.
finned or jacketed cylinder compression is more nearly adiabatic
than isothermal.
Compressors can be classified, in their broadast sense, in twc'
categories: (1) positive-displacement and (2) dynamic machines.
The positive-displacement classification can generallyy be described
In essence, am increase in gas
as "volume reducing" types.
pressure can be achieved by simultaneously reducing the volume
to
refers
classification
dynamic
The
the gas.
enclosing
to
energy
impart
machines
These
increases.
centrifugal velocity
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the gas, then stationary diffusors convert the velocity head into
pressure.
The classification tree in Figure 13-1 further defines
the subcategories of compressors.

LCOMPRESSOR
FPOSITVE

[DYNAMIC TYPE~S

TYPES

I

CENTRIFUGAL

RADIAL FLOW

SINGLE-STAGE
MULTISTAGE
MODULAR
HORIZONTALI
SPLU
BARREL
INTERCOOLED

DISPLACEMENT7

AXIAL FLOW

REROTARY

e MULTISTAGE
* MULTISTAGE
WITH
VARIABLE
STATOR
VANES

a AIR-COOLED
* WATERCOOLED
* SINGLE-STAGE
* MULTISTAGE

* TWO-LOBE
* THREE-LOBE

a INTEGRAL
GAS-ENGINE
DRIVEN
* SEPARATE
GAS-ENGINE
DRIVEN

- VANE
- UQUID-RING

e SCREW (DRY)
* SCREW
(OIL-FLOODED)

Figure 13-1. Most Common Classifications for Compressors
,ae positive-displacement (volume reducing) machines can be
further
defined
by
two
subclassifications;
rotary
and
reciprocating.
Both types generally feature steep characteristic
curves of performance.
A nearly-constant capacity coupled with
varying discharge pressure is typical, reflecting a machine capable
of slight variations in flow over a wide pressure range.
Reciprocating machines can be modeled as adiabatic pressure
generating devices.
Systems requiring higher pressures and lower
volumetric flow rates usually employ these machines.
Typical
operating rarges for this type of machine are presented in Figure
13-2.
In compression to high pressures, the temperature rise may
be too great to permit the compression to be carried tc completion
in one cylinder, even though it is cooled.
in such case,, the
compression is carried out in stages, with a partial increase of
pressure in each stage, and cooling of the gas between stages.
Two
170
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SIand three-stage compr.ession is very common where pressures of
300-1000 psi are needed.
In determining the number of stages
(pistons) within a reciprocating compressor,
the change in
temperature across a stage, the frame or rod loading, and the
change in pressure across a stage are among the parameters taken
into consideration.
The ratio of the temperature before and after
compression can be expressed from a form of the Ideal Gas Law:

E•

-V
i

L

S[V

(13-3)

Where T1 and T2 are expressed in 0R.
Rotary positive displacement machines incorporate some type of
rotating element that displaces a fixed volume during each machine
revolution. The characteristics performance curve is basically the
same as a reciprocating machine. Typical operating ranges for this
type of machine are presented in Figure 13-2.
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13-2.

Operating Range of the Most Widely Used Compressorsi
for Process Use (Boundaries are not absolute)

The rotary lobe cozprussor is typically constructed with two or
three figure .ight-shaped rotors, meshed together, and 4-iven
through timing gears attached to each shaft.
It is a relatively
I171

low pressure machine (5 to 7 psig, and up to 25 psig for special
types) and is well suited for applications with vacuum pressures.
Its performance is notable for a greater throughput capability,
with little
or no flow pulsation.
The rotary screw compressor yields considerably higher pressures
and speed.
Again, its performance is characteristic of a greater
throughput capability with little
or no pulsation.
The sliding vane rotary compressor has a rotor construction
which is offset, containing slots for vanes to slide in and out
during each revolution. These vanes gradually reduce the volume of
a trapped gas, raising its
pressure.
This machine is used for
relatively low pressure operations (up to 50 psig per stage).
A liquid ring (or piston) rotary is constructed of circular
vanes, turning inside a casing sealed with a liquid.
Centrifugal
forces cause the liquid to form a ring around the periphery of the
casing interior, while forcing the gas inward toward the center of
the vaned rotor.
The gradual decrease in volume increases the
pressure of the gas.
Any liquid entrained in the gas is separated
out.
This type of machine is characteristically used in low
pressure and vacuum applications.
Centrifugal compressors can be divided into two subcategories
based on the direction of flow of the product gas: radial flow and
axial flow machines.
The characteristic curves of these machines
offer a wide range in flow with a corresponding small change in
head.
Flow is smooth and pulsation-free beyond the surga point on
th3 performance curve. The lack of rubbing parts in the compressed
gas stream is a particularly desirable feature of these machines
from a designer's standpoint.
In radial compressors, velocity is imparted to a gas stream
through centrifugal forces acting in a radial direction to the
shaft. The simplest style of radial centrifugal compressor is the
single-stage overhung design. The conventional closed or shrouded
impeller is used for adiabatic heads to about 12,000 tt-lb/lb.
The
open, radial-bladed impeller develops more head for the same
diameter and speed.
In axial flow machines, the gas flow remains parallel to the
These machines are typically
shaft, without a direction change.
used for higher capacities than radial flow machines, but generate
much lower head per stage. As a result, these machines are usually
built with many stages.
The characteristic performance curve is
steeper then the radial flow machines, with a more narrow stability
range.
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13.2

COMPRESSOR FAILURE MODES

Some failure modes are more prevalent than others as a (irect
result
of the
variety of
compressor
types
and dixffering
environmental conditions of operation.
Certain compressor parts
will fail, more frequently than others.
An analysis of various
failure modes for compressors and certain compressor parts is
presented in Table 13-1.
SI

Table 13-1.
COMPONENT

Rotary
Displacement
Compressor

I

Reciprocating
Compressor

Compresscr Failure Modes
FAILURE CAUSE

FAILUREEFFECT

Reduction of
Internal
Clearances

Distortion of
Rotor due to
Cyclic Loading

Rubbing,
Increased Wear

Reduction of
Internal
Clearances

improper Mat'l
Selection for
Thermal

Rubbing,
Increased Wear

Increased
Vibration

High
Fluctuating
Stresses

Material
Fatigue

Increased
Friction and
Wear

Contaminants

Decreased
Performance,
Increased

FAILURE MODE

Expansion

Vibration

Valve Sticking
______

*

Centrifugal
Compressor
Diaphragm
Compressor

Low Flow
Pulsati..on
Corrosion or
Crocking of

Over
Lubrication,
Moisture in
~Oil

Overheating,
Increased Wear
_

_

Thrust
Reversal,

Bearing
Failure,

Vibration

Overneating

Contaminants

Decreased
Performance

Extreme High
or Low
Temperature

Decreased
Performance

Diaphragm

Accelerated
Curing,
Embrittlement
of Diaphragm

3

I

_
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.13.3 MODEL DEVEIlDPHiINT

Any compressor, taken as a complete operating system, can be
reduced to the following series of models of each of its
subcomponent parts.
Each of these parts will sum to the total
compressor failtire rate:
11A

SH +

W1here:

3! +

Ac

XBE

I

AVA
ISE
-k•

ACA + AVA +

ISE

+

AD

(13-4)

Total failure rate of compressor,
failures/million cycles
Total failure rate for the
shaft(s), failures/million
see Chapter 10
= Total failure rate for all
bearings, failures/million
see Chapter 7
=

compressor
cycles,
compressor
cycles,

Total failure rate for the compressor

casing, failures/million cycles,
see Section 13-4
= Total failure rate for any valve assembly,
failures/million cycles, see Chapter 6
= Total failure rate for all compressor seals,
failures/million cycles, see Chapter 3
= Total failure rate due to design

configuration, failures/million cycles,
see Section 13-5
The failure rate, A, for each part listed above must be known or
calculated before the entire system failure rate, XC, can be
determined.
Values of each part A will incorporate expected
operational and environmental factors that exist during normal
compressor operation.
13.4 FAILURE RATE MODEL FOR Q12SING
The compressor casing, normally a very reliable component, can
have a large effect on the life of other components in the
compressor assembly (especially seals and bearings).
The value of
reliability of compressor casings, through the experience of many
different manufacturers, can generally be equated to as high a
value as 10-4 failures/million cycles.
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13.5 FAILURE RATE MODEL FOR COMPRESSOR DESIGN CONFIGURATION
Various reliabilities are inherent in specific designs (types)
of compressors.
For example, it is expected that reliability due
to weir will be different in a rotary screw compressor compared to
a centrifugal compressor due to the nature of metal-to-metal
contact and rotor speeds.
In its broadest sense, the parameter AD, can be approximated by
data presented in Table 10-3 for various types of fluid drivers,
developed from information collected by the U.S. Navy. This data
will suffice in the absence of a complete development of each
specific type of compressor presented in Figure 13-1. As new, more
specific models are added A can be replaced with the individual
model.
For Example:

5•

= )'DI

Where:

U

A

=

Total failure rate of the configuration
diaphragm compressor

13-6 FAILURE RATE MODEL FOR COMPRESSOR DIAPHRAGMS
The configuration diaphragm compressor failure rate model can be
described by:
ADI

SWhere:

AB

Cp CAC

LC

CSF

CT

(13-5)

ABFD

Compressor diaphragm base failure rate,
0.40 to 0.75 failures/million hrs.
CP = Factor for effects of load variation
(performance), see Set;'ion 13.6.1
CAC = Factor for effects of atmospheric
contaminants, see Section 13.6.2
Factor for effects of liquid
contaminants, see Section 13.6.3
CSF = Factor effects of surface finish
or coatings, see Section 13.6.4
C=
Factor for effects of temperature,
C

S

=

see Section 13.6.5

3

Diaphragms, in general, are round flexible plates which undergo
an elastic deflection when subjected to an axial loading.
In the
application of compressors,
this axial loading and elastic
deflection creates a reduction in volume of the space adjacent to
The
The gas is compressed and a pressure builds.
the diaphragm.

3
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diaphragm can be designed in many different ways. The designer can
change materials, size, shape, etc.
The model developed for a
compressor diaphragm is shown in Figure 13-3.
It has a passive
area in the center which is rigid.
This area transmits a force
from the push rod to the diaphragm. To be effective, the thickness
of the rigid center should beý at least 6 times the thickness of the
diaphragm.

a-

HOUSING

SPRESSURE'

F

DIAPHRAGM
RIGID CENTER

Ih
PUSH ROD

MAIN SHAI T ..-.-

Figure 13-3.

Compressor Diaphragm Model

The characteristic equations describing the compressor diaphragm
are given in Equations 13-6 through 13-11 and are based on the
following restrictive assumptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Diaphragm is flat and of uniform thickness.
Diaphragm material is isotropic and homogeneous.
All forces, loads, and reactions are applied normally to
the plane of the plate.
Diaphragm thickness not greater than 20% of its diameter.
The effects of shearing stresses and pressures on planes
parallel to the surface of the diaphragm have nDt been
taken into account.
They are considered insignificant in
diaphragms with thickness to radius ratios (h/a) of less
than 0.15.
The stresses created in a diaphragm due to bending and
tensile loading may be combined by summing their values
(method of superposition).
176
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The characteristic equation of a rigid center diaphragm loaded
by a force for any magnitude of deflection is given by Equation
(13-6).
It is applicable for (b/e) ratios greater than 0.05°

I.

F-

Where:

E [hya2

÷hyo3Bj

(1--6)

F = Force applied to rigid disk of
diaphragin, lbs.
E = Modulus of elasticity, psi
a = Radius of diaphragm,
h = Diaphragm thickness,

in
in

YI = Vertical deflection at center of
diaphragm, in
KF = Modified Stiffness Coefficient based on
diaphragm bending loads,
=3 (1 - g2)

3

3

\

a_

_a_

_

'

[(3-1)2J b

[1

+ 1!1 a

2

2

p = Poisson~s ratio
c = Ratio of radii (diaphragm-to-disk),
a/b, in/in
b = Radius of rigid center plate of diaphragm, in
The maximum radial stress for a f o.-ce- loaded diaphragm with
rigid center occurs at the inner perimeter of the diaphragm (b).
(13-S,

KFBF

I

1.3-7)

c l{2 - 1

(1-0)L-

a h2x
oU

3

L

-b+ +

I' +b2

3

I

2

B = Stiffness coefficient based on diaphragri
tensile loading, as follows:

7-

5

c 4c
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Where:

BF

Modified Stiffness Coefficient,
2
.

-. p2

c

2

(2c 2 Inc-c+3.

(C 2_

)2

-

4c2In

2

(13-10)

c

13.6.1 Fact
msieQnrI
oaVmn
At equilibrium, where the force transmitted by the push rod in
Figure 13.3 generates a maximum pressure in the chamber above the
diaphragm (i.e., the rod has completed its stroke), a balance of
forces in the ve.tical direction is established.
If the increased performance of a compressor is to be evaluated
and the change in shaft power requirements are known, the following
equation, in combination with Equation (13-9),
will yield the
maximum induced stress in the diaphragm:
F =3

Where:

(2.3-li)

,ooh0p
2 wLcto
hp
SL
w

Shaft output horsepower
Offset of eccentric shaft, in
Output shaft speed, rpm

The maximum stress is calculated from Equation (13-9) for the
compressor rated condition.
Then maximum stress for the actual
operating condition is calculated in the same manner.
Empirical studies show that for moderate to high strains, a
mechanical tearzing of rubber, referred to as "mechano- oxidative
cut growth•,'
can be the mechanism of failure for rubber
diaphragms.
The cut growth may greatly increase in the presence of
oxygen.
For this mode of failure, the fatigue life is inversely
proportional to a power of the strain energy of the rubber.
The
strain energy is a characteristic of each type of rubber, and in
turn, inversely proportional to the strain experienced by rubber
under cyclic stressing.
Figure 13.4 shows the stress-strain
relationship for natural rubber compounds.
Unlike many other
engineering materials, rubber can be manufactured with a wide range
of elastic moduli.
Stiffness variations can be attained with no
dimensional changes by varying the incorporation of fillers
(reinforcinq
carbon
blacks).
This
"hardness"
variable
is
essentially a measurement of reveisible elastic penetration
(International Rubber Hardness degrees or IRHD).
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The stress developed in a rubber diaphragq
carl be calculated
from Equation (13-9).
Although rubber is flexible, (i.e., has low
elastic and shear moduli), it is highly incompressible. in bulk and
its
Poisson's ratio (p) can be approximated as 0.5.
This will
facilitate the use of these equations.
From the stress calculated,
Figure 13.5 will give a corresponding strain.
Using Figure 13.5 and this strain value to determine the numiber
of cycles to failure (fatigue life), Equation (13-12) will yield
the performance (CP) factor for rubber.
The C factor for performance is thus defined as:

3
I

IC

IN

N-N

(13-12)

Where:

No = Number of cycles to failure for rated
condition (from Figure 13.5).
N = Number of cycles to failure for actual
operating condition (from Figure 13.5).
Note: The value for strain obtained from Figure 13.4 must
exceed 75%.
Below this strain, the mechano-oxidative cut growth
mode of failure does not apply, and the C factor becomes 1. Also,
the value for No (Equation 13-12) taken from Figure 13.5 may also
be substituted as a base failure rate ADI, in Equation (13-5) at the

I

U

user's discretion.
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Figure 13.4.
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Tensile Stress-Strain Curves for Four Natural
Rubber Compounds of Different Hardness (Ref. 81)
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13.6.2

Variation in Fatigue Life With Mechano-Oxidative
-Strain for Natural Rubber (Ref. 81)

C Factor for Atmospheric Contaminants CAC

The very small concentration of ozone in the atmosphere,
normally a few parts per hundred million at ground level, may cause
cracking in strained rubber components.
Under cyclic conditions of
strain below about 75%, ozone cut growth is the major factor in
determining fatigue life.
Experimental data presented in Figure 13.6 illustrates that
fatigue life is proportional to the concentration of ozone.
The
stress developed in a rubber diaphragm can be calculated from
Equation (13-9).
Poisson's ratio (p) can be equated to 0.5.
Use
Table 13-2 to determine the strain by dividing Young's modulus into
the value of stress obtained from Equation (13-9).
Using Figure
13-6 and this strain value to determine the number of cycles to
failure (fatigue life), Equation (13-12) will yield the contaminant
air performance C factor for rubber (CAI).
Alterrately, the C factor for varying concentrations of ozone
is given by:
(CIO)

180
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(13-15)

CAO-No

Where:

Na = Fatigue life at actual operating
concentrations of ozone, cycles to failure
Ns = Fatigue life at standard atmospheric
of ozone, cycles to failure

5concentrations

I]

NOTE: Both of the N variables in Equation (13-15)
for the same value of strain from Figure 13.6.

must be chosen

I
I
Ozone - 0.3 ppem

[] I

Sne

(Lab atmosphere)

I

-

7.5

m'h

U-

10-

i

2I
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5
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Maamum Strain. %

Figure 13.6.

Variation of Fatigue Life with Maximum
Ozone Cut Growtih Strain and Atmospheric Ozone
Concentration for Natural Rubber
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75

Table 13-2.

Hardness and Elastic Moduli

HARDNESS,

F-

lbf/in2

A~djustsent of C

81)

YOUNG'S MODULUS

IRHD

_

kgf/cm2

30

130

9.2

35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

168
213
256
310
460
630
830
1040
1340

11.8
15.0
18.0
22.0
32.5
44.5
58.5
73.5

'75

(Ref.

94.0

at••oxugof Coatings

In ozone-dominant failure potentials, the use of chemical
antiozonant (coating) on the surface of the rubber diaphragm can
reduce crack growth by a factor of 3.
If a coating is used, the C
factor obtained from Equation (13-12)
or (13-15)
should be
multiplied by 1/3.
13.6.3 C Factor fQr
.Liquid Contaxinants
Water absorption does not usually cause any significant
deterioration of rubber, but the absorption of oil and solvents
cause rubber to swell with a consequent deterioration in cer",ain
properties.
Thin components can be expected to fail rapidly if the
major surfaces are exposed to oil.
Thick components are
effectively protected by their bulk. Such components can last many
years in an oily environment.
Diffusion theory predicts that the
mass of liquid absorbed per unit area of rubber (in the early
stages of swelling) is proportional to the square root of the time
taken for the absorption.
The rate of movement of the boundary between swollen and
unswollen rubber is calculated from (Ref. 81):
PR

L

(13-16)
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PR = Penetration rate, cm/sec
L = Depth of the swollen layer, cm
t = Time that a given mass of liquid is
absorbed by a given surface, sec

Where:

I

Figure 13.7 reveals that the penetration rate into natural rubber
The
decreases as the viscosity of the swelling liquid increases.
base failure rate for a rubber diaphragm, AD
1 , in the presence of
liquid contaminants can be computed by estimating the viscosity of
The penetration rate is then
the liquid in contact with it.
this rate and the nomograph
Using
13.7.
Figure
in
shown
as
defined
in Figure 13.8, the time to total equilibrium swelling (failure) of
the rubber component can be predicted.
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I
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Figure 13.7.

Effect of Liquid Viscosity on the Penetration
Rate of Liquids into Natural Rubber (Ref. 81)
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10

Nomogram for the Penetration of Liquids
into Natural Rubber (Ref. 81)

It has been found empirically that the apparent equilibrium time
obtained from the nomogram should be increased by a factor of about
three to obtain the true value.
For example, the time taken for a
sheet 1 mm thick to reach equilibrium in a liquid having a
penetration rate of I x l0"10 cm sec"1 / 2 is calculated as follows.
The nomograph gives a time of three days to penetrate 0.5 mm
(half-sheet thickness used since liquid is absorbed from both sides
of sheet) but the actual time to reach full equilibrium swelling is
nine days.
An adjustment for various types of rubbers can be made using the
C factors presented in Table 13-3.
These factors should be
multiplied by the penetration rate obtained from Figure 13.7 prior
to using the nomograph.
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Table 13-3.

U

C Factors for Various Rubbers (Ref.
RUBBER

CLC

Natural
Cis polybutadiene
Butyl
SBR
Neoprene WRT
Nitrile (38% Acrylonitrile)

1.0
1.3
0.7
0.7
0.4
0.1

It is necessary to compute the base failure rate given by Figure
1.3.8 in order to compare it with ADI obtained by other means.
If
the base failure rate given by Figure 13.8 is extremely low by
comparison, contribution by liquid contamination can be ignored.
The variations in ambient temperature commonly occurring in
practice
are unlikely to greatly affect fatigue behavior.
Experiments (Ref. 81) cver a range from -32 to 212 OF show very
slight effects of temperature on the fatigue life of crystallizing
natural rubber.
In
general,
rubbers become weaker as the
temperature is raised.
There is a steady fall in strength up to a
critical temperature at which an abrupt drop occurs.
rubber, this temperature is about 212 OF.

3

A
"C"
For:

I

I
I
3

I

8.1.)

factor can be developed as follows:
-32°F<T>212 0 F,
212 0 F<T,

CT = 1.0

CT = 6.7

1
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ELECTRIC MOTORS

14.1 INTRODUCTION
Electric motors play a very important part in supplying power
for all types of domestic and industrial applications.
Their
versatility, dependability, and economy of operation cannot be
equaled by any other type ou a power unit.
It is estimated that
over 90 percent of industrial motive power applications utilize
electric motors (Ref. 80).
Many types are available, therefore
motors are classified in various ways.
There are general purpose,
special purpose, and definite purpose types of motors.
They are
also classified according to the type of electricity they require;
a motor may operate on direct current (DC) or alternating current
(AC).
If AC, it may be single or polyphase.
This section contains failure rate models that apply to all
electric motors which can be used to support the development of
mechanical equipment and provide a reliability estimate for a new
design, proposed design modification, or application other than
verified specification parameters.
The models are intended to
focus attention on further design analysis which should be
accomplished to assure the allocated reliability of the motor in
its intended operational environment.
14.2

CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRICAL MOTORS

14.2.1 Ty•sQof._W.otor.

DC motors are classified as either series-wound, shunt-wound, or
compound-wound.
In the series-wound motor, fie1i( windings whici,
are fixed to the stator frame, and the armature windings which are
placed around the rotor, are connected in series so that all
current that passes through the field windings also passes through
the armature windings.
In the shunt-wound motor, the armature and
field are both connected across the main power supply (in parallel)
so that the armature and field currents are separate.
The
compound-wound motor has both the series and shunt field windings.
These may be connected so that the currents are flowing the same
direction in both windings, called "cumulative compounding", or so
that the currents are flowing in opposite directions, called

3

I
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"differential compounding".
14.2.2 Iypys of Polba
se AC Motora
The most extensively used polyphase motors are the induction
type.
The "squirrel cage" induction motor has a wound stator
connected to an external source of AC power and a laminated steel
core rotor with heavy aluminum or copper conductors set into the
core around its periphery while being parallel to its axis. These
conductors are connected together at each end of the rotor by a
heavy ring, providing closed paths for currents induced in the
rotor to circulate.
The rotor windings are not connected to the
power supply.
The wound-rotor type of induction motor has a squirrel cage and
a series of coils set into the rotor which are connected through
slip-rings to external variable resistors.
By varying the
resistance of the wound-rotor circuits, the amount of current
flowing in the circuits, and therefore the speed of the motor, can
be controlled.
Induction motors are manufactured with a wide range
of speed and torque characteristics.
The synchronous motor is the other type of polyphase AC motor.
Unlike the induction motor, the rotor of the synchronous motor is
connected to a DC supply which provides a field that rotates in
step with the AC field in the stator.
The synchronous motor
operates at a constant speed throughout its
entire load range,
after having been brought up to this synchronous speed.
This speed
is governed by the frequency of the power supply and the number of
poles in the rotor.
14.2.3 TyMes of Single-Phase AC Motors
Most of the single-phase AC motors are induction motors
distinguished by different arrangements for starting. Single-phase
motors are used in sizes up to about 7 1/2 horsepower for heavy
starting duty chiefly in home and commercial appliances for which
polyphase power is not available.
The series wound single-phase motor has a rotor winding in
series with the stator winding as in the series-wound DC motor.
Since this motor may also be operated on direct-current, it is
called a "universal motor".
The series wound motor has a high
starting torque and is used in vacuum cleaners, sewing machines,
and portable tools. In the capacitor- start single-phase rotor, an
auxiliary winding in the stator is connected in series with a
capacitor and a centrifugal switch.
During the starting and
accelerating period the motor operates as a two-phase induction
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motor. At about two- thirds full-load speed,
SI the auxiliary circuit
is disconnected by the switch and the motor then runs as a single
phase induction motor.
In the capacitor-start,
capacitor-run
motor, the auxiliary circuit is arranged to provide high effective
capacity for high starting torque and to remain connected to the
but with reduced capacity during the running period.
In the
single-value capacitor or capacitor split-phase motor, a relatively
small continuously-rated capacitor is permanently connected in one
of the two stator windings and the motor both starts and runs like
a two-phase motor.
In the repulsion-start single-phase motor, a drum-wound rotor
circuit is connected to a commutator with a pair of short-circuited
brushes set so that the magnetic axis of the rotor winding is
inclined to the magnetic axis of the stator winding.
The current
flowing in this rotor circuit reacts with the field to produce a
starting and accelerating torque.
At about two-thirds full load
speed the brushes are lifted, the commutator is short circuited and
the motor runs as a single-phase squirrel-cage motor.
The
repulsion motor employs a repulsion winding on the rotor for both
starting and running.
The repulsion-induction motor has an outer
winding on the rotor acting as a repulsion winding and an inner
squirrel cage winding. As the motor comes up to speed, the induced
rotor current partially shifts from the repulsion winding to the
squirrel cage winding and the motor runs partly as an induction
motor.
mIn
the split-phase motor, an auxiliary winding in the stator is
used for starting with either a resistance connected in series with
the auxiliary winding (resistance-start) or a reactor in series
with the main winding (reactor-start).
The split-phase motor is
used in refrigerators, air conditioners,
freezers, and other
compressors involving high starting load.
1.4.3 FAILURE MODES
Failure rate models included in this
identified failure modes of the individual
modes and their failure causes and effects
1. Failure rate models or estimates for
parts are discussed or referenced in this
I.
Bearings
2.
Windings
3.
Brushes
4.
Armature (shaft)
5.
Stator Housing (casing)
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section are based upon
parts. Typical failure
are listed in Table 14the following component
section:

Table 1i4-1.

Electric Motor Failure Modes

ELECTRIC MOTOR FAILURE MODES
FAILURE CAUSE

FAILURE EFFECT

COMPONENT

FAILURE MODE

BALL OR ROLLER
BEARING

WORN OUT
a) SPALLING
b) CREEPING OR
SPIN

POOR
LUBRICATION;
CONTAMINATION;
OVERLOADING;
OR HIGH
TEMPERATURE

NOISY; HEAT
BUILD-UP;
ARMATURE
RUBBING
STATOR;
SEIZED

ELECTRICAL
WINDINGS
(ROTOR OR
STATOR)

a)
b)

EXCESSIVE HIGH
TEMPERATURE

MOTOR WON'T
RUN

HOUSING

a)

ARMATURE

BRUSHES

OPEN
SHORT

SPARKING AT
BRUSHES
FATIGUE;
EXTERNAL
SHOCK;

LEAKAGE OR
DUST INTO
MOTOR; SHORTED

VIBRATION

OR SEIZED

CRACKED

a)

SHEARED
SHAFT

FATIGUE;
MISALIGNMENT;

SEIZED;
ARMATURE

b)

CRACKED
ROTOR
LAMINATIONS

OR BEARING
FAILURE

RUBBING STATOR

IMPROPER
MAINTENANCE;
CONTAMINATION;
HITH

EXCESSIVE
SPARKING;
CHATTER OR
HISSING NOISE;

TEMPERATURE;
LOW
ATMOSPHERIC
HUMIDITY;
IMPROPER
CONTACT

MOTOR RUNS TnO
FAST OR TOO
SLOW UNDER
LOAD

WORN OUT

PRESSURE

SLEEVE BEARING

WORN OUT

EXCESSIVE LOAD

SEIZED; NOISY;

(BELT

HEAT BUILD-UP;

TENSION); TOO

ARMATURE

FREQUENT

RUBBING STATOR

STAR13 AkND
STOPS UNDER
HEAVY LOADS;
POOR
LUBRICATION
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The models developed in this chapter will be based on an AC
fractional horsepower (FHP) type motor, although it will fe general
enough to be applied to most motors.
Therefore, a specifi(. motor
being analyzed may not need to include all' the failure vates due I.-,
its lack of certain parts (e.g., brushes).
14.4

3
-

I
5

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The model developed is based on a fractional or integral
horsepower AC type motor, although it will be qeneral enough to be
applied to most motors.
The reliability of an electric motor is dependent upon the
reliability of its parts, which may include: bearings, electrical
windings, armature/shaft, housing, and brushes. Failure mechanisms
resulting in part degradation and failure rate distribution (as a
function of time) are considered to be independent in each failure
rate model.
The total motor system failure rate is the sum of the
failure rates of each of the parts in the system:
Ax

I

I

= IBE + IWI + BS

Where:

+

A

+ AST + IGE

(14-1)

N= Total failure rate for the motor system,
failures/million hours
bearings,
failure
rate
for
IBE =
Total
failures/million hours
AW1
Total failure rate for electric motor
windings, failures/million hours
XBS

= Total failure rate for brushes,

failures/million hours
= Total failure for the armatur'e shaft,
failures/million hours
= Total failure for the stator housing,
failures/million hours
= Total failure for gears, failures/million

IA
'I
3

3
3

I

IST
AGE

hours
The failure rates for all the parts in the
summed before the system failure rate can be
models for shafts, housing (casings), gears,
found in Chapters 10, 8, and 7, respectively.
for brushes is under development.

1
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motor system must be
found.
Failure rate
and bearings can be
A failure rate model

14.5 FAILURE RATE MODELS FOR MOTOR WINDINGS
The electric motor windings failure rate,
Equation (14-2):
SAWl =

WI,B

CT * Cv • Cf • Calt

AIW, is

derived by

(14-2)

Where:

XWI,B = Base failure rate of the electric motor
windings, failures/million hours
CT = Multiplying factor which considers the
effects of ambient temperature on the base
failure rate
Cv= Multiplying factor which considers the
effects of electrical source voltage
variations
Cf= Multiplying factor which considers the
effects of electrical source frequency
variations
Calt = Multiplying factor which considers the
effects of operation at extreme elevationss
kWI,B is the base failure rate of the specific motor as supplied
by the motor manufacturer.
For fractional horsepower motors, it
can be estimated from Equation (14-9).
The C factors are described
in the following paragraphs.
14.5.1 Temperature
Heat is the primary limiting factor of motor windings.
Heat
causes the windings to age and deteriorate, so after time they
break down and lose their insulation quality.
When this happens
the related electrical components "short" and the motor burns out
or blows a fuse.
Under normal operating conditions, the insulation material used
in the windings of electric motors is generally reliable, thereby
making the windings themselves a reliable component.
The life of any given insulation material depends on the degree
of heat to which it is exposed.
Equations (14-3) through (14-6)
reflect the temperature C factors for four insulation classes,
it
should be noted that the insulation life increases beyon! normal
life expectancy as temperature is
dropped below the rated
temperature. Also, these factors were developed from NEMA standards
for drip-proof and totally enclosed fan-cooled, integral horsepower
motors with 1.0 Service Factor.
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A

normlizecd at 1.05
• (5 2X"o.5) e°0 3('r*6s)

SI
S• .a

SClass F Insulation,

I

(1.4 X ;0-5) eo'°A6(T÷9•)

, Class 11 Insulation,

3

-I

9

(tS)

(14-5)

normalized at 180 "C

CT = (9.8 X IC"-5) e

Where:

(14-4)

normalized at 155 OC

CT= (1.5 X
I0-1 eo°'s

--

5

(14-3)

B Insulation, normalized at 130 "C
CT =

3I

0C

°1.01(T-1 4 0)

(14-6)

T = Ambient temperature during full load
operation, OC

rhe winding temperature is determined by measuring both the
ambient and the hot temperature resistances of the windings.
The
resistance measurement gives an average temperature which is more
representative than spot measurements with a thermometer.
This
method has become standard because of the dimensional restrictions
of so many motor designs, which prevent the use of thermometers.
Since variation in ambient temperatures during operation is mo-e
convenient to estimate, Equations (14-3) through (14-6) above have
been adjusted for the maximun allowable temperature rise by
resistance and windinas "hot spot" temperature for each insulation
class.
The equations emphasize tho importance of avoiding motor
overloads in order to maximize insulation life.
However, short
peak IGads involvs such & short time that their effect oni
insulation life is iegligible.
The correction factor for the wirnings of a fract. onal
hcr~e.ower motor for virying ambient temperatures is given by:
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S=10O•'

Where:

(14-7)

-

+1273 -T

CT101F7To

147

÷2731

T = Ambient temperature during operation,
To

°C

= Ambient temperature rating of windings,

OC

14.5.2 Temperature Cyclin*
In many instances, a motor is not run in a steady state
temperature environment.
Many MIL-STD testing pi.ocedures specify
cyclic ambient temperature profiles (i.e., MIL-STD-810D).
One such
example of an elevated ambient cyclic temperature profile is shown
in Figure 14.1.
A "C" factor for the windings of a fractional
horsepower motor, given a temperature profile, can be developed by
computing an "equivalent" winding characteristic
life, then
"comparing this value to the value normalized at the windings rated
temperature.

1T

CT

l lL

T.-273
+

=t

L--'

...

+

L..

L3

To = Ambient temperature rating of windings, °C
tj = Time at each temperature interval, i,
representing the number of intervals, hours
(See Figure 14-1 for example)
Li = Characteristic winding life at each
temperature interval, as represented by
Equation 14-9 (i representing the number of
intervals), hours

Where:

The
winding
Weibull
Characteristic
temperatures can be computed from:

__3 57

=

Where:

(14-8)

t+

1O

Life

for

cyclic

1

(4--9)

Tjt273

Ti - Temperature at each cyclic interval, i,
representing the number of intervals, °C
(See Figure 14.1 for example)
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14.5.3 yQ
.jg• Frequency Variation
The motor horsepower rating on the nameplate may not necessarily
indiceate the motor's maximum capacity. The motor is often designed
with extra capacity built in to allow for variations. Voltage and
fraquency are two of these variations.
A standard motor may
operate successfully with the following variations,
but not
necessarily in accordance with standards established for operation
at normal voltage and frequency.
A standard motor will operate successfully when the variation in
frequency does not exceed ±5% of normal, or when the voltage does
nct exceed ±10% of normal.
A failure rate multiplying factor can
be established for frequency and voltage variations outside these

limits:
For V, >

£

I|
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oio

Cv = 0. 01 100 -

Where:

VA __
VR

x 100

21-0

VR = Rated Voltage
VA = Actual Voltage

For VA < VR:

VR VA
Cv = 0.01

00 +

10
(14-11)

R

For FA > FR:

Cv

Where:

= 0.01 100 -

FR

(14-12)

_

FR = Rated Frequency

FA = Actual Frequency
For FA < FR:

Cv

= 0.01

+

(00
FR -F

0

)

(14-13)

14.5.4 AJtiM1f
The influence of altitude on the life of a fan-cooled motor may
be tabulated based on a 50% reduction in life for every 100C
increase in temperature.
Table 14.-2 is a tabulation of failure
rate multipliers for altitude/temperature conditions applicable to
fan-cooled motors which are not enclosed.
For totally enclosea
motors, altitudes to 60,000 feet will not influence life as
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compared to sea level.

Table 14-2.

(ft

ALTITUDE
x 1000)
S.L.
25
30
40
50
60

I

Multiplying Factor, Cal,
for the Influence of
Altitude on Motor Life for Fan-Cooled Motors

SEA LEVEL MOTOR TFE4PERATURE RISE
20-C
30 0 C
40 0 C
50 0 C
60'C
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
16.0

8.0
---

1

I
U
I
I
I
I
I
5

I
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1.0
1.0
1.0
8.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
4.0
---..
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1.0
1.0
2.0
16.0
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ACCUMULATORS,

15.1 INTRODUCTION
An accumulator is
are used for:

RESERVOIRS AND PRESSURE VESSELS

a device used to store energy.

Accumulators

- fluid supply

- pump delivery pulsation damping
- system pressure surge damping

I
I

I

- leakage and thermal expansion compensation
- emergency and standby power source
In a hydraulic system the energy is stored as a fluid under
pressure and often used to smooth out the delivery flow of pumps.
A reservoir is a device for collecting and storing a fluid under
ambiert conditions.
This chapter includes a discussion of the
reliability of these and other vessels which may include boiler
assemblies, gas pipes, gun tubes and other containers subject to
environmental stress.
Typical accumulator designs are shown in Figure 15.1. A dead
load accumulator is comprised of a single acting vertical cylinder
which raises a heavy load or weight.
A dead load accumulator can
be designed for large volumes but correspondingly heavy weights are
needed resulting in a large physical size.
The advantage of this
type of accumulator design is the constant discharge pressure.
whereas all other types exhibit a variation in pressure with
respect to volume of fluid stored.

Charr~ing 'alh

B

Dead load

BrcaBhar

Is
ho

le

Fluid"--

I
3

I

Figure 15.1

Typical Accumulator Designs
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A spring loaded accumulator contains a spring whi.ch moves within
As the volume of fluid in the accumulator is
a cylinder.
increased, the spring is compressed and the spring force is
The minimum pressure in the accumulator depends on the
increased.
The advantage of this design is its
designed spring preload.
simplicity. The piston stroke and, therefore, the volume of fluid
which can be stored is limited by the physical characteristics of
the spring.
A gas loaded accumulator is designed to utilize a compressed gas
A piston
such as nitrogen or air to pressurize the stored fluid.
Gas loaded
or bag is tised to separate the fluid and gas.
accumulators can be very large. As discussed in the next section,
accumulators are usually designed to be operated in the vertical
The fluid pressure as a function of fluid volume in a
position.
gas loaded accumulator depends upon many factors such as the gas
being used, the temperature of the gas and its pressure - volume
characteristics.
15.2 FAILURE MODES
In any type of accumulator utilizing a piston the cylinder bore
has to be machined, and wear will occur between the piston and
Seals are built into the piston and these are
cylinder body.
Depending on the accumulator
subject to wear and leakage.
The response of the
a
factor.
be
application, response time may
dead load accumulator will be somewhat slow due to the high inertia
of the load and piston. The response of spring loaded accumulators
will depend on the age of the spring and its modulus of rigidity.
A response of a piston type accumulator will be adversely affected
by the inertia of the piston and the effect of seal stiction.
Although a piston type accumulator can be used inclined to the
vertical, the rate of wear will be increased due to the additional
Failure of a piston type accumulator tends to be
side load.
gradual caused by deterioration of piston seals and wear in the
Failure of a bag type gas loaded accumulator will
cylinder bore.
by the rupturing of the bag or diaphragm.
caused
sudden
be more
The failure rate of a bag type accumulator may also depend on its
narrow unit subject to sudden
physical characteristics, a tall
discharge could cause the poppet valve to lock closed a partially
discharged unit.
A spring loaded accumulator must be evaluated closely for
reliability to verify compatibility between the spring material and
Any leakage past the seal could have a
the surrounding medium.
deteriorating effect on the spring material and its compression
200
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properties or fatigue failure.

SI

Table 15.1

3

Failure modes of Accumulators

FAILURE MODE

FAILURE CAUSE

LOCAL EFFECT

Seal leakage

Embrittlement,
wear, distortion,
incompatibility
with medium,

Leakage past
piston, internal
leakage at valve,
external leakage

Worn cylinder bore
or piston surface

Contaminants,
interaction with
fluid medium

Puor response,
leakage, loss of
pressure

Loss of spring
tension

Corrosion

Incompatibility
with fluid medium.
Material flaws,
stress

Fracture

concentration due

to tooling marks

S

3

Poor response

Piston stiction

Spring
misalignment,
surface wear,
corrosion

Loss of pressure

Ruptured gas bag
External leakage

Improper operating
position; loss of
fluid causing
movement of bag.
Seal leakage

Leakage past piston

Wear; PV

or bag; sudden
discharge of fluid

characteristics of
gas; operational

from accumulator

procedures

Jammed output valve

Refer to chapter on
valve assemblies

Leakage of charge
gas into fluid
system
Inoperative
accumulator

3

One of the main applications of an accumulator is the damping of
fluid system pulsations or surges.
The system effects of these
pulsations must be evaluated as part of any reliability analysis.
In some applications the pulsations are unimportant as they are
partially smoothed by pipes upstream of the pump.
A critical
element of the reliability analysis is the effect of an accumulator
For
on the probability of failure of other system components.
example, a failed valve assembly within the accumulator which

3
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prevents fluid discharge may not be immediately detected and damage
Shock
to other components may occur due to pressure transients.
waves produced as a result of the sudden closing of a downstream
valve, for example, travels through the system fluid to the far endU
of the system and a decompression wave is formed which travels back
These waves travel back and forth until the energy
to the valve.
is expended. The more rapid the valve closure, the more severe the
Without detection of an accumulator
pressure transient generated.
failure, severe degradation and damage to system components could
be occurring without operator or maintainer knowledge.
15.3

FAILURE RATE CONSIDERATIONS

15.3.1 9el

Specific failure modes of seals and procedures to determine
their failure rates under different operating environments are
Of particular interest in the design
discussed in Chapter 3.
evaluation of accumulators and other pressure vessels is the
The
compatibility of the fluid medium and the seal material.
position of the accumulator in the fluid system must also be known
to determine the side load on the piston and corresponding stress
on the seal.
15.3.2

I
ig

S•

Specific failure modes of springs and procedures to determine
their failure rates under different operating environments are
For most accumulators the failure rate
discussed in Chapter 3.
equations for static springs can be assumed. The reliability of a
spring is very sensitive to corrosion and the compatibility of the
fluid and spring material must be considered.

5
3

15.3.3 FistQnDCylinder
The wear rate of the piston surface and cylinder bore will be
operating
sensitive to the position of the accumulator in its
environment. Tilting of the accumulator from its vertical position
will alter the side load of the piston. This parameter and others
effecting the reliability of the piston/cylinder are included in
the reliability equations contained in Chapter 9.

i

15.3.4 yals
The reliability of valve assumblies which may be contained
within the accumulator is determined using the equations contained
One particular failure mode to be considered in the
in Chapter 6.
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design evaluation is the possibility
SI
of a sudden discharge of fluid
causing the output valve to operate without fluid and creating an

I

air lock.

3

15.3.5 StutrlCnieain
The fluid contained within an accumulator under pressure creates
stresses in the walls as shown in Figure 15.2. The state of stress
is triaxial.
A longitudinal or meridional stress acts parallel to
the meridian; a circumferential, or hoop, stress acts parallel to
the circumference; and a radial stress acts outward at the surface.
Ifthe walls of the accumulator are relatively thin (thickness t is
less than one-tenth
the radius r)
and of uniform shape,
longitudinal
and
circumferential
stresses
will
be
uniform
throughout the thickness of the wall and the radial stress,
although varying from zero at the outside surface to a value equal
to the internal pressure at the inside surface can be considered
negligible.
Reference 38 provides equations for determining the
stress levels of thin
walled pressure vessels.
The shell
thickness is designed to keep the maximum stresses below the yield
strength of the material.
The design thickness is the minimum
required thickness computed by code formula plus an allowance for
corrosion.

E
I
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SFigure
3
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15.2

Stresses created in walls of accumulator
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The bursting effect of internal fluid pressure creates a
circumferential pressure in the wall of the accumulator.
Total
force acting on a half cylinder as shown in Figure 1.5.1 is:
(15..-i)

FC = 2PriL
Where:

P = Internal pressure

ri = Internal radius
L = Cylinder length

The resistive force due to ciroumferential stress, ac acting on
the cylinder wall to achieve equilibrium must equal force F.
Fc = 2atL.

Substituting Fc in equation 15-1 for equation 15-2 provides the
following relation:
cc = Pri/t

(15-3)

This equation provides the maximum circumferential stress in the
vessel wall on the assumption that end closures provide no support,
such as is the case for long cylinders or tubes.
The equilibrium
of forces in the longitudinal direction gives:
F1 = wPr

2

(15-4)

and the corresponding longitudinal stress is:
al = Pr 1 /2t

(15-5)

The effects of end plates and joints on the accumulator is a
reduction in strength of the accumulator due to riveted joints,
welding and other fabrication techniques.
This reduction is
accounted for by including a joint efficiency parameter, n, in the
circumferential
stress equation and qC in
the equation for
longitudinal stress.
minimum strength of joint

strength of solid material
This addition provides the following equations:
204
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ac = Pri/til,

(15-6)

aI - Pri/2tqc

(15-7)

and:

The relative strength (efficiency) of a joint depends upon its
design and type of joint.
Table 15-2 provides efficiencies that
may be expected in the various types of joints if they are well
designed.
TABLE 1M-2

APPROXIMATE EFFICIENCIES OF JOINTS
(References 57 and 58)

TYPE OF JOIWT

DESIGN

INSPECTION

EFrICIENCy

Single
Double
Triple

Sample-Full

50 - 60%
60 - 70%
70 - 80%

Single
Double
Triple
Quadruple

Sample-Full

6' - 70%
75 - 83%
80 - 89%
85 - 94%

Riveted Lap Joint
Riveted Butt Joint

3
Welded Butt Joint

Single
Double

I

I

70 - 100%

wrP2

(15-8)

and the resistive force due to circumferential

stress is:
(15-9)

Fc W 2wrtac

3

65 - 90%

The actual value for the efficiency parameter from Table 15-2 will
depend on the confidence level in manufacturing techniques and
quality control.
The ends of the accumulator are often hemispheres. The internal
pressure in a thin spherical shell will create two mutually
perpendicular circumferential stresses of equal magnitude and a
Again a thickness/radius ratio of less than 1/10
radial stress.
provides a minimal value of radial stress.
The force on the
hemisphere due to internal pressure P is:
Fc-

I

Not radiographed to
Fully
I radiographedI
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Substituting Fc in equation 15-8 for equation 15-9 provides
equation for maximum stress at the hemispherical ends.

an

(15-10)

cc = Pri/2tq

It will be noted that for the same wall thickness, the spherical
ends of the accumulator provide twice the strength.
The
hemispherical ends, tnerefore, are sometimes thinner than the
cylindrical section. Equations for various shapes of accumulators
can be found in standard textbooks.
If the wall thickness of the pressure vessel is more than onetenth the radius, the circumferential and longitudinal stresses
cannot be considered uniform throughout the thickness of the wall
and the radial stress cannot be considered negligible.
Again
Reference 38 provides the equations for different shapes of thick
walled containers.
The Lam6 theory for determination of stresses
in the walls of thick cylindrical shells considers a mutually
perpendicular, triaxial, principal-stress system consisting of the
longitudinal, circumferential and radial stresses acting at any
element in the wall.
The Lam6 equations provide the following
solutions to calculating thick walled accumulator stresses (ref
57):
m

2

(15-1i1)

pr1-

02__- r 2

=

O•

r1

2

Pi2

ro

p=2

or 2 =

1o

1
r 2
-ri

2

-

-

2

(15-12)

r 2 ro22

(15-13)

p) r

-

r o0 2

P

-

(p

PO

I2 2

- Pj

P
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]RELIABILITY CAL(ChIA' rONS
The structural aspects of accumulator or pressure vessel
reliability depend on the stress/strength relationships of the
materials.
The standard definitoion of reliability
fincludes the
r,,2.obability that the strength random variable will exceed the
Atress r,..ndom variable as shown in Figure 15.3.
R = P(13 > s)

Where:

R
S
s

- P(S-S)

0

(15-14)

Reliabilitv
Strencgth random variable
Stress randon. variable

The stress is used to indizate any agency that tends to induce
"failuile"11 while strength indicates any agency resisting "failure";
"failure' meaning failure to function as intended.
Failure is
defined to havre occurred when actual stress exceeds actual strength
for tJhe firrt
time.
n

Where:

S

IS

n = Factor of safety
• = Mean value for the strength
AS = Mean value for the stress

The designer/analyst must estimate the tail
probabilities
stress and strength variables based on previous experience
intimate knowledge of the design and operating environment.
lower and upper limits on these probabilities quantify
uncertainty of tne estimates.
The probability distributions
ultimate tensile, yield, and endurance strengths of steels
found to be ncrmaily distributed.
The standard normal variabie of (S - s) will be equal to,

VS
Where:
I207

(15-15)

+Go(15-16)

aS
standard deviation of strength
as= standard deviation of stress

for
and
The
the
of
are

fs (S)
and

f)

Strength

Stress

I

f(s)

~- 311

as

as-<

II

Interference

Area

Figure 15.3

Stress Strength Relationship

The relationship between reliability and z is shown in Figure
(15-4).
The value of z and reliability can be determined
mathematically using published tables of the normal distribution.
15.5 PRESSURE VESSELS
If a cylinder fitted with a piston encloses a quantity of gas,
the maximum possible energy given to the piston by the expansion of
gas is:
El -

Where:

PV/k -

1 -

(nRT/k -

1)

E

- energy, in-lbs
P
Initial pressure in cylinder, lb/in2
V - Initial volume in the cylinder, in 3
k = ratio of specific heat
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CHAPrER 16

THREADED FASTENERS

1.6.1

E
I

3

I

INTRODUCTION

Methods of fastening or joining components include threaded
fasteners,
welding, brazing,
soldering,
and various adhesive
bonding systems. One advantage of threaded fasteners is that they
permit disassembly of the equipment for maintenance and repair.
Threaded fasteners also allow the use of automated as well as
standard manual tools for assembly and installation procedures even
under restricted conditions.
And significantly, the multitude of
available sizes, materials, finishes, and strength levels of
mechanical fasteners provides a strong design support system for
optimum structural compatibility, even under wide environmental
extremes.
The reliability of threaded fasteners in a given
operating environment depends on the strength of materials, methods
of fabrication and assembly, and the stress levels created by
fatigue loads and environmental conditions. This chapter considers
the reliability performance of externally and internally threaded
fasteners.
16.1.1 Externally MThread%
Fateners
Bolts and screws are fasteners with a formed head on one end and
an external thread on the other end.
Studs are fasteners that
incorporate external threads at each end.
Structural bolts and
screws are installed through prepared holes in the material, to be
joined.
Various lengths of bolts and screws are produced to
accommodate the thickness of the material to be fastened and the
additional length of thread needed for proper engagement with the
nut or with the internal tapped thread.
These fasteners are
subjected to tensile, shear, bending, and fatigue loads sensed by
the joint.
They also respond to the environment imposed on the
joint, which may include temperature extremes or exposure to
various corrosive conditions.
Studs represent a special class of externally
threaded
fasteners, and a number of configurations have found wide use in
design.
Double-end studs are threaded at both ends; they can be
mated with two nuts, or one end of the stud can be installed in a
tapped hole and a nut employed on the other end to tighten or
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secure the joint. Another configuration is the continuous-threaded
stud, which has been utilized both in general-purpose joining and
in special classes for high-temperature and/or high-pressure
bolting.
16.1.2 Intn•h•f
b
atd _
erdi
Specific fastening devices which incorporate internal (female)
threads include nuts and inserts. They are intended to engage with
the external threads of bolts, screws, and studs, and should be
compatible to develop the full rated strength of the external
thread.
One aspect of threaded fastener performance that is of concern
is the fastener's susceptibility to loosening as a result of severe
vibration or dynamic loadings acting on the joint. Since vibratory
stresses cannot be totally eliminated, several methods have been
developed which have proven effective in maintaining fastener
integrity.
Self-locking nuts are integral fasteners which incorporate
in the nut element a controlled high-torque feature which is
designed to prevent rotation off the external threads, even if the
initial tightening torque is
completely relaxed.
The same
principle of an inherent self-locking feature is often extended to
screws used in tapped holes.
. Chemical thread-locking systems include anaerobic and epoxy
adhesives which are applied to the fastener threads before
installation, and which cure and effect a permanent bond after
assembly.
Cotter pins are a supplemental locking device used with a
slotted or castellated nut. They are installed through a drilled
hole in the bolt threads to prevent rotation or movement of the nut
after installation.
Safety lock wiring is also a supplemental locking system.
Usually two or more fasteners in series must be wired to prevent
rotation in the "off" direction.
The nut end can be wired using
slotted or castellated nuts and bolts with drilled holes. However,
the predominant use of safety wiring is to secure screw heads which
have been drilled to accommodate the wire where the screws have
been installed in tapped or blind holes.
Lockwashers are used to resist the loosening effects of
vibration, and come in a wide variety of designs tor various
applications.
Conical spring washers are typically made of
hardened and tempered steel that is slightly concaved.
These
washers deform when the bolt is tightened, acting as a spring that
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compensates for small losses in bolt tension due to thermal
expansion or compression set of the gaskets.
Helical spring
washers employ a single-coil helical spring that flattens under
load.
The spring action assists in maintaining the bolt load,
while the split edges provide a locking action by biting into the
bearing surfaces.
Toothed lockwashers provide a gripping action
resulting from the teeth biting into the material of the bolt head
or nut, and being deformed axially, with the application of tension
from bolt torquing.
All locking systems should be compatible, For example, using an
elastic stop nut (a nut with a deformable plastic insert) on a male
thread drilled for use with a cotter pin, may destroy the holding
capability of the nut because of damage to the insert.
Thre.df
Inch-series thread forms were developed and used by countries
employing the English system of measurement. In the United States,
standards have been predicated on a 600 screw thread angle,
originally standardized as the American National thread.
Since
1948, the accepted standard has been the Unified thread form, which
also specifies a 600 angle.
The relationship between nominal diameter and the number of
threads
par
inch
is
referred
to
as
the
"diameter-pitch
combination." There are several prominent thread forms which cover
the majority of standards intended for general engineering use.
Coarse-thread series. This is perhaps the most widely used
series of commercial and industrial fasteners.
The thread fonm is
particularly advantageous for applications requiring rapid assembly
or disassembly, or for threading into lower-strength materials,
such as castings, soft metals, and plastics.
0 Fine-thread series.
For the same nominal diameter, this
series incorporates more threads per inch. The result is a larger
tensile stress area than that of the same size coarse thread,
contributing to the greater strength capability of fine-thread
fasteners.
These fasteners are normally used where the ler~gth of
thread engagement is short, or where a snaller lead angle is
desired.
Fine-thread-series fasteners are used extensively in
aerospace and in applications where coarse threads would not be
suitable.
*Other series include the extra-fine-thread, 8-thread, 12thread, and 16-thread series.
In addition to establishing diameter-pitch combinations, the
Unified screw-thread system also defines the distinct profile and
16.1.3
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identification requirements for several screw-thread forms.
The
basic thread for the bulk of commercial and industrial fasteners is
the Unified form, identified as "UNC" for the coarse-thread series
and "UNF' for the fine-thread series.
16.2

FAILURE NODES

16.*2.1 J~~rýnJb~J
e~n
The phenomenon of hydrogen embrittlement in threaded fasteners
has been mostly associated with high-strength (over 160 ksi) steel
parts which have been furnished with either zinc or cadmium
electroplating. During the plating process, atomic hydrogen can be
trapped in or under the plating. Other sources of hydrogen can be
traced to material pickling or alkaline or acid cleaning.
Unless
the free hydrogen is removed, when the fastener is used and
stressed, as in a structural application, the hydrogen can attack
the grain boundaries.
The result is rapid crack propagation and
often catastrophic failure of the steel fastener.
Two major ways to avoid the problems of hydrogen embrittlement
are to (1) bake the fasteners in a subsequent operation after
plating to remove the excess hydrogen and (2) use mechanical
plating processes in lieu of electroplating. Mechanical plating is
the process of using glass beads to cold-weld a ductile metal
(e.g., cadmium, zinc, etc.) onto a metal substrate by mechanical
energy.
Coating thicknesses are more uniform than when the 'hot
dip' process iE used.
However,
hot-dip fasteners have more
corrosion protection built-in,
due to the greater coating
thickness.
Usually, it is necessary 'to chase the hot--dip coated
threads with a die, since the coating is not uniform.
16.,2.2

fLguM

The importance of fatigue strength properties is associated with
the fact that when failure is encountered,
it
is invariably
catastrophic in nature, arid often occurs without warning. Research
has established that rolled threads exhibit higher fatigue life
than machined or ground threads.
Further, threads rolled after
heat treatment show better fatigue performance than comparable
threads rolled before heat treatment. In addition, factors such as
proper b3olt head design, cold work of the head-to-shank fillet,
quality control of the basic material used, and minimization of
possible metallurgical defects all contribute significantly to
improved fatigue life.
With respect to fatigue performance, it has been observed that
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failures normally develop at stress levels well below the static
The two main types of joint fatigue
strength of the fastener.
For shear-loaded
loading are shear fatigue and tension fatigue.
joints, fatigue failure normally occurs in the plate or sheet
hole
The applied fatigue or dynamic stresses,
material.
and
amount of induced bending,
hole clearance,
preparation,
shear
influence
which
fastener preload are some of the factors
joint fatigue life.

16.2.3

Tggp~eratize

Both high-temperature and low-temperature (cryogenic) service
in
nuclear systems,
practice
in
exposures are experienced
energy
systems,
transportation,
electronics,
aerospace,
construction, and similar applications.
Characteristically, materials used at cryogenic temperatures
will show an increase in tensile strength, but may sacrifice
ductility. Conversely, at elevated temperatures, tensile strength
and above critical service
properties are usually reduced,
temperature limits they may drop off dramatically.

I

I

16.2.4 Lgad and Torque
For every fastener system, there is an optimum torque range to
develop the design clamp load. This is normally referred to as t~ie
Over torquing can result in
"torque-tension relationship".
subsequent relaxation, or even
possible
and
bolt
yielding
excessive
Too low an initial
thread stripping and failure on installation.
torque can contribute to potential fatigue and/or joint loosening
with extended service life.
There are a number of factors which affect and influence the
nominal torque-tension relationship, including condition of the
condition and squareness of the joint, method and
threads,
equipment for torquing, installation from the nut or bolt head end,
Possibly the most influential factor is the
and lubrication.
lubrication (plating and/or supplemental lubricant) on the fastener
system, since the effective coefficient of friction can alter the
installation torque requirements by as much as 50 to 100 percent.

I

16.2.5 Bolt and Nut CogDatibility
Particularly where high-strength bolts are used, critical
attention must be given to specifying the correct mating nut.
Inadvertent specification of a lower-strength (grade) nut invites
the possibility of nut thread stripping under high tensile loading.
But more significantly, a weaker nut will not adequately develop

3
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the full clamp load capability of a high-strength bolt when
subjected to the necessary installation torque.
As a rule of thumb, the thickness (height) of a nut should
approximate the diameter of the equivalent mating bolt to develop
the full tensile strength properties of the bolt,
f the bolt and
nut materials have the same strength.

16.2.6

YibrAtin

Whereas fatigue loading is presumed to be relatively high with
respect to the strength of the threaded fastener or the joint,
vibration loads are relatively low, but may be associated with
various ranges of cyclic frequencies. Critical combinations of
frequency, loading, and amplitude can force a structure into
resonance, often with catastrophic results. While the overwhelming
majority of operating structures are not subjected to conditions of
resonance, the vibration forces present (including random and
steady-state vibration, shock, and impact) are sometimes serious
enough to drastically affect the threaded fastener system.
Under repeated or extensive vibration, there is a tendency for
the nut to rotate or loosen of f the bolt threads.
Continued
vibration can actually result in the nut completely disengaging
from the bolt, with subsequent loss of the bolt from the joint.
Not as severe, but just as important, vibration loosening can
reduce or completely relax the original preload in the bolt,
causing the bolt to sense increased fatigue loads with continued
exposure.
What may have first
started as vibration loosening may
actually end as a fatigue failure because of the complex stress
mechanisms involved.
16.3

STRESS-STRENGTH MODEL DEVELOPMENT

16.3.1 Static Preload
The most important factor that determines the preload induced in
a bolt is the torque applied to tighten the bolt.
There are
several methods commonly used to apply a predetermined torque. The
torque may be applied manually by means of a wrench which has a
dial attachment that indicates the magnitude of torque being
applied.
Pneumatic air wrenches are also widely used.
Another
method is to tighten the nut by hand and then use a wrench to give
the nut a predetermined number of turns.
An empirical equation can be used to show the relationship
between induced preload and applied torque:
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T = dFic

Where:

Uc

(16-1)

T = Applied torque, in.-lb
d = Nominal bolt diameter, in.
Fj = Initial
preload, lb
c = Torque coefficient, and is
relationship (Ref. 62):

;AI,sec 40

dm

2d

Whc:e:

+ tan 4

1 - (p, seci tan*)

) + J(i

given by the

d

2d

= Mean thread diameter, in.
= Nominal bolt diameter, in.
= Mean bearing face or collar diameter,
= Bolt thread coefficient of friction
= Coefficient of friction at bearing
face of bolt or nut
I = Thread half angle, degrees
* = Thread helix angle, degrees

d.
d
dc
•
I

(16-2)

in.

IC

I

3
3
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For most applications, the value for the torque coefficient can
be approximated by the values listed in Table 16-3.
The values
presented are 'typical'
because of the wide range of values
reported from coating manufacturers.
The user is cautioned to
consult the noted reference in critical applications.
A simple bolted joint can also be dangerous unless it
is
properly designed for the loading and assembled by a trained
mechanic.
In any fastening situation, the basic aim is to
determine as accurately as possible the least expensive fastener
that, when properly tightened, will secure a joint during product
life. Properly applied assembly torque produces the wedging action
of the fastener threads that elongate the bolt to produce tension.
Tension (or preload) induced in a fastener at assembly should
always be greater than any external load the joint will experience
in service.
A preload ensures optimum performance if it prevents
the clamped parts from separating in service.
Thus a preload
should always exceed any external load or payload.
The fastener
generally remains unchanged until the external load exceeds the
preload. Therefore, the higher the preload, the greater potential
there is
for withstanding larger external loads.
This is
applicable to perfectly rigid joints, which solid, metal-to-metal
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joints approximate.
A high preload also helps to retain friction
at the joint interface, which is important when shear loads are
present.
For the case of the fastener joint loaded statically, if the
preload properly exceeds the external loading, a joint will remain
in service.
However, there are instances mentioned previously in
Section 16.2, that can cause relaxation of the preload or an
increase in the external loading, causing premature failure of the
fastener joint.
16.3.2 TN=tre
VZta
Changes in temperature must be considered in fastener joint
design, in that they can act to change the clamping force in joint
and/or the tension (preload) in the fastener.
If at any time
during operation, the external loading exceeds the preload of the
fastener at operating temperature, the fastener is conisidered to
have failed.
Therefore, the desired (room temperature) preload,
with correction factors for temperature effects can be modeled as
follows:
Fiamint=

Where:

t°Pr
[E2

-•*Ksaj

(AL 0

L
LE

-

ALB)

(16-3)

Fi,or = Fastener design preload at elevated
operating temperature, lbs.
El = Modulus of elasticity at room
temperature, psi
E2= Modulus of elasticity at elevated operating
temperature, psi
2
Fastener tensile stress area, in
A=
(See Table 16-2)
AU
Change in length or thickness of the
joint, in, i.e. (new thickness due to
expansion) - (orig. thickness)
ALO= Change in grip length (LG,
See Fig 3.6.1)

the fastener,
expansion)

LE
KSR

-

in,

i.e.

(orig.

of

(new length due to

length)

=Effective length (as defined in Figure 16.1)
of fastener, in
Correction factor accounting for stress
relaxation in the fastener at elevated
operating temperatures
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LL = LG + 1/2 (fastener
head height + nut
thickness ] in inches

I
Figure 16.1

I
I

I
I

I
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Determining Effective Fastener Length (LE)

Table 16-i presents values of material moduli of elasticity vs.
various temperatures.
It should be noted that the equation above
will have lower preloads at room temperature assembly, if the
fastener joint is designed to be operated at a lower temperature
(lower temperatures increase the stiffness of a bolted assembly).
Designers must also be aware that the strength of most bolts
decreases with rising temperatures, as illustrated in Table 16-2.
Table 16-4 contains the values of coefficients of linear
expansion for typical bolting material and joint material.
These
values are used in computing ALj and ALB of Equation (16-3).
It is
necessary to note that the coefficients themselves, are temperature
dependent.
The values in the table are based or room temperature.
For evaluations of temperatures 400°F and above,
the noted
reference should be consulted.
At elevated temperatures, with
dissimilar joint/bolt materials, if the joint material expands more
than the bolt material, the bolt will develop more stress or
preload (Fi, 0X) than it
was designed to experience.
To the
contrary, if the bolt material expands more than the joint material
at elevated operating temperatures, this will act to lessen the
design bolt preload.
The correction ter:m in Equation (.16-3) is
therefore sudbtracted from the preload at assembly (Fil Wet) to
account for these situations.
It has been determined that at greatly elevated temperatures,
many materials experience a slow increase in length under a heavy,
constant load.
This phenomenon is called creep.
A bolted joint
as&.embly may experience a slightly different phenomceron, under
which a steady loss of stress in a heavily
i
oia.ed part Vhhose
dimensions are fixed or constrained,, called stress relaxiation.
The second factor (K1u) in Equation (16-1) accounts for this
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time/temperature dependent "stress relieving" when the bolted
assembly is to be operated at extreme temperatures.
Figure 16.2
contains several plots of correction factors for various bolt
materials, derived from stress relaxation data over an elevated
temperature range after 1000 hours exposure at each temperature.
From the fairly
.onstant initial
ranges of each curve in Figure
16.4, it is evident that the stress relaxation effect is of concern
only at the higher temperatures (i.e.,
600OF and above).
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(2) Residual Stress Reduction for other aterials can be derived via
Gieske's Correlation (Ref. 63) (Given creep data @1000 hrs &spec. temp);
residual stress in a bolt = stress that produces 0.01T, creep

Figure 16.2.

Stress Relaxation Factor, KSR' for Various
Operating Temperatures & Materials
(After 1000 Hours) (Ref. 63)

Stress relaxation losses are not repetitive in temperature
cycling situations.
The material stress value stabllizes at some
This is
because the
lesser value after some period of time.
tendency to relax decreases as the tensile stress (the driving
force) in the bolt, decreases.
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Corrosion is a problem often faced when dealing with bolted
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assemblies. Excessive corrosion can eventually lead to a reduction
in preload, or to the total loss of clamping force through
destruction of material.
Several methods (Ref. 63) used to combat
the onset of corrosion are as follows:
1.
Select materials in the joint assembly (bolts,
nuts,
structure) that are identical, or as close together as possible in
the galvanic series, minimiLing electrical potential differences.
"2. It is desirable, in a situation of dissimilar metals, to have
the larger amount of material present to act as an anode, while the
smaller amount of material behaves as the cathode.
3. Introduce a 'sacrificial'
anode, that can be replaced from
time to time.
This can be a block of material placed in the
vicinity of the bolted joint, where material is sacrificed in a
galvanic reaction.
4. Minimize stresses and/or stress concentrations in fasteners
and joints by providing generous fillets,
polishing surtaces,
preloading bolts uniformly, etc.
Stress tends to mak.a a material
more anodic.
Therefore, stress concentrations at the root of a
crack will make that portion of the bolt body more anodic, with
respect to the adjacunt portion; this aids in the growth of fatigue
cracks.
5. Various coatings can resist corrosion by (a) providing a barrier by isolating the bolt from the
corrosive environment,,
Cadmium is a common coating,
which provides barrier protection.
(b) inhibiting the process of corrosion.
(c) prcvide galvanic/sacrificial protection of the anodic
material. Z inc-coated, or 'galvanized' fasteners provide
sacrificial
protection,•
along
with
some
barrier
protection.
6. Periodic replacement of the xixlts, prior to failure, can be
a practical solution.
This approach intensif.ies the
eed tbe
able to accurat;elyy predict the amount of life remaining in a
fastener,
so that the bolIted asslemblies are not distmantled
prematurely.
Stress corrosion cracking is one of the more serious problems
for bolting engineers.
This if relatively common in many bolts,
and may oltimately
ead to sudden and unexpected failure (See
Figure 16-3).
Althoug.h every metal.ic. boltting material is
susceptible to stressG co
oir cirackr i ng under certain conditions,
I

I
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carbon steel and low alloy quenched and tempered fasteners with a
hardness below about 35 HRC are generally immune (for environments
such as humid air, aqueous chloride, etc.) (Ref. 63).

F

Figure 16.3

Stress Corrosion Cracking

A mathematical model can be developed to make an approximate
assessment of the useable life remaining in a fastener through the
manipulation of the empirical relationship (Ref.
63) for the
determination of safe levels of applied stress to resist stress
corrosion cracking:
a

K15 cc (n a)o*-

Where:
KI0

CUW

(16-4)

a - Nominal stress, psi
= Threshold stress intensity factor for
5
stress corrosion cracking, psi-inO.
(See Figure 16.4)
= Material shape factor,

considered 1.5

for fasteners with thireads
a - Material crack/flaw depth, in
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Equation (16-4) can be re-written to generate an expression for
the maximium preload, Fi,aabient, which can be safely applied at the
time of joint assembly and prevent failure from stress corrosion
cracking:

F
iA8c

Where:

i
*

I
B
I

0

As
Kscc

Cthd

(-

a]-

(16-5)

ia

2
AS = Fastener tensile stress area, in
(See Table 16-1)
CDia = Correction factor for varying bolt
diameters & thread pitch

A correction term has been added to Equation (16-5), since there
is a relationship between the depth of the threads on a fastener
and its sensitivity to stress corrosion cracking.
Generally, the
larger diameter fasteners of a given material will have a lower
threshold stress level than small bolts.
For the same reason,
fasteners with fine pitch threads are less sensitive than those
with coarse threads. Various correction factors for bolt sizes are
given in Table 16-5.
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16.3.3.1
Estimating the Remaining Life of a Fastener in a
Corrosive Environment
The following paragraphs
illustrate an approach to the
estimation of useable life remaining in a fastener susceptible to
the effects of corrosion (in
the form of stress corrosion
cracking).
A. Determine the desired design preload at ambient conditions
to be developed by the fastener.
B. Using this value, solve Equation (16-5) for the maximum crack
depth, a.
This value should be between the limits,
bolt surf. finish tolerance : a Ž twice thread depth.
Once the value, a, has been solved for, and it has been checked
to exist between proper boundaries, it can be correlated to a plot
of corrosion data.
This corrosion data should include samples of
the same material, exposed to the same type of atmosphere used to
compute the KISCC factor.
The weight loss per area of specimen
exposure can be computed using the following equation:
W = 0.03 y a
Where:

(16-6)

W = Weight per unit surface area, g/100 cm2
y = Bolt material density, g/cm3
a = Bolt material crack/flaw depth, in

After solving Equation (16-6) for W, the user may enter the graph
in Figure 16.5 to estimate a useful bolt life.
Much work has yet to be done in determining characteristics of
the many fastener materials that aid in the prediction of the onset
of failure due to stress corrosion cracking.
The estimation is,
however, subject to the following constraints, due to the limited
experimental data available:
l.Susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking can increase
significantly with elevated temperatures; model estimation is
limited to room temperature applications.
2.K,,, values shown in Figure 16.4 are limited to low alloy,
quenched & tempered fastener materials, such as:
- ASTM A193 B7, B16
- ASTM A490, A307, A540
- SAE J 429 GR.8
-

3.

AISI

4340

The corrosive environment used to derive the experimental
data was based upon humid air.
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For the most
Machinery in operation is a dynamic situation.
part then, fasteners used in many applications have a small dynamic
These dynamic
load superimposed on a much larger static prelcad.
or 'fluctuating" loads are augmented by stress concentrations and
bending.
16.3.5 Determination of Base Failure Rate
Data available from fastener manufacturers that have performed
extensive testing, can be used to determine the base failure rate,
somewhat specific to the
since this data is
MacHowever,
to
often ofdifficult
it is rate
test,failure
of the base
environment
conditions
a specific
will yieldhthe
locate data orthat

S
i

I
3
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type of fastener, under a particular set of loading conditions.
This necessitates the development of a procedure to estimate the
various
with
fastener,
generic
a
of
rate
failure
base
characteristics and loading conditions.
Fatigue, as discussed in Section 16.2, can limit the useable
Fatigue limit
life of a fastener in a dynamic loading condition.
testing can be valuable in developing a model for fastener failure
rates.
A large number of tests are necessary to establish the
fatigue strength of a material due to the statistical nature of
225

fatigue.
One of the most widely used fatigue testing devices is
Figure
the R.R. Moore high speed rotating beam machine (Ref. 62).
16.6 illustrates the specimen and method. A motor spins a slender,
round, solid, polished test specimen, supported at each end but
loaded in pure bending. The majority of published fatigue strength
The generated
data was obtained using this method (Ref. 61).
bending stress and the number of stress reversal revolutions of the
beam, required for failure, is recorded and graphed.

3 16

9'

Pure bending

R.

7.5 mm diameter
polished specimen

Pivot point
Bearings

Pivot point

Drive motor

-Bearongs

for cycles

Room temperature.
Load

Figure 16.6

Diagram of Rotating Beam Machine,

with Detail of Specimen (Ref.

61,62)

The stress values become less as the data is plotted against an
The graph becomes horizontal
increasing number of stress cycles.
in the case of ferrous metals and alloys after the material has
This is referred to
been stressed for a certain number of cycles.
as the 'endurance' or fatigue limit. Table 16-6 presents endurance
limit properties for several bolting materials. Aluminum, or other
nonferrous materials do not have a horizontal asymptote, hence
To develop a model to predict fastener failures under
limit.
is necessary to correlate the results of
dynamic loading, it
tests to the geometry and loading
fatigue
material
standard
conditions of the fastener to be used. It must be noted that even
when the material of the test specimen and that of the mechanical
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fastener are identical, there will be significant differences
between the fatigue curves for the two.
Therefore, although
correction factors will be presented in an effort to compensate for
this, the user is cautioned that the analytical model developed
will not yield absolutely precise results.
If the shape of a fatigue curve is known, the statistical number
of cycles to failure, N, or ultimately the expected failure rate,
IF,B, Ican be found.
If the S-N diagram is not available, there
exists a means to analytically determine it
(Ref. 62).
If the
equation of the S-N curve is given by:

U

of =aNb

I
£

Where:

(16-7)

of = Fatigue stress at failure, psi
N = Number of stress reversal cycles
at failure, cycles
a,b = See Equations (16-9) & (16-10)

By taking the log of both sides of Equation (16-7), and using
the following definitions from Ref. 39, the following are noted:

I

• the endurance limit cccurs at N=10 6 ,
3
• low cycle fatigue terminates at N=10 ,
• S-N curves terminate low cycle fatigue
at of = 90% of material ultimate tensile
strength (OT,ult)
Then:

I

ft

log of =log a + b(log N)
and solving for a,b:

a =TUlt
(0.9

I

(16-9)

ae

and:

3

1

(16-8)

2
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b

b 1(log

Where:

(16-10)

(0.9)0"'t

ce = endurance or fatigue limit,

psi

The actual known fastener endurance limit value (Table 16-6) can

be substituted for (ae) in Equations (16-9) and (16-10) above.
If
the specific endurance limnit is not known (which is generally the
case) an endurance limit for an S-N test specimen (of the same
material) can be used.
If this data is not readily available, an
approximation can be made using the relationships in Table 16-7.
16.*3.*6
Corretion Factors iar
Ih S-Nes
SW ce
.Datm
The S-N test specimen must be corrected for the specific
conditions and geometry of the fastener under consideration.
Correction factors have been established to account for the
individual contributions by surface finish, size differential,
loading, temperature, etc.
The following equation should be
employed when utilizing S-N data for fasteners based on rotating
beam test specimen results:

aelcozz

Where:

= O,_

*

Csz

* CL 0 CT

Cz1

*

cxI

(16-11)

=e,cor=
Endurance

or fatigue limit, corrected
to reflect fastener, psi

Ge,S.= Endurance or fatigue limit of S-N test

specimen, psi
CSZ= Factor for the effects of size deviation
from the S-N test specimen
CL
Factor to include the effects of
different loading applications
C=
Factor for the effects of elevated
temperatures
C1 = Factor accounting for severity of
in-service cyclic shock (impact) loading
Cs
= Factor for the effects of surface coatings
CK= Stress concentration factor for fastener
threads
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SI
It should be noted that rotating beam data generally carries
with it,
a great deal of scatter.
Therefore,
any
life
determinations based on the data will be statistical at best.
No
attempt has been made in Equation (16-11) to account for the
statistical uncertainty.
It has been suggested that rotating beam
data reflects a reliability in actual survival of only 50%
confidence.
A factor of 0.814, applied to Equation (16-12) is
encouraged by Reference 61, in order to introduce a 99% reliability
confidence level in S-'N endurance test data and estimates.
16.3.7 SiZVeFact,
(Csz)
Smaller machine parts tend to exhibit greater fatigue strength
than larger ones, all other configurations and material properties
being equal.
Since larger surfaces have more defects overall, the
A correction
probability of failure is greater in larger parts.
factor is established to account for this, as well as the bending
of a solid circular material, without constant rotation (Ref 62):
For bending or torsional loading:

0=

I
IFor
3

Where:

D

-0

-

(16-13)

Basic major diameter of fastener,

2 inches or less
axial loading:
C

=

1

16.3.8 Alternate
ding,- (CL)
Appropriate load factors are presented in Table 16-8.

i
U
3

16.3.9 Texperature Factor. (CT)
Typical rotating beam data is acquired at room temperature.
However, fasteners are often called upon to clamp equipment at
higher temperatures.
Since a decline in static and dynamic
strengths, creep, and thermal expansion must all be taken into
account at higher temperatures, the following factor should be
applied to the S-N test specimen data to achieve correction:
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operating above 160°F:

For s

CT

Where:

620
(460 + Tope)

(16-14)

10m = operating temperature of fastener,

F

16.3.10 Cyclic Shock/Ipmact Loading. (Cl)
A correction factor must be applied when shock loads are
present.
In general, cyclic loads are less severe than applied
shock loading.
The factors are presented in Table 16-9.
16.3.11 Surface CoatingS. (Cx)
Surface treatments such as electroplating and spraying act to
reduce the endurance limit.
If any of these operations are to be
used, Table 16-10 provides the correction factors.
16.3.12

Thread Correction Faor,.-.

(CK)

Observations of typical bolt failure pattern data from Ref. 62
have revealed that only about 15% of failures occur under the head,
due to the stress riser caused by the fillet.
The risers found in
the thread area accounted for the other 85%.
Therefore, Table 1611 presents the correction factor for stress risers caused by the
introduction of threads.
The effects of notch sensitivity and
surface finish have been incorporated.
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Table 16-1.

SPECIFICATION
ASTM
A193

3

I

I

I

Elasticity Modulus (306 psi) as a
Function of Temperature (Ref. 63)
TEMPERATURE, degrees F
-200
70
400
600

GRADE

-325

B5
B6
B7
B8-CL 1
B16

32.9
31.2
31.6
30.3
31.6

32.3
30.7
31.0
29.7
31.0

30.9
29.2
29.7
28.3
29.7

29.0
27.3
27.9
26.5
27.9

28.0
26.1
26.9
25.3
26.9

26.1
24.7
25.6
24.1
25.5

31.4

30.8

29.5

27.7

26.7

24.2

ASTM
A307
ASTM
A320

L7
L43
B8

31.6
31.6
30.3

31.0
31.0
29.7

29.7
29.7
28.3

27.9
27.9
26.5

26.9
26.9
25.3

25.5
25.5
24.1

ASTM
A325

Type
1,2,3

31.4

30.8

29.5

27.7

26.7

24.2

ASTM
A354

31.2

30.8

29.3

27.5

26.5

24.0

ASTM
A4 49

31.2

30.6

29.3

27.5

26.5

24.0

A4ASTM
A453

30.3

29.7

28.3

26.5

25.3

24.1

ASTM
A490

31.2

30.6

29.3

27.5

26.5

24.0

ASTM
A540

B21,B22
B23,B24

31.6
29.6

31.0
29.1

29.7
27.6

27.9
26.1

26.9
25.2

25.5
23.0

SAE
J429

GR 1.,2,4
GR 5,7,8

31.4
31.2

30.8
30.6

29.5
29.3

27.7
27.5

26.7
26.5

24.2
24.0
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800
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Table 16-2

SPECIFICATION

GRADE

Bolt Yield Strength (ksi) as a
Function of Temperature (Ref. 63)
TWPEFRATU"i.,
400
600

70

ASTM
A193

B8-C1

1.

ASTM
A307

GR B

ASTM
A320

L7,L43,L7A

Stainless

420

30

21

18

36

31

27

105

92

84

80

71

66

degrees F
800

1000

17

73
93

Steel

Table 16-3.

Typical Torque Coefficients (Ref.

FASTENER MATERIAL/COATING

TORQUE COEFFICIENT

Aluminum on AISI 8740 alloy steel

0.52

Mild or alloy steel on steel
Stainless steel on mild/alloy steel

0.20
0.30

1" dia. A490
1" dia. A490 (rusty)*
Black Oxide
Cadmium plate (dry)
Cadmium plate (waxed)
Galvanized A325
Galvanized, hot-dip A325
Gold on stainless steel or
beryllium copper
Graphitic coatings
Machine Oil
Moly paste or grease
Solid film PTFE
Zinc plate (waxed)
Zinc plate (dry)

0.18
0.39
0.18
0.20
0.19
0.46
0.09 - 0.37
0.40
0.09 - 0.28
0.21
0.13
0.12
0.29
0.30

Exposed outdoors for two weeks
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Table 16-4.
3 ECIF1.CATION

3

400

600

800

ASTM

B5

6.5

7.0

7.2

7.3

A193

B6
B7

5.9
5.6

6.4
6.7

6.5
7.3

6.7
7.7

B8

8.5

9.2

9.5

9.8

B16

5.4

6.6

7.2

7.6

6.4

7.1

7.4

7.8

5.6
6.2
6.2
8.5

6.7
7.0
7.0
9.2

7.3
7.3
7.3
9.5

7.7
7.6
7.6
9.8

ASTM
A325

6.2

7.0

7.3

7.6

ASTM
A354

6.2

7.0

7.3

7.6

ASTM
A449

6.2

7.0

7.3

7.6

9.1

9.7

10.0

10.2

6.2

7.0

7.3

7.6

ASTM
A307
L7
L43
L7M
B8 CL 1

651

ASTM
1

Table 16-5.

1.0 and below
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
*

I

1

Correction Factors for UNC Thread Bolt
Sizes, (Ci) Derived from Data (Ref. 63)

BOLT DIAMETER
(inches)

3

degrees F

70

ASTM
A453

SA490

ITEMPERATURE,
GPhDE

ASTM
A320

I

Thermal Coefficients of Linear Expansion
(10-6 in/in/F:i evaluated at 70 0 F (Ref. 63)

BOLT MATERIAL HARDNESS'
31 HRC
38 HRC
22 HRC
1.0
0.93
0.87
0.84
0.84
0.84

Data based on imax initial
to thread depth

1.0
0.92
0.87
0.82
0.82
0.82
crack depth (a)
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1.0
0.95
0.88
0.85
0.85
0.85
equal

Endurance Limit Properties
Various Bolting Materials

J.6-6.

Table

MATERIAL GRADE
OR CLASS

SIZE RANGE
1/4 - 1 in
1 1/8 - 1 1/2 in
1/4 - 1 1/2 in
1/4 - 1 1/2 in
M16 - M36
M1.6 - M16
M5 - M36
M1.6 - M36
M16
M14 x 1.5

SAE 5
SAE
SAE
ISO
ISO
ISO

7
8
8.8
9.8
10.9
ISo 12.9
Metric M16, CL 8.8
Metric M14 x 1.5
SAE J429, GR 8
Metric CL 10.9
M10, grade 12.9

M12 x

1.25

for
(Ref.63)

ENDURANCE LIMIT
18.6 kpsi
16.3 kpsi
20.6 kpsi
23.2 kpsi
129 MPa
140 MPa
162 MPa
190 MPa
10.2 ksi
7.1 - 11.4 ksi
18 ksi
8 ksi
6.9 - 10.7 ksi

Formulas for Estimating the Endurance Limit
(Oe,SN) of S-N Test Specimens (Ref. 61)

Table 16-7.

, where aT,at :

For S

0.5 OTult

e,S.N

For ateelj;,

200,000 psi:

where aT,ult > 200,000 psi:
0,0•000

oes.N=

psi

For A•luminum Alloywnt~il:*
ae,S.-=
For

Aluminum Alloys (-jAS•a:*
ae,S.N

*NOTE:

0.4 aT,ult

-

0.3 cT,ult

is
for nonferrous alloys
The endurance limit
taken to occur at approximately 108 cycles
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Table 16-83.

3

62)

CL

Axial (aT,ut
220 kpsi)
Axial (aT ult > 220 kpsi)

0.923
1.0

1.0
Torsion & shear

3

(Ref.

OF L)AD APPLIED

-TYPE

SBending

Load Factors

Table 16-9.

0.577

Correction Factor for Impact Loading
(Ref.

61)

IMPACT CATEGORY

I
z

I
I

C1

LIGHT (rotating machinerj - motors, turbines,
centrifugal pumps)
MEDIUM (rotary & reciprocating motion machines
compressors, pumps)
HEAVY (presses for tools & dies, shears
VERY HEAVY (hammers, rolling mills, crushers

Table 16-10.

1.0
0.8

-

0.6
0.4

Correction Factor for Surface Coatings
(Ref.

61 & 62)

ISURFACE TREATMENTCC
Electroplating
w Electroplating

I
3

I

nickel,

cadmium)

Metal spraying

Table 3.6-i.1.

0.65
1.00

___"0.86

Endurance Limit Reduction Factor

for Threaded Elements,
SAE G'RADE
0 - 2
~4
-8

1

(chromium,
(zinc)

ROLLED
2.2
3.0
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C, (Ref.

MACH.INED
2.8
3.8

62)
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CHAPTER 17

j

MECHANICAL COUPLINGS

I

INTRODUCTION

17.1

I
I

A coupling, typically, is a device which makes a semi-permanent
connection between two shafts. Various types of couplings have been
developed, and can be classed according to the relative position's
of the coupled shafts. Fig. 17.1 illustrates common types of
couplings. This chapter will examine the collinear shaft coupling
and the intersecting shaft centerline coupling, or "universal
joint", to which it is often referred.
Of the three basic designs of collinear shaft couplings shown in
Figure 17.1, the most widely used employ mechanical connections.
These mechanically connected couplings can be further grouped into
either flexible or rigid types.

I

~NGS
(Relative s•aft position)

(Parellel)

(Collinear)

(Intersecting)

IHOOKE'S

HOOKE'S

IENOIX-WEISS

SCHIDT(Basic Design)

ELCTOMECNICAL

ffI
#HAIL
(Function)

C7[OLLLAR

OVROD-U~iAJK

RELEASE

1

FYWHEEL

E
I

CHAIN

]

I

COMRESSION]

MAT~RA

MECHIANICAL

FLEXJIIY

rLEX181urT
J~

[ELASTOMER

Figure

3|?3
i

1`7.1

Common

ClassiAItcatioxt
(Ref. 75)
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17.1.1 agid Collinear Shaft Couplings
Rigid couplings are used when shafts have good collinear
alignment. Although simple in design, rigid couplings are usually
restricted to relatively low speed applications where good shaft
alignment or shaft flexibility can be expected.
Three major types
of rigid couplings are shown in Fig. 17.2.
-The clamp/compression type coupling relies on the clamping
force developed from the fasteners to connect the two shafts.
Torsional forces are normally transmitted via shaft keys.
-The sleeve type coupling is generally a single piece housing
that transmits torque via shaft keys or tapered bushings.
Axial
positioning of the coupling is maintained by retaining rings or
threaded shaft collars.
-The flange coupling mates two coupling halves together in a
plane that is perpendicular to the shaft centerline. Torque can be
transmitted between shafts either via the bolted fasteners in the
flange, or the frictional contact between flange faces.

5
I
I

I
i

I

SECTIO A-A

PAA

FLANGE TYPE

CLAMP/COMPRESSION TYPE

SLEEVE/COLLAR TYPE

Figure 17.2 Rigid Couplings
Ref. 76)
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Flexible couplings are used to connect collinear shafts subject
to one or more kinds of misalignment, while reducing the effect of
shock and impact loads that may be transferred. between shafts.
Figure 17.1 indicates that these types of couplings can be further
classified
into
tree
groups:
couplings
employing
material
flexibility,
couplings
employing mechanical
flexibility,
and
couplings utilizing both types of flexibility.
Flexible
Figure 17.3 shows examples of flexible couplings.
couplings employing rigid parts (mechanical flexibility)
transmit
torque without backlash or angular play other than that due to
manufacturing tolerances and wear.
These types of couplings are
generally incapable of dampening the transmittal of shock and
impact loads. The bellows type coupling is used in applications
involving large amounts of shaft misalignment, combined with low
radial loading. The disc-type coupling can accommodate a smaller
amount of angular misalignment than the bellows type, but by adding
additional metallic. "disks",
radial load (torsional) carrying
capacity can be greatly increased.

£,,
T"M
I

I

3

h--+o

BELLOWS TYPE

FLEXIBLE INSERTTYPE

DISC-TYPE

Figure 17.3
Flexible Couplings
(References 66,75,76)

1

I
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components (material
Flexible couplings containing resilient
misalignment, as well as dampen
can accommodate shaft
flexibility)
This type of coupling possesses torsional
shock and impact loads.

devices by altering the
flexibility, often acting as "detuning"
vibration properties of the connected system. The flexible insert
type coupling shown in Figure 17.3 transmits torque through an oil
resistant rubber spider assembled between two pairs of axially
overlapping rigid jaws.
Examples of the third type of flexible coupling type (material
and mechanical flexibility) are the metallic grid and the diaphragm
coupling. The metallic grid coupling consists of two metal halfbodies with slots cut into the peripheries to seat a serpent like
spring steel alloy grid. The deflection of the springs under load
thereby utilizing the best
loading,
help to reduce shock
characteristics of material and mecharnical coupling flexibilities.
Table 17-1 indicates the range of performance characteristics
Due to the varying ranges of
possible with flexible couplings.
caution must be taken in
some
performance, it is easy to see why
selecting the correct coupling for the operating conditions to be
Diaphragm couplings are rated for high speed
encountered.
operation, but accept only a small amount of misalignment.
Although elastomeric and gear type couplings can accommodate a fair
amount of angular misalignment, in general, the gear coupling is
Again, a tradeoff must
rated to accept heavier duty (horsepower).
made, since gear couplings require periodic maintenance in the
replenishment of lubrication and seals.
A representative graphic comparison of flexible coupling types
Figure 17.4(a) shows the clear
Figure 17.4.
sr..wn in
is
flexible coupling over the
material
superiority of an elastomeric
other two types when angular and parallel shaft misalignments are
excessive. However, the mechanical flexibility of the disk-type or
metallic grid can carry a much greater load at smaller degrees of
This is illustrated in Figure 17.4(b).
shaft misalignment.

j

I
I

17.2 FAILURE MODES OF FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS
various failure modes encountered when using
Table 17.2 lists
flexible couplings. Many of these failures can be avoided by
properly selecting the correct type, size and rating for the
intended operational environment.
Coupling reliability is affected by the method used to mount the
coupling hub on the shafts of connected qquipment. The preferred
between hub and shaft of
procedure is to use an interference fit
Although
diameter.
shaft
of
inch
per
inches
0.005
approximately
240
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clearance fit
connections work satisfactorily
for certain types ot
machinery, this practice should be avoided on any critical
piece of
equipment, because the reliability
of the system car, be affected.
The most common cause of failure in this
instance would be fretting
of the coupling bore and of the shaft, and rolling of the key
within the keyway due to looseness in the connection.
Table 17-1.

3

Typical Flexible Coupling Performance
Characteristics (Ref. 77)

TOLERABLE NISALIGNIENT
ANGULAR
PARALLEL
AXIAL

(XOPLING

TYPE

(C)

Bellows

5-10

Diaphrdqam

.17-.33

(in)

0.008-0.010

(in)

NAXIIUN
SPEED

(rpm)

0.035-0.055

Elastomeric

----

3.0

0.031

3.0

0.034-0,145

Metallic
Grid

I

.06-.25

.002-.02

(Ib-in/deg)
2,618-

34,300-

0.06-0.2

21,250-

1.2-

0M031

7,000
5,800-

170
10-

1,900
5,4001,830
10,000540

476.7
402,507
0.6711,900

I
Gear

RPPM

0.127

0.166

.5/disc pac

TRSI)NAL
RIGIDITY

----

12,300
Disc

HP PER
100

.012-.05

14-

35,989
----

4,270
281,348
25,0001.58M

STEEL DISK OR GRID

16

U
""Rubber element llfe

f

will be shortened due
to internal heat generation

z

.- STEEL DISK

or GRID

4.
Y/,6
PARALLEL, IN.(b)

i

U

V.

MISALIGNMENT

~(a)()

Figure 17.4

3

O

u.

RUBBER**

'-

z
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Failure Modes for Flexible Couplings (Ref

Table 17-2.

CORRECrIVE ACTION

PROBABLE CAUSE

FAILURE MODE
l WORN FLEXING ELEMENT OR SHAFT
BUSHINGS

78)

0 EXCESSIVE SHAFT

* REALIGN COUPLING AND

MISALIGNMENT

SHAFTS TO MEET
SPECIFIED TOLERANCES

• SHAFT BEARING FAILURE
* HIGH-PITCHED OR STACCATO NOISE
• RUPTURED ELASTOMERIC FLEXING
ELEMENT
* SHEARED HUB PINS OR TEETH
* LOOSE HUBS ON SHAFT, SHEARED KEYS

0 TORSIONAL SHOCK OVERLOAD

9 FIND AND ELIMINATF
CAUSE OF OVEIRLGAD
* USE LARGER COUPLING

0 FATIGUE OF FLEXING ELEMENT
OVERHEATED ELASTOMERIC TIRE
OR SLEEVE
FATIGUE OF HUB PINS OR DISCS
WORK, GEAR TEETH
STACCATO OR CLACKINC NOISE
LOOSE HUBS ON SHAFT, KEYSEAT
WALLOW

e TORSIONAL VIBRATION
v EXCESSIVE STARTS AND STOPS

a USE LARGER COUPLING
ICR VIBRATION AND
START/STOP OPERATION
* ADDFLYWHEELTO
HUB FOR TORSIONAL
OVERLOAD

"•
"*
"*
"*
"*

a HIGH PEAK-TO-PEAKTORSIONAL
OVERLOAD

* REPLACE OR REBUILD

* SHAFT BEARING FAILURES
* HIGH-PITCHED WHINE
a MOTOR THRUS) BEARING FAILURE

• LUBRICANT FAILURE

* SWOLLEN OR CRACK!D ELASTOM:RIC
FLEXING MI-MBER
• LUBRICANT FAILURE
* SEVERE HUE CORROSION

• CHEMICALATTACK

0 USE MORE CHEMICALLY
RESISTANT FLEXING
MEMBER OR HUB
o COAT HUBS

* DISTROTED OR DETERIORATED
ELASTOMERIC FLEXING MEMBER
* LUBRICANT FAILURE

* EXCESSIVE HEAT

o USE MORE HEATRESISTANT FLEXING
MEMBER OR LUBRICANT

* SHATTERED FLEXING MEMBER
* LUBRICANT FAILURE

e LOW TEMPERATURE
(BELOW OF)

* USE SPECIAL LOWTEMPERATUI E RUBBER
COMPOUND'S., AND
LUBRICANTS

COUPLING

Initial alignment of machinery is one of the most critical
factors affecting coupling performance and reliability; this is
It should be
true regardless of the type of coupling employed.
remembered that flexible couplings are basically in-line devices
which are intended to compensate for small amounts of shaft
misalignment caused by bearing wear, foundation settling, thermal
The more attention paid to initial alignment, the
growth, etc.
larger the reserve margin that will exist for accomplishing the
intended purpose of the coupling. There are definite advantages to
aligning equipment to more precise values than
be gained from
The primary advantage, of
those recommended by the manufacturer.
course, is that the reserv3 margin for accepting misalignment
during the life of the machinery is thereby increased.
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Another factor to be considered, and one which is most important
to satisfactory performance, is adherence to the manufacturer's
bolt torquing recommendations.
Loose bolts can induce fretting
corrosion, as well as hammering and pounding which will eventually
destroy the bolts and coupling discs.
Equipment maintenance is probably the most important factor
affecting the life of the operating experience of gear couplings in
the petroleum refining industry.
Indications from the field show
that at least 75% of all coupling failures are due to lack of
lubrication.
It should be kept in mind that even a well aligned
gear type coupling requires periodic replenishment of the lubricant
due to heat, oxidation, etc.
Some failure modes can be experienced with the accumulation of
operatinq time. Specifically, shaft misalignment can develop after
many cycles of operation as a result of:
-Settling Foundations.
Once a coupled system's bed plate is
grouted, it may experience settling due to foundation conditions.
During welding operations of the bedplate, residual stresses may
warp the base, causing difficulty during initial alignment.
-Thermal Growth.
Due to differences between component material
thermal expansion coefficients, at elevated operating temperatures,
shaft centerlines may "grow" to be farther apart than at room
temperature. In situations where a system will normally operate at
elevated temperatures (i.e. steam turbine driven equipment, etc.),
the zero misalignment condition should be set at these elevated
In addition, total operational scenarios must be
temperatures.
considered.
If the system has a substantial cool-down or warm-up
period of operation, then consideration must be given as to whether
or not operations can be sustained during these periods of
misalignment.
-Connecting Piping Reactions.
If,
during extended operation,
piping braces loosen or fail, the coupled components may have to
support excessive reaction loads from connecting pipes.
This can
put a severe strain on bearings and coupling alignment.
-Vibration. Excessive vibration can act to bring about material
fatigue, fastener loosening, or stress corrosion cracking.
After
extended operation, component wear can open clearances and augment
vibration amplitudes. Increased vibration can act to worsen shaft
misalignment.
-Bearing Wear.
Lack of lubrication, contamination of the
bearings, and wear can deteriorate a bearings performance over a
period of time.
Bearing failure can increase vibration, which can
in turn, add to shaft operational misalignment.
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17.3 CHARACTERISTIC COUPLING EQUATION
In machine design, it often becomes necessary to fasten or join
the ends of two shafts axially so that they will act as a single
unit to transmit power.
This transmission is characteristically
described in Equation 17-1:
396,000 HIH d
47t N I
Where:

c=
d

=

(17-1)

Yield strength of the coupling in shear,
Outside diameter of coupling, in

HIH = Input shaft horsepower
N = Shaft speed, RPM

I

=

Polar moment of inertia of coupling,

psi

in4

Calculated strbss from Equation (17-1) can be converted to an
expected coupling life through various empirical data developed by
various manufacturers for different types of couplings.
An example of the type of data that coupling manufacturer's
develop when testing their coupling designs is shown is Figure
17.5.
This type of data is often difficult to obtain, in that it
is company proprietary.
The data is also design specific and
carries speed and load limitations.
The stress calculated from
Equation (27-1), can be converted to a base failure rate using
relationships such as thcse pictured in Figure 17.5.
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Figure 17.5

Stress as a Function of Cycles to Failure
for a Disc-type Flexible Coupling (Ref. 71)
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17.4

FAILURE RATE MODEL FOR COUPLING

In the event that manufacturer's data is not readily available,
a base failure rate for a coupling can sometimes be derived from
the sum of its component parts. In the case of a gear coupling, the
base failure rate is given by:
AGE + XSE +

iWhere:
I

p=
AGE
ASE

'H(17-2)

Failure rate of coupling,
failures/million cycles
=
=

Failure rate of gears,

failures/million cycles
Failure rate of seals,
failures/million cycles
Failure rate of coupling housing
including hubs, failures/million cycles

Ifl

I
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Figure 17.6

Gear Coupling (Ref.

65)

Each of the failure rate terms contained on the right side of
Equation (17-2) have been developed under different chapters
contained within this handbook.
The user is referred to them for
a complete evaluation.

I
I
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17.5 UNIVERSAL JOINT (INTERSECTING SHAFT CENTERLINE COUPLING)
The universal joint, also known as the Cardan or Hooke Coupling
consist of two yokes, connected by a cross through four bearings.
The universal joint can be used in place of couplings where the
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It
.Q11y misalignment between shafts is angular and permanent.
cannot be used to compensate for parallel misa].ignment of axial
play. When this device, pictured in Figure 17.7, is operated at an
angle, 6, nonuniform motion is developed. When the driving yoke of
the joint is operating at a uniform rotational velocity, the driven
yoke rotates non-uniformly with respect to angular displacement,
velocity, and acceleration.

S"•_•
Cross

Figure 17.7
17.6

linik C

2

w2

Typical universal Joint (Ref 74)

CLARACTERISTIC EQUATION FOR UNIVERSAL JOINT

A relationship for the output shaft velocity (W2) as a function
of the input velocity (wi), the angle between shafts (6), and the
angular displacement of the input shaft (0) is given by (Ref. 74):

W2

1

Ca
-

(17-3)

Cosa

sin2 8 sin2 0

The characteristics of Equation (17-3) are plotted in Figure
The motion of the joint has the following characteristics
17.8.
(Ref. 79):
1. The average angular displacement and velocity is uniform.
if the driving yoke rotates one revolution, the driven
That is,
However, during this one
yoke also rotates one revolution.
(0) and
displacement
angular
incremental
the
revolution,
i.nstantaneous

angular

(w2)

velocity

and

acceleration

transmitted uniformly through the joint.
2. The angular displacement of the driven yoke (02)
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are

not

during one

1

I
i

3I
I
m

U
I

3

revolution lags and leads the driving yoke twice.
3. Assuming constant input motion of the driving yoke, the
driven yoke has a maximum difference of output angular velocity
(w2 ) with respect to the driving yoke when the driving yoke lies in
the plane described by the joint angle (6),
and also, when the
driving yoke is normal or perpendicular to this plane. The driven
yoke has the same instantaneous angular velocity (wI = W2) as the
driving yoke at approximately 45 degrees from the joint angle plane
for small joint angles.
4.
The
maximum
instantaneous
angular
acceleration
and
deceleration of the driven yoke occurs when the angular velocity of
the driven yoke is the same as the driving yoke (ý '= ()2).
Also,
the maximum acceleration and deceleration coincide with maximum lag
and lead respectively.
5.
The
incremental
angular
displacement,
vel.ocity,
and
acceleration increase as the joint aigle (6) increases, but at an
increasing rate.
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Figure 17.8

3

CONSTANT DRIVE SHAFT,

degrees

Velocity Characteristics of a Universal

Joint

The principal
advantages of the universal joint are its
relatively low cost tc, manufacture as well as simple and rugged
construction, combined with long life and ease of serviceability.
In addition to providing the necessary torque capacity in a limited
operating space, the joint has the thrust capability to withstand
relatively high, externally imposed axial forces which may be
produced, for example, by a sliding npline when shaft length
changes are required during vehicle suspension movements

The universal joint becomes a much more useful coupling device
when it
is used in tand,.m with another universal joint. In such
applications, a constaat velocity ratio between input drive shaft
and output. drive shaft iz established. The restrictions for this to
occur include:
- the input and output shaft yokes must lie
in the same plane
- the angles between driver, dr~i.ven, and connecting shafts must
be equal (Refer to rigure 17.9).
Through the years.
the universal joint has found the most
widespread usage in the passenger car, truck, and various other onSand off-highway vehicle driveline, axle drivesLaft, power take-off,
.:,nd steering shaft systems.
Other applications have been in
aircraft,
railway, marine, agricultural, industrial And stationary
drive system instollat.ions.

Figure 17.9

Universal Ji.nts
Used in Tandem
for Corstant Speed Ratios

17.7
FAILUYRE RATE MODEL FOR UI1IVERSAL JOINT
The failure rate of a universal joint can be presented as a sum
of the failure rates of its
individual component parts:
•UJ
Mhere:

AUJ
)BE

= XIB

(17-4)

÷ ASE + AH + )F

= Failure Rate of Universal
failures/million cycles
= Failure Rate of Bearings,
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joint,

failures/million cycles
_sr. l Failure Rare of Seals,
failures/million cycles
Il = Failure Rate of Structural Components,
failures/million cycles
F = Failure Rate of Coupling Fasteners,
failures/million cycles

3

3

3

I

The life expectancy of a joint is a function of the application
requirements such as torque, speed, and joint angle, as well as
other factors.
T7herefore,
the basic load--speed--life-stress
relationships applicable to rolling element bearings are useful in
life computations for universal joints employing similar rolling
elrnment';
These relationshi.ps have been established in the Bearing
chapter of this Handbook. Although the contribution from terms
other than in Equation (17-4) must be examined, in many cases ABE
can d;ive
the relationship.
For speed and load variation, base
failure rate is proportional to:

,L!

(LA ) Y

and:
NA
CN

3

(17-6)

NA

Where: LA =
LS =
Y =
Y
=

Actual radial load
Specification radial load
3.33 for roller bearings
3.00 for -iall bearings

NA = Actual speed

N, = Specification speed

I

For more detailed component failure rate development, the user
isreferred to the individual part chapters in this Handbook.

I
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CHAPTER 1.8

SLIDER CRANK MECHANISMS

3
g•
3
I

18 .1 XJ"NkODUCTION
The slider crank mechanism is usually not thought of as an
independent mechanical component but rather as an integral part of
a more complex piece uZ equipment such as the piston rod/piston
components of an interral combustion engine.
Figure 18.1 shows a
typical slider crank mechanism,
the normal function of this
particular device being the conversion of rotational force into a
linear force or vice versa.

I

A

I|

Figure 18.1
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Typical Slider Crank Mechanism

The typical slider crank mechanism includes bearings, rods,
linkages, seals and a slidirg surface such as a cjlinder wall.
Wear of these parts becomes
Si
the primary failure mechanism, the
failure modes and effects being dependent upon the application.
The geometry of the design plays an important part of the
reliability analysis since tht: mechanical advantage and the wear
pattern are greatlyj influenced by the positioning of parts.
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18.2 FAILURE MODES OF SLIDER CRANK MECHANISMS
The more predominant failure modes of a slider crank mechanism
can be readily identified with frictional actior on like or
dissimilar materials.
The component parts of a slider crank
mechanism are subject to wear in varying degrees and the normal
appro"Jh to reliability analysis is to escablish the expected life
of the individual parts in the projected operating environment.
Bearing wear will usually be influenced by the lubrication film
bearing,
the
maintained,
the side
load on the
thickness
contamination level, and corrosion. Chapter 7 presents an approach
for theses ccnsiderations.
to evaluating bearing lite
Slider crank wear will manifest itself in several ways to cause
the degradation of the slider crank to the point of failure. This
threshold of failure must be defined in terms of jamming friction,
Some of
side movement, limit of travel, alignment of parts, etc.
the failure modes to be considered are included in the following
table.

TABLE 18-1
TYPICAL FAILURE MODES OF SLIDER CRANK MECAMNISMS
FAI UA=
Linkage does not move
in intended direction

FAILURE CAUSE
Bearing parts separate
causing jam

Restricted travel limited
of linkage

Excess load combined with
loss of bearing material

Broken linkage

Fatigue of linkage member

Linkage alignment out of
tolerance

Bearing deformed

The function of a mechanical seal is to provide a barrier
between the moving or rotating surfaces and prevent the trapped
For example, in the
fluid from migrating into undesired areas.
case of an engiae cylinder the rings on the piston prevent the
combustion gases from going into a lubricant and also prevent loss
of energy due to combustion gas by-pass. The 0-ring and fiat seals
are designed to prevent the lubricant from contaminating other part
252
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areas and also, the loss of the lubriýcant.
Seals and gaskets are
described in Chapter 3 and the models contained therein should be
used for the analysis of seal and gasket reliability.
Rods and linkages within the slider crank mechanism are subject
to fatigue and may crack although this failure mode is rare.
18.3 MODEL DLEVELOPMENT
The failure rate model for the sli".er crank mechanism can be
eexpressed by the following equation:

Ssc

= ABE +)R
Where:

3
I

U
U

3

I

ASE + AI + A•

(18-1)

A• = Total failure rate for slider crank,
failures/million operations
ABE = Failure rate for bearings, failures/million
operations
SRD = Failure rate for rods/shafts, failures/million
operations
ASE = Failure rate for seals/gaskets, failures/million
operations
Failure rate for rings/dynamic seals,
RI
failures/million operations
A = Failure rate for sliding surface areas,
failures/million operations

Reliability models can be developed for each specific part or
parts and the combination of failure rates in accordance with the
slider crank reliability model will provide the projected design
life.
18.3.1
BEARINGS
One of the predominant failure modes of a slider crank mechanism
is caused by a malfunctioning bearing surface.
Both roller and
sliding bearings can be included in a slider crank design. Failure
rate equations for roller/ball bearings are included in Chapter 7.
Typical sliding bearings are shown in Figure 18.2. The sliding
bearing is usually comprised of three elements including the inner
surface member, the outer surface member, and the lubricant film
The sliding bearing is
separating the inner and outer members.
Sliding
characterized as a shaft rotating within a sleeve.
bearings can be classified by material, load direction, lubrication
method, and configuration.
Sliding bearings are well suited for
Although
large loads encountered in slider crank mechanisms.
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sliding bearings may have less running friction than rolling
bearings, their strutting friction is much higher. Rolling bearings
are also easier to lubricate during service life. Sliding bearings
are well suited to low speed applicatir)ns where shock and vibration
occur such as punch presses and steam hoists.
And for many
applications such as hoists, slidinc,, bearings need only minimal
lubrication.

LZFE]
Matallic

(Loaing)

Nonmgtallic

( Lu~eation)

(Configuration)

i

so_

Hydrodynamic

Figure 18.2

Hydrostatic

i t

]I

Slf.lubrication

Sliding Bearing Classifications
(Ref. 19)

Hydrodynamic sliding bearings are characterized by the load
being carried by a film of oil generated by rotation and suitable
oil grooves.
The friction at start-up is large due to direct
contact between the journal and sleeve while the friction during
operation is moderate, the bearing acting like a low efficiency
pump.
The life of the bearing then is limited due to wear at
start-'up and stopping.
The reliability of the sliding crank mechanism will, of course,
be affected by the lubricant being used.
All liquids provide
lubrication but some do better jobs in particular applications.
Dry lubricants, for example, will adhere very well to the bearing
surfaces but tend to wear quite rapidly as petroleum oils.
Their
capacity to minimize friction, however, is only fair.
The concept of lubricant viscosity is illustrated in Figure
18.3.
A film of lubricant adheres to the stationary plate and
supports a moving plate.
In order to move the upper plate to the
right at a constant velocity V, it is necessary to exert some
c otnnt force F.
Thus a shear stress is applied at the wetted
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surface of the movinq plate.
19):
F

This shear stress is

equal to (Ref.
(18-2)

A

I

Where:

A= Area of plate surface in contact with lubricant

3W
a~w
F..

Moving memer--

Fixed member

A-

Figure 18.3
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Lubricant Viscosity
(Ref., 19)

The rate of shearing strain R' is defined as the ratio of the
velocity V to the thickness h of the lubricant filn( Ref. 19):
(10-3)

= h

The ratio of shearing stress to rate of
called the dynamic viscosity p (Ref 19):
_

-Rt

Fh
AV

shearing strain is

(18-4)
(84

Three types, or regimes, of lubrication occur in practice. They
differ in the degree to which the lubrication is carrying the load.
A full film lubrication physically separates the shaft and bearing
surfaces by a relatively thick lubricant film of about 15 gm. This
contact at the operating
any metal-to--metal
film prevonts
The coefficient of friction will be low, usually not
conditions.
Full film operation implies minimum power
above about 0.005.
losses and maximum lifo expectancy of the parts.
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Complete b.,oundary lubricati-on means that the bearing and shaft
surf aces are being ruibbed together with only a very t~hin lubricant
film adhering to ech surfnooce and preventing direct Contact'.
The
coefficient of fric~tion is high, in the range of 0 .1.
MixedJ film lubrication means that there is both boundary and
hydrodynamic lubrication.
Part of the load i~s carried by small
pools of self -pre.sur:Lzed lubricant. Other areas of the surfaces
are rubbing with oni",u a thin filp. of lubricant separating the
peaks. A typicaJ triction coefficient for this regime is 0.02.
Figure 17-4 shows the coefficient of friction plotted against a
bearing characteristic number sin/P, The three operating variables
in this bearing characteristic number are the lubricant's viscosity
p(xnPa-s or /hreyn), the shaft speed n(rps), and the unit bearing
load P, the last defined as (Ref. 19):I

P

Where:

=

-W(18-5)1

W = Bearing load, lbj
D =Bearing Diameter, in
L
Bearing length, in

-4

I

eI

with the Mn/P factor

2561

(Ref. 19)

I
I
I
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This bearing characteristic number provides a method of
determining any potential problem with lubricant film.
Any low
viscosity, low shaft speed, or high unit bearing load implies a low
value for gn/P.
Conversely, the higher gn/P, the easier it is to
establish a full-load-supporting film.
For the largest values of pn/P, there is full-fluid-film, or
hydrodynamic,
lubrication.
In this regime of operation the
coefficient of friction attains a minimum of about 0.001.
A
greater gn/P value will assure an adequately thick film and a
margin of safety with a somewhat greater power loss.
The lowest values of Mn/P correspond to the regime of complete
boundary lubrication.
The friction coefficient remains constant
throughout this regime; its actual value depends on the character
of the surfaces and the lubricant.
The midregime is that of mixed-film lubrication. In this regime
a decrease in pn/P is accompanied by a sharp increase in friction
coefficient.
Most of the bearings utilized in mechanical devices are
considered light service and operate in the mixed-film or boundary
lubrication regimes.
Typical office equipment and appliances with
latching mechanisms contain bearings with little
or even no
lubrication and without the proper operating conditions to develop
a full-lubricant film.
Yet they survive and they provide a lowcost solution to the problem of supporting and controlling machine
members in relative motion.
Manufacturers of bearings for light service usually base bearing
selection on the PV factor, the product of unit bearing load P and
rubbing velocity V. This factor indicates what bearing temperature
will be reached and what rate of wear can be expected. Temperature
rise and wear rate are maintained within reasonable limits by
controlling the PV factor.
The unit bearing load P, already defined by Equation (18-5) is
the ratio of the bearing's load to its projected area. The zubbing
velocity V must be calculated differently for oscillating shaft
motion than for continuous rotation.
For continuous rotation the
rubbing speed is (Ref. 19),
V ý 5nDn
Where:

(18-6)

V = rubbing veloci ty, fpm
D = bearing diameter,
n = shaft speed; rps

3

I
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However, if the shaft is oscillating relative to the bearing,
the design value for V is based on the average rubbing speed (Ref

19).

Where:

(18-7)

D f
7D~72

V

0
f

=
=

Total angle traveled per cycle,
Frequency of oscillation, cps

deg

The use of sleeve or journal bearings in severe service requires
a full bearing or a thick lubrication film to support the load.
While an external pump may be used to supply a lubricant under
pressure to the bearing's feed hole, within the bearing itself it
is the shaft that acts as a pump and pumps the oil adhering to it
into the wedge-shaped oil film that supports the load.
With the
shaft stationary, the shaft simply rests on the bottom of the
bearing.
But at start-up the shaft begins to roll up the bearing
wall.
As it climbs, it also begins to pump oil between itself and
the bearing.
As this oil is pumped, the shaft lifts
off the
bearing surface and moves in the direction of rotation.
At
operating speed, the shaft has developed a wedge-shaped film
between itself and the bearing that supports the shaft and its
load.
The radial displacement of the shaft's center from the
bearing's center is the eccentricity, e. The pressure distribution
in the oil film achieved depends on factors such as shaft speed,
load,
lubricant viscosity, bearing clearance,
and length-todiameter ratio.
18.3.2 Re.!Shafta
The reliability of the rod or shaft is generally very high when
compared to tho components in the sliding-action system. Generally,
the life expectancy will be at least three times that of the
The possibility that the rod or shaft will fracture can
bearing.
best be determined using finite element techniques. The effects of
the rod or shaft breakage on adjacent components is of greater
importance than the reliability of the rod or shaft itself.
From
Chapter 10 the following equation for rod or shaft failure rate is
derived:I
A:S = S,B * CP • CF
CSE
COO
(18-8)
Where: ASA,B

Rod or shaft base failure rate
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CASF ' Surface finish factor
CDF ' Material temperature fectnr
CSE
Material endurance factor
CON =Contamination factor
Procedures for determining the base failure
multiplying factors can be found in Chapter 10.

rate

and

the

I

18.3.3

*

The failure rate of a seal or gasket is determined by ability of
the seal to restrict the flow of fluid frow one region to another
for the intended life is
prescribed operating environment.
From
Section 3.2 of Chapter 3 the followinq equation is d3rLved for
determining the failure rate.

Seals/Gaskets

XSE = I SE,B

Where:

I

CP

ISE,

CQ 9

CDL

o CH

eCf

• CU • Ct .

CY

(18-9)

= Base failure rate of seal,

0.85 failures/million operations
C = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of fluid pressure on ASEB
CQ = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of allowable leakage on ASE,

DL= Multiplying factor which considers the

effect of seal size on ASE,B
C = Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of seal hardness and tightness
on ASE,B
= Multiplying factcr which considers the
effect of seat smoothness on ASE,B
SCv
Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of fluid viscosity on ASEB
Ct= Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of temperature on ASE,B
C, Multiplying factor which considers the
effect of contaminants on ASEB

Sf

I

The procedures contained in Chapter 3 can be used to determine
the base failure rate and multiplying factors.
18.2.4 D•M
ic Seals
1
The sealing surface of rings and other dynamic seals
perpendicular to the shaft with contact between primary and

3

I
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are

rings to achieve a dynamic seal at various speeds, pressuý -- and
temperatures.
From section 3.3 of Chapter 3 the following equacion

is

derived for determining the failure rate of a dynamic seal.
)SE

= ISE,B

Where:

*

CQ * CH • Cf • Cy

*

(18-1 )

Ct • CN . CPV

C• = Multiplying factor which considerE the

effect of the seal PV value on ISF,B
The procedures contained in Chapter 3 can be used to determine
the base failure rate and multiplying section for rings.
18.3.5
=
Suf--.
Area
The wear life of the sliding surface area depends on the
correlation of wear of the two surfaces involved with the material
strength and the stress imposed on the sliding action mechanism.
From a time vtandpoint, wear of the two surfaces will occur in two
phases.
The first
or constant wear phase is characterized by the
shearing of asperities due to sliding action.
During this period
the wear rate is practically linear as a function of the numnber of
mechanical cycles and the wear depth at the end of the constant
wear phase is one half the original surface finish.
During the
second or severe wear phase, wear debris becomes trapped between
the two sliding surfaces and gouging of the surfaces takes place.
The wear rate begins to increase very rapidly and failure of the
sliding action mechanism is imminent.
From Chapter 9, Section
9.3.1:

CCp D CT

AAC = XAC.B

Where:

AC

=

(18-11)

Failure rate of actuator,

failures/million

cycles

CCP

=Contaminant particle coefficient

CT= Temperature factor

Section 9.3.1 of Chapter 9 describes a procedure to determine
the number of cycles in Phase 1 wear and the number of cycles in
Phase 2 wear at which point the slider crank mechanism is
determined to have tailed.
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